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WHY CREDIT IS

SO IMPORTANT

You’ve found your dream house. The neighborhood
is perfect. The schools are great. The kitchen has
everything you want.

You’ve negotiated a good price. You’ve signed reams
of paperwork. And you open an escrow account.

Then your mortgage broker calls. Remember the
great interest rate she quoted you last week? You
don’t qualify for it. She says there are some prob-
lems with your FICO score. Your interest rate is go-
ing to be higher by almost four percentage points.

Suddenly, your monthly payments on a $200,000

loan jump from $1,150 to $1,620. That’s a 40 percent

increase!

Your eyes well up with tears as that dream house
slips away—along with the nonrefundable deposit
check you’d written. And it’s all because the mort-
gage lenders said your credit score was low.

1
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Buying a house is the single biggest purchase most
consumers will ever make—and the vast majority
of people buy that house on credit. But home buy-
ing isn’t the only time your credit is important.

Your credit is a factor when you want to rent an
apartment, buy a car, get braces for your children
or take advantage of a “no interest for six months”
offer on a big-screen TV. Sometimes, your credit
history will even come into play when you apply
for insurance or for a job.

Credit history plays a vital role in your day-to-day
life, making expenses like a home mortgage more—
or less—expensive for you. And it’s practically im-
possible to rent a car without a credit card.

I T ’ S  A  C R E D I T  E C O N O M Y

A growing number of people purchase products and
services on credit—either with credit cards or by
taking out other types of consumer loans. Ameri-
cans borrow to buy cars and trucks and put less
money down when they buy homes, as home prices
escalate in many parts of the country.

But credit cards are the fastest growing form of
consumer borrowing in the developed world. And
they have the biggest impact on most consumers’
financial status.

Credit cards are used on a regular basis by more
than 73 percent of American households, up from
16 percent in the 1970s. Most Americans have at
least one general-purpose credit card these days, and
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more often they have two or three. By general-pur-
pose, we mean a credit card not issued by a specific
store or retail chain; these cards include Visa,
MasterCard, Discover or American Express cards that
can be used almost anywhere.

In 1999, American consumers charged about $1.2

trillion on their general-purpose credit cards. By

2003, that number had grown by about a third—to

more than $1.5 trillion.

Specifically, American Express saw a 13 percent in-
crease in cardholder spending from 2003 to 2002.
And that business was increasingly profitable. Ac-
cording to the company, American Express Bank
(AEB) reported net income for 2003 of $102 mil-
lion, up 27 percent from $80 million the year prior.

Visa, the largest player in the general-purpose credit
card market, generated around $3 trillion in card
sales volume worldwide each year in the early
2000s. Even Diners Club, a relatively small player
in the market, racked up gross sales volume of $31
billion in 2001.

And then there are so-called “captive cards”—credit
cards issued by department stores, gas stations and
specialty retailers. They account for something like
half again the amount charged to the general-pur-
pose cousins.

In theory, credit cards allow you to enjoy your pur-
chases for as long as a month before you have to pay
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a dime—and it’s all interest-free. Or at least it would
be interest-free, if people paid off their credit card
balances in full each month. Most don’t.

According to Fair, Isaac & Co., which tracks con-
sumers’ credit histories, about 10 percent of Ameri-
cans have credit card balances that exceed $10,000.
On the other hand, nearly half of the population is
much more conservative, carrying a balance of less
than $1,000. (You’ll read a lot about Fair, Isaac &
Co.—called by the acronym “FICO” by people in
the credit and banking industries—through the
course of this book.)

Those balances generate a lot interest—money owed

to the card companies by the card users. In some

cases, the interest rates are as high as 23 percent.

(However, the industry group Your Credit Card Com-

panies notes that the average credit card interest

rate was approximately 12.75 percent in 2003.)

Of course, credit cards aren’t the only kind of credit
consumers use. According to FICO, the average con-
sumer today has 11 credit “obligations.” Of those,
seven are likely to be credit cards; the other four are
likely to be installment loans—including auto,
home and student loans.

If you add it all up, you find that 30 percent of
Americans carry more than $10,000 of non-mort-
gage-related consumer debt. And credit cards are
the biggest slice of that debt pie.
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The good news: Most people pay their bills on time.
FICO notes that fewer than 40 percent of consum-
ers have ever been reported as 30 or more days late
on a payment, and only 20 percent have ever been
60 or more days past due.

C R E D I T  K E E P S  G E T T I N G  E A S I E R

Consumer credit is a sort of self-fulfilling proph-
ecy. As more consumers use it, more merchants need
to accept it. And, as more merchants accept it, more
consumers use it.

That’s why it seems as if everybody wants to offer
you credit these days. If you shop at a department
store and you pay with cash or by check, many
employees have been trained to ask you to open
up one of the store’s own charge accounts.

Even relatively small businesses can offer a private-

label credit card to their customers.  That’s because

credit card companies offer specialized programs

through a variety of trade associations.

For instance, members of SEMA (the Specialty
Equipment Market Association) are all eligible to
participate in CarCareONE, a private-label credit-
card program from GE Retail Sales Finance. So,
manufacturers, distributors, retailers and installers
can offer their customers instant, on-the-spot credit,
as well as 90-day “same-as-cash financing.”
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Why do they? According to SEMA, “Many compa-
nies find that consumers with CarCareONE credit
cards will make larger purchases and are more
loyal than customers without the card.”

As the name suggests, CarCareONE credit cards are
automobile-focused. But private-label programs ex-
tend far beyond the automotive world. Citi Com-
merce Services (CCS) helps all kinds of businesses
develop customized retail credit card program. In
fact, CCS has made it possible for retailers in a wide
range of industries to offer a store-specific credit
card. These industries include:

• travel;

• jewelry;

• apparel;

• catalog sales;

• furniture;

• automotive;

• office products;

• home improvement;

• consumer electronics; and

• computers.

These are the credit programs for merchants. On
the consumer side, credit card companies market
their products even more aggressively. The best
example of this: So-called “affinity” cards. These
are general-purpose credit cards that are associated
with a particular airline or auto maker or member-
ship group. These cards—usually Visa or
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MasterCard, but with that fact downplayed—gen-
erate benefits based on how many dollars the holder
spends. The benefits are specific to the group; such
as frequent flier miles with an airline card, contri-
butions with a political affinity card or discounts
on car purchases with an auto maker card.

There are the affinity cards that you can sign up for

in order to get zero interest for several months on a

major purchase—such as the Visa cards offered by

Circuit City and other consumer electronics retailers

in order to get you to spring for that $3,000 home

entertainment system.

There are traps and fine-print conditions to all of
these benefits, as we’ll see later. But the fact remains
that credit cards are a booming part of the economy.

A  C R E E P I N G  E F F E C T

Credit has a steady, cumulative effect on the way
people buy things. The car industry is a good ex-
ample of this creeping influence.

Through the 1960s, most Americans paid cash for
their automobiles. If a person borrowed to buy a
car, he or she would usually make a large down-
payment (often half the purchase price) and take a
one- or two-year secured loan through a local bank.

In the 1970s, auto makers decided to finance the
purchase of their products in a systematic way. They
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marketed two- and three-year loans which required
smaller down payments.

In the 1980s, car companies started leasing cars—
which essentially eliminated the down payment
and the whole idea of a car as a thing that someone
would buy and keep for many years. It also made
luxury cars more affordable to most consumers. At
first, leases had two- to three-year terms. Traditional
loans lengthened their standard terms to four or
five years to compete.

By the early 2000s, most Americans financed most
of their new car purchases. Gone were the days of
24-month auto loans; five-year loans or leases had
become standard—and six-year loans were increas-
ingly common.

So-called “luxury” vehicles—which included some
trucks—had grown from less than 10 percent of
the car market to more than 30 percent.

This is the cumulative effect of consumer debt: Higher

prices and levels of luxury and less outright owner-

ship. Some consumer advocates criticize this pro-

cess as making a permanent debtor class; but oth-

ers defend it as bringing the life-style of the wealthy

to a mass market.

Whatever the sociological concerns, there’s no doubt
that a credit economy requires an ordinary citizen
to pay more attention to his or her ability to get
credit.
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S T U D E N T  L O A N  D E B T

Like the automobile industry, the university edu-
cation industry has used credit to create new cus-
tomers and sell them more expensive product.

With university tuition costs rising faster than other

prices, many students are encouraged to borrow

money through any of several government-spon-

sored loan programs. As a result, they graduate

with incredible debt loads.

For example, in 2004, the annual tuition at the
University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) was
$6,585.52 for a California resident and $23,541.52
for a nonresident. That didn’t take into account hous-
ing, books, meals or any other living expenses.

According to the University of Notre Dame, the
average 2004-05 expense budget for an under-
graduate student included:

Tuition and Fees $29,510

Room and Board     7,590

Books and Supplies        850

Personal Expenses        900

Transportation        500

Total $39,350
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According to the American Council on Education:

More students are borrowing to pay for their col-
lege education, up from 49 percent in 1993 to
65 percent in 2000. Students also borrowed more.
In 1992-93, the median amount borrowed was
just over $9,500. In 1999-2000, that amount
jumped to $16,500.

While the Council’s studies showed that most stu-
dents who graduated in the class of 2000 have a
debt burden equal to seven percent of their income,
the Council warned, “Debt burden is a growing
concern for a subset of students with larger than
average debt or lower than average earnings.”

Furthermore, “Debt burden will increase if borrow-
ing levels continue to rise, interest rates climb or
recent graduate salaries decline.”

I N C R E A S I N G  M O R T G A G E  D E B T

While all consumer credit-based spending has been
rising, the jump in home mortgage debt worries
economists most.

From 2001 to 2004, home mortgage debt increased
25 percent (after adjusting for inflation), according
to the Senate’s Joint Economic Committee (JEC).

The JEC noted:

Analysts have expressed concern about the growth
of consumer debt and its effect on the U.S. economy.
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Some fear that the combination of increasing debt
and higher interest rates will impair the ability
of households to meet their monthly financial ob-
ligations. However, interest payments as a per-
centage of disposable income have actually fallen
since the end of the recession in 2001. Total house-
hold debt has increased since the end of the reces-
sion, but the vast majority of the increase can be
attributed to the growth of home mortgage debt
spurred by historically low mortgage interest rates.

...Mortgage debt has grown from 32 percent of
gross domestic product (GDP) in 1980 to over
60 percent today. This increase is reflected in part
in the record-high home ownership rate in the U.S.
Consumer credit [including credit cards and auto
loans] grew more slowly, increasing from 13 per-
cent of GDP in 1980 to 18 percent.

T H E  B O T T O M  L I N E

Heavy consumer borrowing is a reality for many
Americans. So, it’s more important than ever for
every consumer to be smart about his or her credit
habits and ability to borrow. And the main way
that lenders measure this ability: credit scores.

Credit scores are the results of programs that lend-

ers use, based on information that other lenders

report to central information clearinghouses, to make

decisions about how you’re likely to pay.
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Credit scoring systems award people points for hav-
ing credit, using it and making payments on time.
The more points you have, the better your credit.
Every time you use a credit card and pay the bal-
ance on time, your score goes up; every time you
go over your credit limit and pay late, your score
goes down.

Other financial or legal factors also are counted. Hav-
ing over $100,000 in cash in the bank raises your
score; declaring bankruptcy lowers it. A lot.

In the U.S., most lenders use some version of the
scoring system developed by Fair, Isaac & Co. A
person’s “FICO score” ranges from 400 to over 800
points. The range works something like this:

• A score of 420 means you can’t get a
credit card, car loan or home mortgage.

• A score of 570 means you can get any
of these—but you won’t get the best,
advertised interest rate. And you’ll
probably have to pay extra fees.

 • A score of 720 means you’ll get the best
interest rates and the fewest fees.

Credit scores are fluid things. They can change as
quickly as monthly…though they usually change
on a quarterly basis.

Smaller changes usually occur more slowly; bigger
changes—if you declare bankruptcy or win the lot-
tery—occur more quickly.
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Your credit score is probably the most important

aspect of your life that isn’t managed by the gov-

ernment. It’s controlled by a loose affiliation of

banks, credit card companies, other kinds of lend-

ers and the credit bureaus that track all of the infor-

mation.

If you’re like most Americans, you have only a vague
idea of where you stand, in terms of your credit
score. Many people pay closer attention to their
mortgage interest rates or the deal they got on their
car. There’s something unpleasant about checking
the details of your credit score—even if, in truth,
it’s not so bad.

Likewise, many Americans are conditioned to look
at certain aspects of a credit deal but ignore oth-
ers. Did you sign up for a special low-interest pro-
motional card offer without reading any of the fine
print? In some cases, any purchases beyond the ini-
tial promotional offer may incur shockingly high
interest rates.

Electronics stores often play a variation on that

scheme. They will offer a captive card with a low

interest rate—sometimes a zero-interest rate. But the

special deal is only good for the first purchase on

the card. Everything else comes with a rate of 17 or

20 percent.
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Do you know what will happen if you miss a pay-
ment or two on any of your credit cards? What about
your auto loans? Home loans? In many cases, the
interest rates will shoot up.

C O N C L U S I O N

We’re not trying to give you guilt. We’re simply
pointing out the places where you may be able to
save substantial money, simply by paying atten-
tion to a few “little details.”

One way you can save serious money is by improv-
ing your credit score, since it’s directly related to
how much you pay for credit. For instance, people
with great credit scores (above 700) can pay tens of
thousands of dollars less, over the life of a 30-year
mortgage, than people with just okay credit scores.

And they can be related to other seemingly unre-
lated things, too, like your ability to get a job or
even get insurance. That’s right. Insurance compa-
nies and even potential employers may check out
your credit history to try and determine your level
of personal stability.

Whether you have good credit or lousy credit, the
first step is to find out what your credit score is.
Then take the steps we recommend in this book to
improve that score. Your wallet will feel the differ-
ence. So will you.
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THE MECHANICS OF

CREDIT SCORES

2

Credit scoring has played a prominent role in mak-
ing consumer credit accessible to the not-so-rich.
In the U.S., most credit scoring systems rank ev-
eryone on a scale from 400 to 850 points. Where
you are on the scale can affect a lot about your life.

According to Your Credit Card Companies, a lob-
bying group of financial services companies that
includes the card issuers MasterCard, Discover and
Capital One:

[Between the early 1970s and early 2000s],
access to credit cards has increased 36 percent for
lower-income families and 65 percent for middle-
income families. The percentage of minority fami-
lies with credit cards has more than doubled, from
25 percent in 1983 to 54 percent in 2001.

But exactly how do rigid credit scores lead to a more
democratic credit system? The answer has to do
with two concepts: Risk and trust.

Credit scores help lenders make decisions about what
people are risks…and which people they will trust
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with loans. Consulting companies like Fair, Isaac
& Co. help lenders make credit scoring decisions
based on information held—and constantly up-
dated—by credit bureaus.

Throughout this book we refer to the “big three”

U.S. credit bureaus—Equifax, Experian and

TransUnion. These companies control the U.S. con-

sumer credit scoring industry. Their importance to

the financial services industry…and your ability to

borrow money…is large and growing.

Like most smaller credit bureaus, the big three keep
files that include personal information like Social
Security numbers and account information of indi-
vidual consumers.

But their clients are not the people whose informa-
tion they keep; their clients are the banks and con-
sumer finance companies who decide whether—
and on what terms—to lend money to those indi-
viduals.

The Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) is an attempt
by the U.S. government to restore some balance
and accountability to the credit rating industry.
According to the Federal Trade Commission (FTC):

The FCRA is designed to promote accuracy, fair-
ness and privacy of information in the files of
every “consumer reporting agency” (CRA). Most
CRAs are credit bureaus that gather and sell
information about you—such as if you pay your
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bills on time or have filed bankruptcy—to credi-
tors, employers, landlords and other businesses.

You must be told if information in your file has
been used against you. Anyone who uses informa-
tion from a CRA to take action against you—
such as denying an application for credit, insur-
ance or employment—must tell you, and give you
the name, address and phone number of the CRA
that provided the consumer report.

You can find out what is in your file. At your re-
quest, a CRA must give you the information in your
file, and a list of everyone who has requested it re-
cently. There is no charge for the report if a person
has taken action against you because of informa-
tion supplied by the CRA, if you request the report
within 60 days of receiving notice of the action.
You also are entitled to one free report every 12
months upon request if you certify that:

1) you are unemployed and plan to seek
employment within 60 days;

2) you are on welfare; or

3) your report is inaccurate due to ID theft
or other fraud.

Otherwise, a CRA can charge you for a copy of your
credit report (though that’s changing).

Access to your file is limited. A CRA may pro-
vide information about you only to people with a
need recognized by the FCRA—usually to consider
an application with a creditor, insurer, employer,
landlord or other business.
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H I S T O R Y  O F  C R E D I T  S C O R I N G

How did all of this get started? In the very early
days, when people bought things on credit at the
general store, the store clerk wrote the purchase
amount on a piece of paper that was then put into a
“cuff.” A cuff was a paper tube that merchants wore
on their wrists. (This is also the origin of the term
“buying on the arm”—another way to say buying
on credit.)

When a merchant offered too much credit or credit
to the wrong person, he or she would lose money
and have financial problems. Some would go out of
business. Eventually, local merchant groups started
collecting all of the information from these clerks’
cuffs and putting it together for other merchants to
check before granting credit.

These systems were known as mutual protection
societies or business roundtables; and sometimes
chambers of commerce served the same role.

Whatever  name it took, the local group’s scope was

limited geographically, by town or county. And the

data it collected was not consistent; it might in-

cluded character references, employment informa-

tion, insurance information or more detailed bank

account information. In some cases, the information

sharing even violated legal privacy protections.

While they were better than nothing, these infor-
mal local groups proved to be an inefficient way for
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businesses to protect themselves from bad debt.
There was no verification that the information was
correct; and local biases, favoritism and politics could
make for unreliable reports—either too bad about
good risks or too good about bad ones.

Plus, the people about whom information was be-
ing shared had no way of checking the reports. The
only groups that could access the information were
lenders and merchants. A merchant who didn’t like
someone could cause that someone a lot of trouble.

The first independent, third-party consumer report-

ing agencies in the U.S. were established in the mid-

1800s; several were national in scope, operating

much like a modern-day franchise system. They were

set up as a network of offices across the country.

Credit agencies differed from mutual protection so-
cieties in that they allowed anyone to access the
credit information—for a price. Local branches paid
a percentage of their profits to their central office in
exchange for credit information from other loca-
tions. These outfits were the corporate ancestors of
modern day companies like American Express,
Western Union and Wells Fargo Bank.

Technology developments in the late 1800s, includ-
ing the typewriter and carbon paper, led to even
greater efficiencies for independent credit agencies.
Their accumulated information was more widely
available, more accurate and covered a much larger
geographical area.
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These new credit bureaus had to deal effectively with
various groups: their subscribers, the people and
businesses about whom they reported, their branch
office correspondents and the general public.

But, generally, these early credit agencies served a
small part of the U.S. population. Through the early
1900s, most Americans stayed close to home and
didn’t need credit companies to vouch for them in
unfamiliar places.

World War II changed all of that. So many people
travelled from coast to coast—and to Europe or
Asia—in the course of fighting that war that a gen-
eral taste for travel was created. So did the general
wealth that Americans enjoyed during the post-
WWII years. Rather that settling for a week at the
nearby lake, families wanted to go to Florida or
California…or Paris…for their vacations.

The more mobile population overwhelmed the ex-
isting credit agencies. A more scientific system
was needed to track information on tens of millions
of people. The plastic credit cards helped.

And the credit bureau system that the U.S. has now
began to take shape.

C R E D I T  B U R E A U S ’  C U S T O M E R S

Ironically, the newer system took on some of the
traits of the original mutual protection societies.
For one thing, consumers couldn’t access their own
credit histories. Only lenders, credit card providers
and other businesses had access to credit reports.
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Modern credit bureaus were created to service lend-

ers, not borrowers. Lenders want to be repaid, and

the credit bureaus help them figure out which con-

sumers are most likely to do so on a timely basis.

The bureaus’ primary focus remains on serving lend-
ers. But a number of factors have led them to be-
come more consumer-friendly. These factors include:

• growing concern over errors in consum-
ers’ credit histories;

• the rise of identity theft and other fraud;
and

• the Fair Credit Reporting Act.

Today, you can get your credit score, or copies of
your credit reports, through a variety of sources on-
line or by mail. Plus, lenders will usually tell you
your credit score when you apply for a loan.

American consumers really began finding out about
credit scoring—and demanding to see their
scores—in the 1980s. The Internet boom of the
1990s hastened this process, as more information
was available in more places.

In 2000, the on-line lender E-Loan.com offered to
give consumers their scores for free, with infor-
mation explaining how the score was calculated and
how they might improve it. Fair, Isaac & Co. re-
sponded by cutting E-Loan off from its credit for-
mulas, effectively crippling its ability to lend money.
E-Loan stopped giving away credit scores.
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F A I R  C R E D I T  R E P O R T I N G  A C T

According to the FTC, the FCRA—which went into
effect in 1971—was designed to ensure that con-
sumer reporting agencies, or CRAs, “furnish cor-
rect and complete information to businesses to use
when evaluating your application.”

To help ensure the information is correct and com-
plete, the Act ensures that consumers can check their
own reports and make changes to them, if necessary.

As a consumer, you have a number of rights under
the FCRA. These include:

• the right to receive a complete copy
of your credit report;

• the right to know the name of anyone
who has received a copy of your credit
report within the last year—or within
the last two years, if it was for employ-
ment purposes;

• the right to know the name and ad-
dress of the CRA a lender, credit card
provider or other company has con-
tacted, if that company denied your ap-
plication for credit;

• the right to a free copy of your credit
report if you’ve been turned down for
credit because of information in that
credit report;

• the right to contest the accuracy or
completeness of the information in
your credit report, both with the CRA
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and with the company that provided
that information to the CRA;

• the right to an investigation by the
CRA within 30 days of you reporting
an inaccuracy, as well as the right to
have the company that provided infor-
mation you question in your credit re-
port investigate it;

• the right to have inaccurate informa-
tion removed within 30 days, and the
right to have the CRA that removes the
information report it to the other CRAs;

• the right to add a “summary expla-
nation” to your report if you are un-
happy with the way a dispute over an
inaccuracy is resolved;

• the right to restrict access to your
credit report to people who have a “per-
missible purpose” (see Chapter 7 for
more on who can access your report);

• the right to remove your name from
lists that CRAs sell to marketers; and

• the right to sue for damages if some-
one accesses your report without “per-
missible purpose” or violates one of the
other provisions of the FCRA.

W H A T ’ S  I N  Y O U R  R E P O R T ?

The first thing you should know is that your three
credit reports probably are not the same. Lenders,
credit card companies and other businesses supply
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information to the credit bureaus on a voluntary
basis. So they may only provide your information
to only one agency, or to two or three or none. That’s
why it is so important to check all three of your
credit reports.

In each case, you’ll find that the credit report is
divided into four sections:

• identifying information;

• credit history

• inquiries; and

• public records.

We’ll go through each section and let you know
what to look for.

I D E N T I F Y I N G  I N F O R M A T I O N

The identifying information section on your credit
report is straightforward. It is compiled using the
information you provide when you apply for credit.

This can include some or all of the following:

• your name,

• your current address.

• one or more of your previous recent
addresses,

• your telephone number or numbers,

• your Social Security number,

• your driver’s license number,
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• your birth date,

• your spouse’s name,

• home ownership information,

• your income,

• your current employer, and

• your previous employers.

If you find more than one spelling of your name in
this section—or even more than one Social Security
number—don’t be surprised. It is simply because
someone has reported the information incorrectly.

In a rather selfish move, most credit bureaus leave

the incorrect information on there to ensure that fu-

ture reporting from that same company will go on

the correct credit history.

C R E D I T  H I S T O R Y

This section lists the accounts that you have with
different lenders, retail stores, credit card com-
panies and other businesses, including accounts on
which you are listed as an authorized user (such as
your spouse’s credit card).

It includes the account numbers for each account,
although these may be scrambled for security rea-
sons. Sometimes, you’ll find more than one account
number for the same creditor. This could be be-
cause you moved or because the creditor assigned
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more than one account number to you. This isn’t
necessarily a cause for concern.

The payment history section does provide a great
deal of detail, including:

• the date you opened each account;

• the kind of account (i.e., an installment
account, such as a home or car loan, or
a revolving account, such as a Visa or a
gasoline credit card);

• whether it is in your name alone or
with someone else;

• the credit limit, the amount of a loan
or the highest balance on a credit card;

• the monthly payment amount if it’s
fixed (such as on a car loan), or the mini-
mum monthly payment if it varies (such
as on a credit card);

• the outstanding balance; and

• whether there were any missed or late
payments.

If you have a past-due account, the report may
indicate whether it has been referred to a collection
agency. That makes a difference; an account that’s
been “sent to collection” is a much bigger black
mark on your credit score than one that’s just late.

You also may find information about closed or in-
active accounts. These can remain on your report
for seven to 11 years, depending on the manner in
which the account was paid—or not paid.
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I N Q U I R I E S

Credit bureaus keep a record whenever someone
views your credit history. These inquiries are made
by lenders, landlords, credit card providers, service
providers and insurance companies. A record of these
inquiries will remain on your credit report for one
to two years.

There are actually two kinds of inquiries: hard and
soft. The consumer version of a credit report in-
cludes both kinds, but the version that is provided
to businesses shows only hard inquiries.

Any credit application or an application to lease an
apartment will usually generate a hard inquiry.

Soft inquiries include your own request for your
credit report and job-related requests.

Also, CRAs often provide your contact information
to companies that market to consumers with a cer-
tain type of credit history. This includes credit card
issuers that send out pre-approved card offers.

Companies that have received your information for

marketing purposes will show up in the soft inquir-

ies section, but these companies have not actually

seen a copy of your credit report.

Janet Rosen had a high credit rating, so she fell
into a group of creditworthy consumers whose con-
tact information was sold by the credit bureaus.
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Janet received “pre-approved” offers for credit cards
all the time—at least one each week. After months
of these offers through her shredder, she finally de-
cided to apply for a card from Wells Fargo, the same
bank that wrote the mortgage on her house.

Janet was shocked to receive a rejection letter. As
required by law, Wells Fargo stated in the letter:

• which credit bureau it had received her
credit report from; and

• what item in the credit report triggered
the denial of credit.

While Janet’s credit score was above 700, she did
have an eight-year-old bankruptcy on her credit re-
port. And that caused Wells Fargo to deny her ap-
plication for a credit card—even though the com-
pany had been soliciting her.

If you don’t want credit bureaus to sell your name to

credit card providers and other companies, you can

opt out. You can do so by contacting each of the

credit bureaus directly. Or you can call 888-5-OPTOUT

(1.888.567.8688) to have your name removed for

two years from mailing and telemarketing lists that

come from the big three bureaus.

P U B L I C  R E C O R D S

Many types of events are a matter of public record—
that is, the kind of information you can find out if
you pay a visit to your local courthouse.
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These types of events may appear in this section of
your credit report. They can include:

• bankruptcies;

• tax liens;

• foreclosures;

• court judgments; and

• overdue child support.

This information usually will remain on your credit
report for seven years.

W H A T ’ S  N O T  I N  Y O U R  R E P O R T

As surprising as it can be to learn just how much
detail about your life is available to creditors and
even to companies in search of potential customers,
it may be even more surprising to learn what’s not
in your credit file.

Your credit report does not contain information on:

• savings or checking accounts;

• bankruptcies that are more than 10
years old;

• charge-offs or debts that have been sent
to collections that are more than seven
years old;

• driving records;

• medical history (although medical bills
may appear on your report as debts); or
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• criminal records.

For privacy and fair lending reasons, the credit re-
port also cannot include your:

• gender;

• ethnicity;

• religion; or

• political affiliation.

C R E D I T  R E P O R T S  V S .  S C O R E S

Credit reports can be several pages long, so it’s not
surprising that credit scores were developed as a
sort of shorthand—and as a more objective way to
evaluate consumers.

In order to determine your credit score, some of the
information in your credit report is fed into a math-
ematical formula, which spits out the three-digit
number that lenders use to predict whether you are
likely to pay back a loan (or a credit card debt) in
full and on time.

As we’ve noted, supporters of credit scoring point
out that it has created more uniformity in lending,
in part by removing the subjective human factor.
Instead of having loan officers look over your credit
report and application—filtered through their own
judgments, experiences and biases—the process is
now largely automated.

What’s more, many lenders now rely on the same
criteria in judging applicants for credit, where in
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the past each lender might have had its own (often
conservative) method for determining a consumer’s
creditworthiness. But there are still complaints.

According to an article in the Philadelphia Federal
Reserve Bank’s newsletter, Cascade:

Opponents argue that an automated system will
not consider the unique needs of low-income and
other nontraditional borrowers. As a result, op-
ponents believe, loan denial rates will increase.

As we’ve noted, Fair, Isaac & Co. invented the most
widely used credit score program. Its proprietary
formula is used by most creditors to determine the
so-called FICO score, though there are other for-
mulas that have been created for different purposes.

The Big Three credit bureaus all use the FICO for-
mula to compute credit scores, but each calls that score
by a different name. Equifax calls it the Beacon score.
Experian calls it the Experian/Fair Isaac Risk Model.
And Trans Union calls it the Empirica score.

W H A T  M A K E S  A  C R E D I T  S C O R E

Fair, Isaac’s credit scoring formulas take into account
and weigh various pieces of information from your
credit report. The information and weights include:

• the type of accounts you have (mort-
gage, car loan, credit cards), 10 percent;

• the number of recently opened ac-
counts and their proportion to your
overall credit, 10 percent;
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• your payment history, 35 percent;

• the amounts you owe, 30 percent; and

• the length of your credit history, 15
percent.

The emphasis placed on the various parts of your
credit report can vary. Fair, Isaac & Co. notes:

These percentages are based on the importance of
the five categories for the general population. For
particular groups—for example, people who have
not been using credit long—the importance of these
categories may be somewhat different.

Other scoring models use essentially the same in-
formation, though the emphasis may vary.

When considering your payment history, the FICO
scoring system looks at:

• your account payment information on
specific kinds of accounts (including
mortgages, installment loans, credit
cards, retail accounts, finance company
records and so on);

• public records, especially a bankruptcy,
liens, judgments against you, wage at-
tachments and such;

• whether anything is past due, and how
long it has been past due;

• how much is past due or has been
turned over to collections;

• the number of past due items in your
credit history;
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• the length of time since a bankruptcy
or a past due or any other negative item
appeared on your history;

• the number of accounts that have been
paid on time and as agreed.

The length of your credit history is important in
determining if there is enough information on which
to base a credit score.

The credit report being used to generate a score
also has to have at least one account that has been
updated within the previous six months, so that
there is enough recent information on which to base
a score.

You’ll also find that some lenders use their own scor-
ing system. For instance, according to the Phila-
delphia Federal Reserve Bank’s newsletter:

Application scoring systems, which look at both
credit bureau information and information sub-
mitted on an application, consider employment sta-
bility, debt-to-income ratios, assets (particularly
cash) and loan-to-value ratios.

Y O U R  S C O R E  A N D  C R E D I T

Your credit score will have a profound effect on
whether or not you qualify for a loan, a credit card
or some other form of credit.

What’s more, your score will influence the price
you have to pay for that credit. The higher your
score, the lower your interest rate.
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Your credit score can even have an effect on credit
cards you already have. That’s because some card
issuers check your credit score before increasing your
credit limit—or increasing your interest rate.

Fair, Isaac claims that, if your FICO score is 720 or

higher, you will usually qualify for the best avail-

able interest rate on a mortgage.

So, you don’t need to improve your credit score if
it’s 720 or higher, since you’re already getting the
best deals on credit. However, if your score is 719,
you will definitely want to take steps to boost it.

The difference, in terms of cost of credit, between a

score of 719 and 720 can be fairly substantial when

it comes to borrowing money. And the difference

between a score of 620 and a score of 720 can be

really dramatic.

If you’re looking at a 30-year fixed-rate mortgage
of $200,000, the following chart shows the effect
your credit score will have on the interest rate you
receive, the monthly payment you’ll have to make
and the total amount of interest you’ll pay over the
life of the loan. (The interest rates shown are aver-
aged based on the rates offered by many different
lenders. They are a snapshot and may not be timely
when you’re reading this book. But the compari-
sons should remain useful.)
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Total
FICO Monthly Interest
Score APR Payment Paid

720-850 5.677% $1,158 $216,839

700-719 5.802% $1,174 $222,554

675-699 6.340% $1,243 $247,539

620-674 7.490% $1,397 $302,942

560-619 8.531% $1,542 $355,200

500-559 9.289% $1,651 $394,362

So, if you have a score of 620, you’ll be paying
$86,103 more over the term of a 30-year loan than
you would if you had a score of 720. And if you
have a score of 520, you’ll be paying $177,523
more than if you had a score of 720—not to men-
tion $493 more each and every month.

To see how your credit score affects your rates, visit
Fair, Isaac & Co.’s Web site, (www.myfico.com)
and use the Loan Savings Calculator.

C O N C L U S I O N

Your credit score reflects how reliably you’ve paid
your bills in recent years. It indicates how much
interest you’ll pay on loans and financing. A low
credit score can means hundreds of dollars a month
in higher interest rates.
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This is the purpose of credit scores. If you have a
history of paying late, you pay more.

How long your past experiences affect your score
varies. In general:

• missed payments remain on your report
for seven years;

• most public record information remains
on your report for seven years;

• Chapter 7, 11 and 12 bankruptcies re-
main on your report for 10 years; and

• unpaid tax liens remain on your report
for 15 years.

Lenders don’t like to see too much debt on your
credit report. Having too many credit cards with
high balances makes you a less appealing risk. So
does having a lot of credit cards with high credit
limits, even if you haven’t run up big balances.

We’ll consider all of these issues in greater detail
later in this book. In this chapter, we’ve just fo-
cused on the mechanics of credit scores.
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There are essentially two kinds of consumer credit
available to you: secured and unsecured.

Secured credit is attached to some sort of collat-
eral. For instance, when you take out a loan to buy
a house, the house itself is collateral. The same goes
for buying a car, a boat, a motor home, a trailer or a
personal watercraft.

In the event that you stop paying back the money
you owe, the secured lender can repossess your car
or foreclose on your house. In other words, the com-
pany can take possession of the collateral; and that
gives the lender some confidence in extending you
credit.

Unsecured credit is different. In this case, there is
no collateral. The lender has to take a much greater
risk in assuming that you will pay back the money
you owe.

Examples of unsecured credit include:

• credit cards;
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• department and specialty store charge
accounts;

• student loans; and

• signature loans.

Unsecured debt can also include such things as medi-
cal bills, legal bills, cellular telephone bills, bounced
checks and health club memberships.

Unsecured lending can be risky business. According

to the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), nearly 1.5

million consumers filed bankruptcy in 2001—prima-

rily to get out of repaying unsecured debt.

A  H I S T O R Y  O F  C R E D I T

Merchants have offered credit to consumers for
thousands of years. In fact, some of the oldest writ-
ten documents in existence—from the Babylonian
and Assyrian cultures at the dawn of the Bronze
Age—are records of credit accounts.

But credit in older times was a decidedly undemo-
cratic and unscientific process. Merchants offered
credit to people they knew personally…or who came
recommended by people the merchants knew and
trusted. This limited the number of people who
could by any one merchant’s goods.

It also left merchants—and whole economies—re-
liant on a relatively few people and even fewer
sources of income. If one family moved or one crop
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failed, a whole economy could be wiped out. Smart
bankers and traders could diversify an economy
somewhat; but most realized that everyone would
benefit from an organized system of issuing credit.

The use of credit cards originated in the United
States during the 1920s, when individual compa-
nies—such as hotel chains and oil companies—be-
gan issuing them to customers for purchases at com-
pany stores in different cities. For the growing num-
ber of Americans who travelled around the coun-
try, the convenience of a card that was accepted in
Oregon as well as Mississippi was a real value.

This use increased significantly after World War II,

when veterans returned and looked for the chance to

travel for business and pleasure.

The first general-purpose credit card—one that
could be used at a variety of stores and businesses—
was introduced by Diners Club, Inc., in 1950. In
this system, the credit-card company charged
cardholders an annual fee and billed them for their
charges on a monthly or yearly basis. Another ma-
jor card was established in 1958 by the American
Express company.

Later came the bank credit-card system. Under
this plan, the bank credits the account of the mer-
chant as sales slips are received (this means mer-
chants are paid quickly—something they like) and
assembles charges to be billed to the cardholder at
the end of the billing period. The cardholder, in
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turn, pays the bank either the entire balance or in
monthly installments with interest (sometimes
called carrying charges).

The first national bank card plan was
BankAmericard, which was started in 1959 by the
Bank of America in California. The system was li-
censed in other states starting in 1966 and was re-
named Visa in 1976.

Other major bank cards followed, including
MasterCard, formerly Master Charge. In order to
offer expanded services, such as meals and lodging,
many smaller banks that earlier offered credit cards
on a local or regional basis formed relationships with
large national or international banks.

Early credit cards were made of cardboard and re-

quired merchants to write down the cardholder’s

name and account information. In the 1950s, the

cards were made from plastic and included raised

names and numbers that could be imprinted onto

carbon sales slips.

In the 1970s, card companies started using mag-
netic strips on the back of the cards, which con-
tained all the relevant information and allowed com-
puter systems to track a cardholder’s use. By the
1990s, card companies were experimenting with
computer chips embedded in the plastic of the cards.

But the magnetic strip still oils most of the wheels
of modern merchant commerce.
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While we tend to think that a credit card is a credit
card, there are actually three different kinds of cards
available today. They are:

• a card offered by a bank;

• a travel and entertainment card; and

• a “house card.”

You’ve probably noticed that thousands of banks
offer credit cards. And all of those credit cards carry
the Visa or MasterCard logo, along with the bank’s
name.

Visa and MasterCard do not offer credit cards di-
rectly to consumers.

Visa is a privately held membership association. It’s
owned by 21,000 member financial institutions
around the world, and virtually all of those mem-
bers offer Visa credit cards. Likewise, MasterCard
has approximately 25,000 MasterCard, Cirrus and
Maestro members worldwide.

These types of credit cards are “revolving” credit
accounts. You can pay all or part of your balance
each month, pay off the card, run up the balance
again and so on. However, your account will come
with a preset credit limit, which can be as low as
$100, as high as $40,000—or even higher.

Because bank cards’ terms and conditions vary dra-
matically, we’ll devote an entire chapter later on to
choosing the right credit card for your needs.
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Travel and entertainment cards are different. They
are not offered by banks. Instead, they are offered
directly by American Express and Diners Club.

No matter where you apply for an AmEx or Diners

Club card, you will get the same terms and condi-

tions. What’s more, both American Express and Din-

ers Club cards come with no preset spending limit.

In most cases, you will have to pay your balance in
full each month on an American Express card. Din-
ers Club is similar, but it gives you two months to
pay without incurring penalties (which is designed
to appeal to travelers who take long trips).

Both travel card providers also offer many of their
customers year-end summaries of their charges,
which can be useful at tax time, when tallying travel
and entertainment expenses.

Unlike bank cards and travel and entertainment
cards, which can be used in a variety of businesses
and locations, house cards can be used only at a
specific chain of stores.

Major issuers of house cards include:

• department stores (Sears is the biggest
issuer of house cards, overall);

• oil and gasoline companies; and

• telephone companies.
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And then there are specialty cards, like the one you
can get at your local tire center.

Like travel and entertainment cards, most house
cards come with the same terms and conditions,
regardless of where you apply. Like bank cards, most
house cards are revolving accounts, so you do not
have to pay your bill in full each month.

H O W  M E R C H A N T S  G E T  P A I D

Have you ever wondered how money flows to a com-
pany when you use your bank or travel/entertain-
ment credit card to purchase a product or service?

First, the company that sells you the product or
service has to have a merchant card services ac-
count. This account enables the company to accept
credit cards.

This is how a basic, retail credit card transaction
works: After you or the cashier swipes your credit
card through a reader, software at the point-of-sale
(POS) terminal dials a telephone number (using a
modem or Internet connection) to call an acquirer
or processing company.

The acquirer is an organization that collects credit-
authentication requests from merchants and pro-
vides the merchants with a payment guarantee.

When the acquirer gets the credit card authentica-
tion request, it checks the transaction for validity
and the record on the magnetic strip for:
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• merchant ID,

• valid card number,

• expiration date,

• credit-card limit, and

• card usage.

Once these items have confirmed, the processing
company approves the charge. It is then respon-
sible for making sure the proper bank accounts are
debited and credited. And it takes responsibility
for resolving errors or fraudulent charges.

The processing company doesn’t do this for free. It
makes money on every single credit card transac-
tion. In most cases, the processing company gets
both a per-transaction fee and a percentage of
each sale (also known as the discount rate).

So, to fill in some numbers, when you spent $100
at the flower shop, the processor may have received
$0.25 as a transaction fee, plus a small portion of
the sale—in this example, $0.022.

Of the $100 you paid, the credit card processor got
$0.272.

After the transaction has been processed and the
money has been allocated to the processor, the
$99.728 due to the florist is deposited into the
company’s bank account. Some processors also en-
joy a “float” period—often one, two or three days-
during which they hang onto the merchant’s money
before depositing it into the bank account.
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Some merchants get more favorable terms than
others when it comes to accepting credit cards, but
the above numbers are fairly common.

For small purchases, of course, the per-transaction

fee can dramatically reduce a merchant’s income.

That explains why many businesses have a mini-

mum credit card charge amount.

And for large purchases, the discount rate can take
a pretty good bite out of the merchant’s revenue.

The reduced income from accepting credit cards
does explain why some companies will encourage
you to pay them in cash or with a check.

Plus, whenever you use a credit card, there is a risk
that you will “chargeback” the amount of your pur-
chase—i.e., dispute it with the credit card issuer.
The issuer then will go back to the merchant to get
a refund, along with a penalty fee (often in the neigh-
borhood of $25).

T H E  W E B  O F  R E L A T I O N S H I P S

The various relationships among merchants, pro-
cessing companies, card issuers and card holders can
create a lot of confusion when mistakes are
made…or when fraudulent charges occur. This is
why credit card companies and processing compa-
nies take fraud so seriously.
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The September 2002 California state court deci-
sion Payment Resources International v. Bankcard Pro-
cessing shows how badly things can go among the
various players.

In May 2000, Payment Resources International
(PRI) entered into a contract with Bankcard Pro-
cessing and its two principals—Kenneth Collis and
Gonzalo Ramirez.

Under the agreement, Bankcard was to obtain mer-

chants for PRI to provide credit card processing

with Visa and MasterCard. Bankcard also agreed to

be responsible for any charges assessed against PRI

by Visa/MasterCard or any acquiring banks as a

result of fraudulent activity.

Bankcard retained Frank Navarro as one of its rep-
resentatives in the eastern United States in November
1999. Three merchants (Samer Enterprises, Inc., Safir
Electronics and Imma Wedding Transportation) were
submitted by Navarro for credit card processing.

PRI relied on the applications of these merchants—
which contained false information. PRI insisted that,
if it had been given accurate information, it never
would have set up the merchants for credit card
processing. PRI also contended that, within a three
week period, Navarro and these merchants in-
curred $869,310 in fraudulent charges, all of
which were eventually charged back against PRI
by Visa/MasterCard and two acquiring banks.
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Chargebacks—the term for credit card charges that

are denied or declined after the processing com-

pany initially approves them—are a big problem in

the credit card industry. They are the equivalent of

bounced checks, except they’re even worse for banks

because money has already been credited…and has

to be recovered from a merchant.

PRI then filed a lawsuit against Bankcard seeking
reimbursement of funds for the fraudulent activ-
ity on Bankcard’s merchant accounts.

PRI further argued that Bankcard and its princi-
pals breached the written contract when they failed
to pay for the charges that were assessed against
PRI. It also claimed that Bankcard was a bogus
corporate shell for Collis and Ramirez. According
to PRI, neither of the men made any effort to ob-
serve corporate procedures properly and both aban-
doned the company as soon as PRI started to realize
the fraud being perpetrated.

In response, Bankcard and Collis and Ramirez ar-
gued that the contract with PRI was one of adhe-
sion and that they didn’t understand that they
would be responsible for any amounts charged by
the acquiring banks against PRI. They also denied
any direct relationship with Frank Navarro, claim-
ing he was actually PRI’s agent.

Collis and Ramirez insisted that they observed all
proper corporate procedures and that, if any liabil-
ity should be found against them, it should be found
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only against Bankcard—and not against them, in-
dividually.

Following a four-day bench trial, Judge Michael
Naughton found in favor of PRI and awarded
$869,310. The court also found, based on the con-
tract and the negotiations between the parties—
along with standard practices in the credit card
industry—that it was clear that Bankcard and the
two individual defendants were responsible for any
chargebacks due to fraudulent activities of Navarro
and any other agents.

If all of these behind-the-scenes mechanics seem

too complex to understand…you’re not alone. Even

banking industry insiders marvel that the system

works as effectively as it does.

A  C O M P L E X  S Y S T E M

The key is the processing companies—rather than
the banks issuing cards—who act like the air traffic
controllers for the system. The processing compa-
nies keep the transactions flowing.

But when these companies trip up, the fallout can
be ugly—and show just how much power the pro-
cessing companies have give and take money. The
Alabama state court decision Pushmataha Plantation
v. Nova Corp. et al. offers one example.

Pushmataha Planation was a tourist destination in
Alabama. Nova was one of the largest credit card
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processing companies in the U.S. Pushmataha sued
Nova for damages related to alleged illegal, im-
proper and unrelated fees that Nova charged to
Pushmataha’s merchant accounts.

In June 1998, Pushmataha entered into a merchant
bank card services agreement with Nova and pur-
chased point-of-sale equipment from Nova for the
purpose of processing credit card transactions.

In January 1999, Pushmataha received a statement
for the month of December 1998 from Nova. In
this statement, the plantation was informed for the
first time that it would be assessed a one-time fee
of $40 for Year 2000 compliance efforts Nova had
made on its behalf in 1998.

In February 1999, Pushmataha received a statement
for the month of January 1999. In that statement,
the plantation was informed that Nova  had charged
a “miscellaneous fee” of $40.00.

The plantation claimed that Nova’s practice of
charging miscellaneous fees was improper and not
supported by any contractual agreement between
the two parties. The plantation went on to argue:

…No disclosure is made at the time of the mer-
chant services agreement that these charges will be
imposed and no agreement is reached whether the
customer agrees to pay these charges or fees. The
fees and charges are imposed unilaterally by
[Nova] without prior disclosure to the customer.

The plantation wanted the court to certify a class
action lawsuit against Nova; Nova wanted the court
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to throw out the plantation’s lawsuit entirely. The
court didn’t throw out the lawsuit…so Nova started
to negotiate a truce with Pushmataha.

W H A T  T H I S  M E A N S  T O  Y O U

The inner workings of the credit card processing
system may not mean so much to any individual
cardholder—to you—directly. But a basic under-
standing of the mechanics should give you some
idea of how impersonal the whole system is.

Card issuers (let alone card processors) don’t really
care who you are or what your story is. All they care
about is that you keep the money flowing through
the system—and you do that by paying your bills
on time. Period.

With travel and entertainment cards that do not
allow you to run up an outstanding balance, a good
borrower pays the full amount of what he or she
charges each month by the assigned due date.

In the case of revolving credit card accounts, a
“good” borrower pays at least the minimum
monthly payment indicated on the credit card state-
ment—again, on or before the due date.

While some consumers believe that paying off their
revolving credit card bill in full each month makes
them a “better” borrower, that depends on your per-
spective. Certainly, many financial advisers will sug-
gest that you maintain zero balances on your credit
cards whenever possible.
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But credit card providers make money by charging
you interest when you run up a balance. Card issu-
ers like consumers who maintain an outstanding
balance—up to a point. And that point is usually
about 20 percent of your monthly income.

So, maintaining at least a small balance and then

paying it off over time can be better, overall, for

your credit rating than paying your bill in full each

and every month.

If the “good” borrower pays the right amount on
time each month, you’d expect that the “bad” bor-
rower would do just the opposite—and you’d be
right. Bad borrowers pay late, if they pay at all.

C O N C L U S I O N

If you loaned your brother-in-law a thousand dol-
lars, under the agreement that he would pay you
back $50 a month for 20 months, you’d be upset if
he didn’t pay you one month. You’d be really upset
if he didn’t pay you for two months. In fact, it might
cause all kinds of family disharmony.

Professional money lenders feel pretty much the same
way, aside from the family strife.

If you don’t pay your credit card bill on time one
month, you’ll get smacked with a late fee and pos-
sibly other penalties.
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You also may hurt your credit score—particularly
if you get two months behind in payments.

In some cases, you aren’t just late in making pay-
ments. You’re not making payments at all. Then,
the loan is considered in default—and your credi-
tor likely will send it to a collection agency to try
and get you to make good on your debt.

Once a creditor completely gives up getting repaid
by you, the company writes off your debt on its taxes,
and your account is considered a charge-off.

We’ll consider these black marks in greater detail

later. For now, it’s enough to say that lenders share

information about their customers with other lend-

ers to help reduce the risk of future defaults and

charge-offs.

Most credit card issuers prefer to lend money to
someone who has demonstrated a history of paying
his or her bills on time. On-time payments make
the complex system run a little more smoothly.
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If you’ve got reasonably good credit, odds are you
receive credit card offers in the mail all the time.
Some of those offers may sound pretty tempting,
too—with high credit limits and low interest rates.

But before you fill out any application, you’ll want
to read the fine print—and shop around.

Although the government regulates the interest
rates and other financial aspects of credit cards, the
marketplace is incredibly diverse. Some cards of-
fer cash back or frequent-flier miles based on your
spending—but  penalize you steeply for making a
late payment. Others are more generous with grace
periods—but charge a lot if you spend over your
credit limit. Some cards make it easy to get cash
advances—but charge you a higher interest rate
than on ordinary charges.

As a smart consumer, you need weigh the pros and
cons of each credit card you consider. And, before
you do that, you need to know what the pros and
cons are.
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The basic terms of use for every credit card are:

1) interest rate (often called APR);

2) grace period;

3) finance charges;

4) annual fee;

5) cash advance fees;

6) late-payment charges; and

7) over-limit fees.

We’ll consider each of these terms in detail in this
chapter. But, before we do that, we should raise the
important point that who you are can affect what
kind of credit card you should use.

W H O  A R E  Y O U ?

Using a credit card is a simple form of borrowing.
And anyone who borrows money should know a
few things about himself or herself before signing
any agreements.

You need to consider your life-style and payment

style. Are you an impulsive shopper? Are you a bar-

gain hunter? Are you frugal? Spendy? Do you pay

your bills on time? Are you not so organized?

There are no right answers to any of these ques-
tions. The point is that, as we consider the mechan-
ics of different kinds of credit cards, you should
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keep in mind what kind of credit user you are. This
influences the kind of card you should use.

If you pay your bill in full every month, the interest

rate is not going to be as important as other card

features, like frequent-flier miles or no annual fee.

But if there’s even a remote chance that you might

run a balance, you’ll want to focus on finding a

card with a low APR.

I N T E R E S T  R A T E S

Many people choose a credit card based on its ad-
vertised interest rate. (This rate is usually referred
to as the annual percentage rate or “APR.”) But the
advertised rate is by no means everything you need
to know to avoid an unpleasant surprise later.

Actually, a credit card can come with several dif-
ferent interest rates. Before you apply for a card,
you’ll want to learn the rates it charges for:

• purchases;

• cash advances; and

• balance transfers.

These rates can be dramatically different. And the
differences may affect a card’s appeal.

For instance, if you have a steady income but are
carrying a lot of credit card debt from a time when
you didn’t, you may want to transfer older balances
from high-interest-rate cards to a lower one. In that
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case, you’ll want a card with a low rate for balance
transfers…but you can live with a high rate for cash
advances (since you shouldn’t need them).

You’ll also need to read the fine print to determine
whether the advertised APR for balance transfers—
or for purchases—will remain fixed.

Be careful: Some credit card companies offer a low

introductory APR to attract new customers and get

them to transfer balances, but the low rate is only

good for a short time.

If the transfer rate is temporary (an introductory or
promotional rate, in industry jargon), you may
still be interested…because you’ll pay off the bal-
ance before the end of the promotional period.

If you do pay off the balance within that period,
congratulations. You’re in the minority. According
to Bill Free-American Credit Counselors, 53 per-
cent of Americans still have most their balance left
on the card at the end of the promotional period.

Some cards have a steady interest rate, while oth-
ers—and their numbers are growing—have rates
that fluctuate dramatically. The three common kinds
of APRs for credit cards are:

• fixed;

• variable; and

• tiered.
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A fixed interest rate will remain the same for as
long as you have the card—unless the credit card
company notifies you of an interest-rate change.

You’ll also want to read the fine print regarding
actions on your part that can affect the interest rate.
Some card issuers will raise your rate if you make
late payments. If the card you’re considering has a
“penalty rate,” the credit card issuer must mention
it in the solicitation materials.

A variable interest rate will change over time. It
typically is based on an index, such as:

• the prime rate;

• the 1-, 3- or 6-month Treasury Bill rate;

• the federal funds rate; or

• the Federal Reserve discount rate.

You can find these indexes listed on-line or in the

money or business section of your local newspaper.

When the index on which your card is based changes,

so will the interest rate you have to pay.

If you have a credit card with a variable interest rate
tied to the prime rate, and you start hearing that
interest rates for home loans are rising, you can ex-
pect the interest rate on your card to go up, too.

But how the index is used is actually more impor-
tant than which index your credit card company
chooses. When comparing cards with a variable in-
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terest rate, you will want to know how that rate is
computed. The three most common ways are:

• Index + Margin = Rate

• Index x Multiple = Rate

• (Index + Margin) x Multiple = Rate

These formulas can make a big difference in how
much interest you pay.

The credit card issuer will choose the multiple, which
can be any number. It will also choose the margin,
which is expressed as a number of percentage points.
So, the interest rate on a particular card could be
the prime rate (index) plus 2 percent (margin).

If you are considering a variable-rate card, you’ll

also want to learn whether there are caps on how

high or low the interest rate can go. There usually

are; the closer the high and low cap, the better.

The third common APR arrangement is a tiered
rate. In this case, the outstanding balance on the
card is charged at different rates for different levels.
For example, the company might charge 16 per-
cent interest on a balance of $1 to $500, and 17
percent interest on balances above $500.

Another example: A card that’s tied to a zero-per-
cent-interest offer at certain retail locations. A vari-
ety of retail establishments offer special promotions
where you can buy a new TV or a mattress or a wide
variety of other products and pay no interest for
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several months. Typically, you have to open a new
credit card account (sometimes a Visa or MasterCard
with the retail establishment’s logo on the face) to
get this special interest rate.

You should read the fine print carefully before you
apply for one of these tiered cards (something you
may not be able to do comfortably when you’re
standing in line at the checkout counter, where these
cards are normally “sold”).

While zero-percent interest is enticing, don’t make
the mistake of thinking anything you buy with the
card will be interest-free. If you run a balance on
any additional charges, they’ll be computed at the
card’s normal APR, which can be pretty high.

Also, you should learn how your payment will be
allocated to the zero-percent-interest balance ver-
sus the higher-interest balance.

You might expect your payments to be allocated to

the higher-interest balance first; but this typically

is not the case. Often, your payments are applied to

the zero-interest balance until it is paid off in full,

while the interest multiplies fast on any other pur-

chases, transfers or cash advances you make.

If the card uses this tactic, make sure you don’t use
it for casual purchases.

As we’ve mentioned before, a zero-interest pro-
motion usually has a limited life-span. If you don’t
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pay off the promotional balance in time, you can
get stuck paying all the interest you would have
owed at the card’s normal rate.

P E R I O D I C  R A T E

Because “APR” is the abbreviation for annual per-
centage rate, and because credit card issuers send
out their bills monthly, they do not use the APR to
calculate the finance charges you owe in a given
billing cycle.

Instead, they use what’s called the periodic rate.
This is the APR divided by 12 (as in 12 months).
So if your card has an APR of 12 percent, the peri-
odic rate would be 1 percent.

That explains why you’ll see periodic rate for new
charges on your credit card bills, along with the
APR for your outstanding balance.

G R A C E  P E R I O D

If you pay your bill in full each month, on time,
you can avoid being charged interest. The time
during which you can enjoy the use of the issuer’s
money interest-free is known as the grace period.

Most credit card issuers describe this in a rather com-
plicated way. They say that the grace period ex-
tends for a certain number of days after your credit
card statement date. (The statement date is the
date on which the bill was prepared by the card
issuer, not the date on which you receive it. You
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may receive it as long as two weeks after the state-
ment date.)

The grace period often is 25 days, but some com-
panies have reduced it to 20 days. A short grace
period can mean that, by the time you receive the
bill, you’re already racking up interest charges. In
this case, you may need to check your account by
telephone or on-line and pay your estimate of the
bill before the statement arrives each month.

If you plan to pay your bill in full each month, you
want to be certain you get a card with a longer
grace period, so you avoid interest charges.

Also, check the fine print for language that says the

credit card provider can change the grace period at

its discretion, since this can have a profound effect

on how much interest you wind up paying.

And look for wording that refers to a double bill-
ing cycle. In this case, the due date to send in your
minimum payment is different from the due date
to pay off your outstanding balance, interest-free.
In some cases, to avoid interest charges, you may
have to pay your bill two weeks before the stated
due date.

F I N A N C E  C H A R G E S

To make matters a bit more complicated, different
credit card issuers calculate finance charges in dif-
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ferent ways. Some card companies give you a stretch
during which no interest is charged for your new
purchases; others start the finance charge meter run-
ning the minute you make a purchase.

It all comes down to whether or not the company
includes new purchases in your outstanding bal-
ance, which is the amount on which finance charges
are computed.

Credit card issuers can calculate your outstanding
balance in a variety of different ways. These include:

• average daily balance method, includ-
ing new purchases;

• average daily balance method, exclud-
ing new purchases;

• two-cycle average daily balance
method, including new purchases;

• two-cycle average daily balance
method, excluding new purchases;

• adjusted balance method; and

• previous balance method.

With the average daily balance method, your out-
standing balance is averaged for the billing cycle.
So, the company adds up the outstanding balance
for each day during the billing cycle, taking into
account any payments you may have made or cred-
its received, then divides by the number of days in
the billing cycle.

Whether or not the company includes new pur-
chases in this balance can make a big difference in
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the finance charge you pay. If the company excludes
new purchases, you essentially get to own those
products interest-free until the beginning of the
next billing cycle.

The two-cycle average daily balance method
works much the same way, except it takes the cur-
rent and the preceding billing cycle into account
in computing the outstanding balance.

The adjusted balance method is perhaps the easi-
est to understand. It’s simply the outstanding bal-
ance at the beginning of the billing cycle, less any
payments or credits during that billing cycle.

Finally, the previous balance method is the out-
standing balance at the beginning of the billing
cycle (ignoring any payments in the interim).

The methods that normally result in the lowest
finance charges—and, therefore, work best for the
consumer—are:

• the average daily balance method, ex-
cluding new purchases;

• the adjusted balance method; and

• the previous balance method.

L O O K  F O R  T H E  “ S C H U M E R  B O X ”

Credit card companies have to provide certain in-
formation in any offer that they make to you, un-
der the federal Truth in Lending Act (TILA).
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You can find this information printed in what’s
known as the “Schumer box” (after the U.S. Sena-
tor from New York who drafted the bill), which is
required under TILA.

This box will appear on the back of the letter of-
fering you credit, or on another sheet of paper en-
closed in the same envelope.

The credit card issuer must tell you:

• the APR or APRs;

• finance charges, including the mini-
mum finance charge;

• the minimum payment required;

• the method used for computing your
outstanding balance;

• the actual company offering you credit
(sometimes not the company market-
ing the card);

• the credit limit;

• the grace period;

• the annual fee, if any; and

• the fees for credit insurance, if any.

In disclosing the APRs, the card issuer must make
it clear whether there is an introductory or promo-
tional rate and, if so, how long it will last.

Plus, it must disclose the regular APR for pur-
chases, cash advances and balance transfers—as well
as any penalty rate and what actions on your part
will trigger the penalty rate.
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If the interest rate is variable, the disclosure box

also must include information on how the rate is

computed.

A class-action lawsuit in which consumers were
fooled by the information provided in a solicitation
letter illustrates the importance of reading the
Schumer box—and the cardholder agreement that
you receive when you get your credit card.

In the case, against New England-based Fleet Bank,
the bank’s letter promised that the 7.99 percent
rate “is NOT an introductory rate. It won’t go up
in just a few short months.” However, 13 months
later, Fleet raised the interest rate.

The court found this was a completely legal move
on the credit card issuer’s part, because the Schumer
box said the rate could change if the cardholder
failed to meet repayment requirements or upon clo-
sure of the account. Plus, the cardholder agreement
said the bank reserved the right to change the terms
of the agreement at any time.

U.S. District Judge John Fullam wrote:

The preliminary disclosure statement sent to [the
cardholder] at the same time as the solicitation
letter informed her that [Fleet] reserved the right
to change the interest rate, upon due notice. The
credit card agreement, which [the cardholder]
signed (after her application had been approved)
also contained an express provision giving [Fleet]
the right to change the interest rate.
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Therefore, Fleet did not violate the disclosure re-
quirements of the Truth in Lending Act or other
parts of that law. In other words, read the agreement.

The TILA also applies after you’ve started using your
credit card. For instance, lenders are required by
the law to give you at least 15 days’ notice before
raising the APR on a fixed-rate credit card.

“ C R E D I T  C A R D S ”  T H A T  A R E N ’ T

Some retail stores and direct mail companies will
push hard for you to apply for what they call a
“credit card” to buy their products. But be warned:
These credit cards sometimes aren’t.

The January 2000 Mississippi federal court deci-
sion Willie and Emma Oliver v. Bank One, N.A. dealt
with one such scheme.

The Olivers bought a television home satellite sys-
tem from a door-to-door salesman. The purchase
was financed by the issuance of a “credit card” by
Bank One in May 1995.

Bank One furnished disclosures pursuant to the
TILA, as though the credit transaction was an
opened-end or revolving credit facility…what
most people think of as a credit card. But there were
some differences. The limit on the card was almost
exactly the purchase price; and no business other
than the satellite company would accept the card.

The Olivers didn’t like the satellite system and even-
tually stopped making payments on the card by
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which they’d bought it. As a result, Bank One
posted a negative item on their credit report. The
Olivers sued Bank One.

Since the card couldn’t be used anywhere, the Olivers
argued that the deal should have been treated as a
closed-end credit purchase. This would have
made returning the system easier. Their lawyers ar-
gued that Bank One’s failure to set the deal up as a
closed-end transaction violated the disclosure re-
quirements of TILA. The trial court noted:

The purpose of the TILA is to protect the consumer
from inaccurate and unfair credit practices, and
“to assure a meaningful disclosure of credit terms
so that the consumer will be able to compare more
readily the various credit terms available to him
and avoid the uninformed use of credit.”

The Olivers argued that Bank One’s negative credit
report constituted an “action to collect the debt”
and was therefore covered by the TILA. But the
trial court ruled that “merely providing a negative
credit report does not constitute an action attempt-
ing to collect the debt under the TILA.”

The court also ruled that the TILA’s one-year stat-
ute of limitation prevented the Oliver’s claims:

[Bank One] provided open-ended credit disclo-
sures to the [Olivers} in connection with their pur-
chase of a satellite dish system in May 1995,
and the [Olivers] filed this cause in February
1999, nearly four years after the date of the al-
leged violation. As such, the dismissal of this ac-
tion is further appropriate….
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So, if you think you’ve got a TILA complaint, make
sure to contact a lawyer within one year.

C A S H  A D V A N C E  F E E S

Getting a cash advance from a credit card is a
bad idea.

Most card issuers charge a hefty fee for a cash ad-

vance, usually in the neighborhood of 2 to 4 percent

of the amount. Then, many charge more interest on

cash advances than they do on purchases. And, on

top of that, there’s usually no grace period—so the

higher interest starts piling up right away.

Also, your payments will be allocated to the lower-
interest charges first, so the interest keeps building
on the cash advance amount.

L A T E  F E E S

Late fees are a classic example of “hidden fees”—
ways the credit card issuers can extract just a little
more money from consumers. Here’s how they work.

Late fees seem pretty straightforward. If your pay-
ment arrives late, the credit card company sticks
you with a penalty, usually in the $15 to $50 range.

Some card issuers have found creative ways to in-
crease revenues from late fees. They actually stipu-
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late a time of day when the payment is due, such as
1 p.m. (You’ll find the time on your credit card
bill, if your company plays this game.) So, if the
letter carrier working the issuer’s route is running
late that day and the mail arrives at 1:05 p.m.—or
if the mail always arrives after 1 p.m. at that loca-
tion—even if your payment arrives on the correct
day, you’ll still get stuck with a late fee.

Also, some credit card issuers change their payment
receipt addresses every couple of years. It doesn’t
necessarily have to be a malicious move in order to
generate more fees; but, if you mail your check to
an old address, you can wind up owing late fees.

Even if you pay your bills on-line, it’s wise to check
the payment address each month—just to make sure
you know where mailed payments should go.

Another good reason to get your payments in on
time is because multiple late fees in a specific time
period (such as two late fees within six months) can
trigger a credit card company to assess a penalty
interest rate on some accounts. These interest rates
can be exorbitant—as high as 23.99 percent—and
they can last for the life of the credit card account.

What’s more, some credit card companies check your

credit report after they’ve already issued you a card.

In some instances, card issuers look on consumers’

credit reports for late payments to other accounts,

then use that information as a reason to raise the

interest rates on their credit cards.
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O V E R - L I M I T  F E E S

Most revolving or open-end credit card come with
a credit limit. This limit can be as low as $250 and
as high as…well, they can be unlimited but most
standard cards peak at around $40,000.

Many consumers would expect their credit card to
be declined if a transaction would put the card over
their credit limit. But, increasingly, credit card com-
panies are allowing these transactions to go through,
then slapping consumers with an over-limit fee of
$20, $25 or more.

This isn’t necessarily a one-time fee, either. If your

card balance remains over the limit, you’ll get stuck

with this fee every month until you pay down the

balance sufficiently.

Sharon Pfennig was angry enough about the late
fees assessed on her credit card to sue the compa-
nies that provided it (Household Credit, which is-
sued the card, and MBNA, which later purchased
all of Household Credit’s accounts). Particularly irk-
some: Pfennig had asked the credit card company
to extend her credit limit so that she could make a
purchase. The company agreed, but stuck her with
an over-limit fee anyway.

In addition, the company did not include the over-
limit charges in the finance charge on her bill. In-
stead, they posted the fee as a debit—and then pro-
ceeded to include it in the outstanding balance,
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so they charged interest on the fee as part of the
monthly finance charge.

That frustrated Pfennig, who alleged “that the fore-
going results in an exorbitant penalty that often
amounts to an annual percentage rate of nearly 60
percent on credit extended over the limit.”

Now that’s a penalty rate.

Credit card companies don’t have to include any
mention of over-limit fees or late fees in the Schumer
box. You’d think this would be required, since TILA
defines “finance charge” as:

…the sum of all charges, payable directly or in-
directly by the person to whom the credit is ex-
tended, and imposed directly or indirectly by the
creditor as an incident to the extension of credit.

Certainly, late fees and over-limit fees are imposed
by the creditor and payable by the person to whom
credit is extended. But they fall into a loophole
that’s handy for the credit card companies and irri-
tating for consumers. The loophole is part of Regu-
lation Z, which was created by the Federal Reserve
Board (FRB) as part of its efforts to make TILA prac-
tical in daily business.

Regulation Z defines finance charge, and it excludes

“charges for actual unanticipated late payment, for

exceeding a credit limit, or for delinquency, de-

fault, or a similar occurrence.”
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In Pfennig’s case, the United States Court of Ap-
peals for the Sixth Circuit agreed that the over-limit
fee clearly was a finance charge.

Another way consumers sometimes get stuck with
over-limit fees is by transferring a balance when they
open a new account. In this case, the credit card
company provides a lower limit than the consumer
expected—while still transferring as much of the
balance from another card as possible.

C O M P A R I N G  N U M E R O U S  C A R D S

If you don’t want to much legwork to identify a
good credit card, you can simply visit the Federal
Reserve System’s site at www.federalreserve.gov.

Every six months, the Fed surveys the terms of a

host of credit card plans, then publishes a report of

the findings, which are available on-line.

While this is a reputable report, you still will want
to contact the credit card issuers directly to confirm
that all the information is current and to learn about
other credit card plans available.

C R E D I T  C A R D  S C A M S

While there are many reputable providers of credit
cards, there are also many scam artists swimming
in these waters. The crooks prey on consumers with
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credit problems by making an offer that, if you think
about it, sounds too good to be true. The magic
words that so many rip-off artists use are: “You have
been approved for a credit card. You cannot be
turned down.”

This sounds similar to the “pre-approved offers”
reputable credit card issuers send out. But compa-
nies on the up-and-up will tell you that they’re
going to check your credit history before offering
you a card.

Most credit card providers do not check your credit
until they get your application. That’s one reason
children sometimes get “pre-approved” offers for
credit cards in the mail.

Because they don’t run your credit until they re-
ceive your application, legitimate credit card issu-
ers absolutely do reserve the right to turn you
down after you apply.

When someone promises that you absolutely will

get a credit card, no matter how awful your credit

history may be, beware.

In one case, prosecuted by the Federal Trade Com-
mission (FTC) in 2002, consumers received a so-
licitation in the mail very much along these lines.

The direct mail piece carried the title “Credit Ap-
proval Notification,” and it went on to promise that
readers had been approved for a $4,000 line of
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credit. All they had to do was call a toll-free num-
ber to activate their credit cards.

Once they called, they were told that there was an
advance fee of $199.95 to activate the card. Since
these consumers were eager to get credit—and
$199 can sound like a small price to pay for access
to $4,000 worth of purchasing power—many paid
the fee, believing that they’d get a Visa or MasterCard
as soon as they paid it.

They didn’t. Instead, they got a packet in the mail
that included a “merchandise card” and a cata-
log. The card was good only on purchases from the
catalog, which was filled with “high-priced, low-
quality merchandise.”

The people were told that, if they spent a certain

amount of money on catalog purchases and paid

according to a certain schedule, they’d receive a

Visa or MasterCard. Those who went along with the

program eventually did receive a credit card, but it

wasn’t the unsecured card with a $4,000 limit that

they expected. Instead, it was a secured card with a

credit limit of just $240.

Those who tried to back out of the program met
with all kinds of ploys designed to keep them from
getting any money back.

Besides watching out for promises that “you can-
not be refused,” another tip-off that you may have
received a fraudulent offer is the use of the phrase
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“premier consumer credit card.” Also keep an eye
out for the image of an unfamiliar credit card logo,
like the CashPlus logo used by one scammer, which
was shown alongside the well-known Visa and
MasterCard logos. Both of these techniques have
been used by “merchandise card” scammers.

In another common ploy, you receive a mailing that
says you’re guaranteed to receive an unsecured credit
card, regardless of your credit history—even if
you’ve had a bankruptcy.

When you make the call, the telemarketer says you
can get a credit card, as long as you have a valid
bank account. Once you provide your bank account
number, the company debits your account electroni-
cally—once, twice, maybe three times.

Also, beware of offers that require you to call a 900

number. You’re paying for that call—and may end

up paying several hundred dollars to receive a list

of credit card issuers that you can get for free from

a credit counseling service or on the Internet.

S E C U R E D  C R E D I T  C A R D S

If you do have credit problems, there is a way to get
a legitimate credit card and start rebuilding your
credit. It’s known as a “secured credit card.”

Like a loan on a house or car, these cards are consid-
ered “secured” because you provide some collateral.
In this case, it’s in the form of a security deposit.
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Basically, you send the credit card company a check,
and the company sends you a credit card with a
limit based on the amount you deposit.

The credit limit usually is from one to three times
the amount of the security deposit—so you might
provide a $99 security deposit to secure a card with
a $200 limit.

The bank usually puts the security deposit in a sav-

ings account. When choosing a secured credit card,

make sure your money will be placed into a savings

account that will earn interest.

Sometimes, after you’ve built up a good relation-
ship with the credit card provider, the security de-
posit will be returned to you, along with any in-
terest it earned.

Don’t rush into a secured credit card. The cards usu-
ally require application and processing fees and come
with a higher interest rates than unsecured cards.
But many issuers, including the biggest names in
the industry, offer secured cards. Comparison shop-
ping can save you a bundle.

These cards clearly are not the best deal available,
but they are a good first step toward rebuilding
your credit. Your goal should be to step up even-
tually to an unsecured credit card with better
terms and a higher credit limit.
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C O N C L U S I O N

Issuing credit cards can be a profitable business for
banks and other outfits—that’s why the market-
place is so crowded with brochures screaming about
great offers. If you take your time and review these
offers, you can find some good deals.

Know, from the start, that almost all issuers—in-

cluding big, legitimate ones—hide fees and high

interest rates in the small print of their disclosure

forms and agreements. Take the time to read these.

Frankly, some credit card issuers play sleazy games
when it comes to telling consumers about condi-
tions, terms and rates. In 2001, the Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency settled case against the
First National Bank of Marin (based, oddly, in Las
Vegas), involving misleading and deceptive mar-
keting of secured credit cards. The OCC said:

First National Bank of Marin markets to con-
sumers with poor or nonexistent credit histories.
Many credit card lenders, as a matter of prudent
underwriting, will require such consumers to main-
tain a savings account large enough to secure the
line of credit. Under the bank’s program, the funds
for the savings deposit are instead charged against
the credit line, reducing the amount of available
credit until the charge is paid off.

In one of Marin’s programs, applicants had to pay
$79 to apply. The resulting card had a credit limit
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of $250 to $600—but was secured by a savings
deposit of $200. Because that amount was charged
against the card, along with another $56 in fees,
some cardholders started out over their limits.

That clearly defeats the purpose of having or carry-
ing a credit card.
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Using a credit card wisely means planning when
and where you’ll use it.

More than anything, avoid using your card for
impulse purchases. These images fill credit card
ads on TV and elsewhere; but a spontaneous Christ-
mas gift shopping spree is the worst use of a credit.

Another good thing to avoid is…anything your card

issuer tries to sell you. Credit card companies work

hard to offer all kinds of products and services to

extract money from their customers.

Take credit card theft insurance, for example. You
don’t need this. If your card is stolen, you’re only
liable for a maximum of $50 worth of purchases.

Credit card disability insurance is another loser
product. If you can actually get your credit card
company to activate the insurance in the event you
become disabled (and it’s not easy, typically), your
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debt still keeps piling up. Plus, your credit card
becomes disabled right along with you; you can’t
make any additional charges on it.

Prepaid gift credit cards can be another money-
loser. In this case, the fees you pay make them worth
less than what you paid for them. And they often
expire quickly, which means the recipients may not
even have a chance to use them.

You’re usually better off giving cash, a check or gift
card from a retailer, since those cards typically do
not have expiration dates or hidden fees.

Generally, it’s not a good idea to use a credit card

for buying gifts of any sort. Buy gifts with cash (or

cash equivalents, like checks or debit cards). This

may sound slightly Scrooge-like; but borrowing

money to buy things you’re giving away doesn’t

make much financial sense.

And, speaking of hidden fees, you should think
twice before using your credit card abroad. It saves
you having to exchange currency; but some Visa
and MasterCard issuers have started charging a 2
percent fee on credit card purchases outside the
United States—on top of the 1 percent charged as
a currency exchange fee.

Those fees can add up, especially on a longer vaca-
tion. So, make sure that you carry cash equiva-
lents like debit cards or traveller’s checks if you’re
planning to go abroad.
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D E B I T  C A R D S

We’ve mentioned debit cards in several places—
and will in several more, later. So, these cards are
worth a mention here. They can play a role in the
smart use of credit cards.

Beginning in the 1990s, Visa and MasterCard con-
vinced most banks to “co-brand” their ATM cards
as debit cards carrying either the Visa or MasterCard
logo and a similar account number. This arrange-
ment meant that ATM cards could be used at bank
cash machines and like general-purpose credit
cards at stores, hotels and restaurants.

Debit card sales aren’t credit sales, though. Essen-
tially, the sales are like electronic checks—they re-
sult in a direct debit from the savings or checking
accounts to which the cards are connected.

When debit cards first came into wide use, some

financial experts warned that they posed bigger

risks than traditional credit cards. In some cases,

banks didn’t apply a credit card’s $50 liability limit

to debit cards that were stolen or used fraudulently.

But more recent banking industry practices and gov-

ernment regulations have extended the $50 limit to

debit cards.

Many banks don’t require a particular credit score
for a debit card; they issue the cards automatically
to anyone who opens a new account. Others are
more demanding, requiring a credit check or a mini-
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mum balance in order to issue a debit card; still
others will issue a debit card after an account has
been with the bank for six months or a year.

From a financial perspective, debit card charges are
better than credit card charges because they don’t
generate interest charges. And the cards aren’t sus-
ceptible to late fees, over-limit fees and other charges
that can make a credit card expensive to use.

Of course, a debit card can cause problems in a
checking or savings account. It’s possible to over-
draft an account with too many debit charges…and
some people find it more difficult to keep track of
debit charges than checks or cash withdrawals. But,
if you use a debit carefully, it can be a very conve-
nient way to buy things.

And, because your spending limit on a debit card is

set by the available cash in your accounts, you may

find that the debit card comes with a built-in disci-

pline that a credit card doesn’t.

There are some merchants that don’t accept debit
cards. Most notably, the major U.S. rental car chains
insist that renter’s have “true” credit cards. But this
is an exception—most places accept debit and credit
cards interchangeably.

For all of these reasons, it makes sense to use a debit
card (or cards) as your first tools for daily pur-
chases. This allows you to save your true credit
cards for big purchases, emergencies and rental cars.
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B A L A N C E  T R A N S F E R S

Credit card companies promote balance transfers
heavily in their advertising and direct-marketing
offers. As we’ve warned elsewhere in this book,
transferring credit card balances is not the same
thing as paying off credit card debt—even though
card companies use terms like “pay off your other
cards” in their promotions.

But a well-timed balance transfer can reduce your
money payments, in some cases substantially. So
the process is worth some mention.

The key to a smart transfer is doing your home-
work. You may even want to create a chart like the
one below to compare deals. We put together this
example, assuming that you’ll pay on time each
month and maintain a constant balance of $2,000.

Terms Credit Card 1 Credit Card 2

Debt balance $2,000 $2,000

APR 6.99% 12.99%

Finance charges
in a year $140 $260

Annual fee $0 $25

Total cost $140 $285

By switching your $2,000 balance from Credit Card
2 to Credit Card 1, you can save $145 over the
course of a year. A larger balance would mean an
even more dramatic difference.
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But several other factors, like late fees and penalty
interest rates (if any), can throw a wrench into the
works. If Card 2 is more forgiving than Card 1, and
if you’re likely to be late on a payment or two, then
you may be better off staying put.

Also, some credit card issuers will transfer your bal-
ance for free, but many will charge you for the privi-
lege. Balance transfer fees can be as much as 3
percent of the amount being transferred, although
some card providers cap their fees at $35 or $50
per balance transfer. Still, by the time you’ve paid
the transfer fees, the money you’ll save in interest
may be negligible—or nonexistent.

If you have good credit, you might want to con-
sider an alternative to a balance transfer. Instead,
you may be able to renegotiate the interest rate
with your current credit card issuer. Credit card com-
panies like to hang onto their good customers, and
they often will lower the APR—or waive your an-
nual fee, or increase your credit limit—if you sim-
ply call customer service and ask.

If you do jump ship, be careful when you transfer

that balance. Sometimes, a balance transfer done

by phone or via a balance transfer form can take as

long as four weeks to go through. This most likely

will make you late with the payment on your old

card, if you didn’t mail in a payment separately.

One way to avoid the risk of delays is to use a “con-
venience check” from the new credit card company
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to make the transfer. That way, you can mail it in
on time as if it were your regular monthly payment.

Once your balance has been transferred to the lower-
interest card, your minimum monthly payment will
be lower. But try not to spend the savings. One
good idea is to keep paying the monthly minimum
you were making on the more-expensive card. This
will help you pay down your debt—which hasn’t
really changed.

S U R P R I S E  B A L A N C E  T R A N S F E R S

Some of the “pre-approved” credit card offers that
come in the mail have an unhappy side effect. Some-
times, the fine print reveals that if you accept the of-
fer, you must transfer your balance from a card
you already have to this new card.

And if you read the rest of the fine print, you’ll find
that the new card just so happens to have a higher
interest rate than your current card.

Because this information is spelled out in the offer,

the automatic balance transfer is legal and you’ll

have little recourse if you fall for it. Consider it yet

another reason to grab that magnifying glass be-

fore you accept any offer.

A variation on this scheme: Some credit card issu-
ers buy old debts from other consumer lenders and
then offer “new” cards to the people in debt. If those
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people say yes to the new cards, they’re surprised to
find, on the first statement, a balance that includes
the old debt.

Again, these deals are usually explained in the fine

print on the back of the application for the new

card. Look for phrases like “reaffirmation of exist-

ing debt,” “automatic transfer of other balances”

or “authorization to the transfer balances” in the

application for any credit card. If you see this lan-

guage, think twice before mailing it.

Also, beware of telemarketers offering to transfer
your credit card balance to a new card with a won-
derfully low interest rate. Some identity thieves
use this technique to get their hands on your credit
card information and other personal data.

If someone calls with a really tempting offer, ask to
have it mailed to you. Genuine credit card issuers
understand consumers’ reluctance to give out per-
sonal information over the phone. If a caller is pres-
suring you, insisting that an offer is only available
over the phone, consider that caller a scam artist.

C H A N G I N G  T E R M S

Virtually all credit card agreements contain language
that enables the card issuer to change the terms of
your agreement at any time. So a credit card with a
low interest rate could have a much higher rate
down the road, even if it’s supposed to be a fixed-
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rate card. Likewise, a credit card with a long grace
period can have a much shorter grace period at some
point, the annual fee can rise, etc.

To keep tabs on what your credit card issuer is do-

ing with your account, read the fine print on the

filler material that comes with your monthly credit

card statement.

If you don’t like what you read, there’s little you
can do about these changes. As the California Court
of Appeal wrote in one case:

The [card issuer]’s position is...based on the premise
that a credit card holder is always in a financial
position to be able to immediately pay off the en-
tire balance when confronted with an unaccept-
able change of terms. In fact, it is much more
likely the reverse is true, and credit card issuers
must be aware of that. So…the practical result is
the consumer has no choice at all and is forced to
“agree” to the modification.

In this case, the credit card company—Household
Finance—tried to change cardholders’ recourse
in the event of disputes. The initial agreement,
which James Shea had received in 1993, said dis-
putes would be resolved in Illinois under federal
law. Six years later, Household sent Shea a notice
that the “choice of law clause” was being changed
to Nevada. Later, it notified him that his account
would require that “any claim, dispute or contro-
versy” be resolved through binding arbitration.
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Shea tried to opt out of the arbitration clause. He
contacted the card issuer’s customer service depart-
ment to inform it that he “was refusing to accept
the arbitration agreement being unilaterally
imposed…and that [he] no longer wished to con-
tinue using his account.”

Then he filed a lawsuit, which required the court to
determine whether he was bound to use arbitra-
tion. The California Court of Appeal ruled:

…enforcement of the provision would also fly in
the face of California public policy. {Shea] could
not escape from the confines of arbitration. The
amendment states: “This arbitration agreement
shall survive termination of your Account as well
as the repayment of all amounts borrowed here-
under.” Even if [Shea] had done what [the card
issuer] suggests, he still would have been subject
to the arbitration provision; there was no way for
him to opt out. …a good case could be made the
term was unconscionable.

It’s a good idea to avoid cards that require you to
settle disputes through arbitration. If you do wind
up having a grievance, you’ll have to pay your own
attorney’s fees through the arbitration process.

R E A D  Y O U R  S T A T E M E N T .  R E A L L Y

When you get your credit card bill each month,
read the statement carefully. You should:

• check the amounts of each listed trans-
action against your card receipts;
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• spot any charges you did not make;

• study the fees; and

• note any unjustified fees.

If you haven’t already, set up a regular place—your
briefcase, a folder in the den, the sock drawer of
your bureau…any place—where you put your credit
card receipts when you get back from traveling,
shopping or going out. Then, schedule a regular
hour or two each month when you open your credit
card statements and connect each receipt to each
posted item (and read the small print at the bottom
or on the back of each statement).

You’d be amazed how many times consumers’ credit

cards are charged for things they didn’t authorize.

In 2002, Citibank settled a lawsuit with 27 states
and Puerto Rico because of the deceptive
telemarketing techniques employed by one of
Citibank’s marketing partners. Among the prob-
lems: Citibank customers were being billed for prod-
ucts they hadn’t ordered. Providian Bank—another
big card issuer—has also faced the same charges. In
2000, the Comptroller of the Currency noted:

…Providian engaged in a variety of unfair and
deceptive practices that enriched the bank while
harming literally hundreds of thousands of its
customers. …we have entered into a consent order
with the bank that ensures not only that these
practices will come to an end, but that customers
who were harmed will be compensated by Providian.
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The order provides that the bank will pay at
least $300 million in restitution to its customers.
...Consumers should not have to become detectives
to find out the true terms and conditions of their
credit card agreement. They should not discover
after they receive their monthly statement that they
have purchased a $156 credit protection policy
that they neither want nor need. And if they are
promised a promotional bonus for transferring
credit balances, they should receive that bonus-
and not be told after the fact that the program
requires a balance transfer of $10,000...

Credit card issuers have been known to tack on
some tricky “extra” fees, as well. In 2002, First
USA Bank  paid $39.9 million to settle a lawsuit
alleging it had charged bogus finance charges and
late fees.

In addition to studying the finance charges and any
late fees, keep a lookout for an annual fee—espe-
cially if you selected a card that isn’t supposed to
charge one.

Fleet Bank got nailed in 2002 under the Truth in
Lending Act for charging an annual fee after its
initial solicitation promised a card that was fee-free.
The appeals court wrote:

A statement…that a card has “no annual fee”
made by a creditor that intends to impose such a
fee shortly thereafter, is misleading. …Fleet’s pro-
posed approach would permit the use of required
disclosures—intended to protect consumers from
hidden costs—to intentionally deceive customers
as to the costs of credit.
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W H A T  T O  D O  A B O U T  E R R O R S

If you have errors on your credit card statement,
you have recourse. Under the Fair Credit Billing
Act (FCBA), there are specific steps you can take to
correct your account.

What kinds of errors are covered? According to the
Federal Trade Commission, the FCBA covers such
billing errors as:

• unauthorized charges (federal law lim-
its your responsibility for unauthorized
charges to $50);

• charges that list the wrong date or
amount;

• charges for purchases you didn’t accept
or that weren’t delivered as agreed;

• math errors;

• failure to post payments and other cred-
its, such as returns;

• failure to send bills to your current ad-
dress (as long as the credit card pro-
vider received your change of address,
in writing, at least 20 days before the
end of the billing period); and

• charges for which you ask for an expla-
nation or written proof of purchase
along with a claimed error or request
for clarification.

If you discover an error, you should take advantage
of the law’s consumer protections. This means you
must follow a set process:
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1. Write to the credit card company at the
address shown on your bill for “billing
inquiries,” which most likely is differ-
ent from the payment address.

2. In your letter, include your name, ad-
dress, account number and a descrip-
tion of the billing error.

3. Include copies (not the originals) of any
sales receipts or other documentation
that supports your position. Also, be
sure to keep a copy of the dispute let-
ter.

4. Mail your letter so that it reaches the
credit card company within 60 days
after the bill that first contained the
error was mailed to you.

5. Send your letter by certified mail and
get a return receipt, so you have proof
that you mailed it, as well as proof that
the credit card company received it.

The credit card company has to acknowledge your
complaint in writing within 30 days of receiving
your letter, unless the problem has already been
cleared up.

And the company also must act quickly. The FCBA
allows only two billing cycles—or not more than
90 days since receiving your letter—for the com-
pany to resolve your dispute.

While the dispute is being resolved, you do not
have to pay for the amount in question, and it can-
not be reported to credit agencies as delinquent.
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The credit card company can report that you have

disputed your bill, and the company also can ap-

plied the amount in dispute toward your credit limit.

If the credit card issuer caused the error, it must
provide an explanation to you in writing. It also
has to credit your account and remove any late fees
or other penalties related to the billing error.

If the company determines that the bill was cor-
rect and you were in error, you must again be noti-
fied in writing. Then you must pay the amount, as
well as any finance charges accrued. You also may
have to pay the difference between the minimum
amount you did pay during the dispute and the
amount you otherwise would have had to pay.

If you still believe the creditor is wrong, you have
to act fast. You have only 10 days to reply to the
credit card company’s letter. And here’s where your
protection starts to drop off.

You may tell the credit card company that you refuse

to pay the disputed amount, but now the company

is allowed to begin collection procedures.

The company can report your account as delinquent
to the credit bureaus, although it has to notify them
that you believe you don’t owe the money. Plus, it
has to tell you who received these reports.
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If you are in the middle of disputing a charge—or
if you have a questionable charge on your bill—
you’ll need to refrain from transferring the bal-
ance on the credit card. If you transfer the balance,
you may lose the right to dispute previous charges.

C O N C L U S I O N

Most of the best tips for using a credit card wisely
are just common sense. And, really, they all boil
down to two basic points:

• don’t use a credit card for impulse pur-
chases; and

• read your statement every month.

The second point is the one that trips up most
people. It’s surely easier to pay the balance or mini-
mum—or some amount in between—and move on
to more interesting things.

But keep in mind that errors are fairly common
on credit card statements. Even if you don’t have all
of your credit card receipts handy, compare as many
as you have to the items listed in your statement to
make sure the dates and amounts are right.

Also, credit card issuers are heavily regulated. They
have to publish the changes they’re making to your
account…and they do this in the fine print at the
bottom or on the back of the monthly statement.
Most count on people not reading these notices.

Don’t be that person.
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The best way to get and keep a good credit score is
to earn a steady income, borrow some—but not too
much—and pay all of your bills on time. And don’t
get sued by anybody. And do all this consistently,
over your whole adult life.

Not everyone manages the credit equation perfectly.
In fact, most people have problems with some
part of it at some point. If you’re one of those many,
you’ll need to manage your credit score—espe-
cially if you want to buy or refinance a house, get a
new car or start a business.

Credit scores are designed to be hard to change,

though. They are part of a decentralized system:

one group of companies keeps your financial data,

another group analyzes it and a third uses the analy-

sis to make lending decisions.

The best way to improve your credit score is to know
and manage your financial data, which is kept by
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credit bureaus. (These companies are more formally
called “consumer reporting agencies” or CRAs.)

Financial counsellors usually recommend getting a
copy of all three of your credit reports three to six
months before you apply for a home loan, buy a
car or attempt to borrow a large sum of money for
any other reason. Even if you aren’t planning a ma-
jor purchase, most experts suggest that you check
your credit reports once a year.

You should check them more frequently if you’re

cleaning up your credit history, or if you’ve been a

victim of fraud or identity theft.

H O W  T O  G E T  Y O U R  R E P O R T S

There are companies that would be delighted to
sell you access to your credit reports for a nice chunk
of change, often $99 a year. But you can save most
of that money by contacting each credit bureau
directly.

In late 2003, the U.S. Congress passed the Fair
and Accurate Credit Transactions Act (FACT
Act). It gives consumers the right to receive a free
annual credit report on request—and it also con-
tains a number of provisions that were designed to
improve the accuracy of credit reports.

If you’re on the West Coast, you will be able to
receive a free credit report from all three major credit
bureaus beginning in December 2004. The pro-
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gram will roll out across the country, finishing on
the East Coast in September 2005.

In the interim, you still may qualify for a free copy
of your credit report. Under earlier legislation,
you are entitled to one free copy of your report dur-
ing any 12-month period if you have been:

• denied credit for any reason;

• a victim of fraud;

• unemployed and you plan to look for a
job within 60 days; or

• on welfare.

Whatever your reason, the best way to get your
hands on your credit history is to contact each credit
bureau directly. You can reach them at:

Equifax Credit Information Services Inc.
P.O. Box 740241
Atlanta, GA 30374
1.800.685.1111
www.equifax.com

Experian (formerly TRW)
1.888.EXPERIAN (1.888.397.3742)
www.experian.com

TransUnion Corp.
760 W. Sproul Rd.
Springfield, PA 19064-0390
1.800.916.8800
www.transunion.com
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Sometimes, only one or two of the credit bureaus
will have a report on you. But, to be sure where you
stand, it’s in your best interest to contact all three.
You can access your credit report on-line at each
bureau’s Internet site, or have it mailed to you.

D I F F E R E N T  K I N D S  O F  R E P O R T S

In case you’re thinking, “Hey, I have a friend at a
bank or mortgage brokerage who can pull my credit
report for me,” think again. While it would be lovely
to get your report for free, the reports sent to con-
sumers are different from the ones sent to businesses.

You want the report designed for consumers be-

cause it’s much easier to read, with the names and

contact numbers for businesses spelled out (rather

than listed by numerical code).

The consumer version contains information on com-
panies that have accessed your credit report for pro-
motional purposes, such as pre-approved credit card
offers, while the business-to-business version does
not.

A D D - O N  S E R V I C E S

The FACT Act changes the dynamics of how credit
bureaus interact with consumers. You can get free
reports more easily, but credit bureaus push more
extensive—and expensive—reports and programs,
including ongoing credit-report monitoring.
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CRAs would like to sell you services that include

reports from all three major credit bureaus. Equifax

charges $29.95 for it. Trans Union charges the same

and throws in a credit score and a personalized

analysis with “tips for making your score higher.”

And Experian offers a three-bureau credit report,

plus a credit score, for $34.95.

Experian also would like to sell you Credit Manager
for $9.95 a month. This gives you access to your
credit report and credit score, as well as e-mail noti-
fication of any changes to your credit report and
access to a host of tools that may or may not be
useful. These tools include a credit score simula-
tor to see how different factors may affect your score.

Trans Union and Equifax offer similar programs.
Each has some unique twists to its offerings. How-
ever, unless you are dealing with fraud or identity
theft—or trying to clean up your credit history as
quickly as possible—odds are that a simple credit
report will meet your needs.

If you would like to get your FICO score, you also
can get it directly from Fair, Isaac & Co. It cur-
rently is available on-line only, at www.myfico.com.
The company charges $12.95 for your FICO score
plus one credit report from any of the three CRAs.

You also may want to visit myfico.com to access the
free FICO Score Simulator. It analyzes your per-
sonal credit information and answers questions like,
“What happens to my score if I pay off a credit card
or open a new account?”
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N O B O D Y ’ S  P E R F E C T

If your life is sailing smoothly and you’ve never been
turned down for credit, you may think you have no
reason to check your credit report. But, even if you’re
doing fine, your report may contain errors.

In June 2004, U.S. PIRG, the national lobbying
office for state Public Interest Research Groups, re-
leased a survey that stated, “One in four credit
reports contains errors serious enough to cause
consumers to be denied credit, a loan, an apart-
ment or home loan or even a job.”

And other experts point out that nearly every
American will find an error on at least one of his or
her credit reports.

According to the U.S. PIRG survey:

• 25 percent of the credit reports con-
tained errors serious enough to result
in the denial of credit;

• 79 percent of the credit reports con-
tained mistakes of some kind;

• 54 percent of the credit reports con-
tained personal identifying informa-
tion that was misspelled, long-out-
dated, belonged to a stranger, or was
otherwise incorrect; and

• 30 percent of the credit reports con-
tained credit accounts that had been
closed by the consumer but incorrectly
remained listed as open.
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Errors wind up on your credit report simply be-
cause the consumer reporting agencies collect in-
formation from all kinds of creditors, but they don’t
verify that information.

According to Fair, Isaac & Co., the most common
mistakes on credit reports happen because:

• people apply for credit under different
names (for example, Robert Allen and
Bob Allen);

• the person who input the information
had trouble reading a handwritten ap-
plication;

• someone made a typo or other clerical
error while inputting the information;

• someone provided an inaccurate Social
Security number; or

• payments were posted to the wrong
account, accidentally.

The only person who will verify the accuracy of
your credit reports is you.

F I X I N G  M I S T A K E S

So, you check your credit reports and find a few
mistakes. What do you do next?

You can dispute inaccurate information with a
CRA. If you tell a CRA that your file contains inac-
curate information, the CRA must investigate the
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items—usually within 30 days—by presenting to
its information source all relevant evidence you sub-
mit. After that, the Fair Credit Reporting Act sets
the rules for how corrections are made:

• The source must review your evidence
and report its findings to the CRA. It
also must advise other CRAs of any er-
ror. The CRA must give you a written
report of the investigation and a copy
of your report if the investigation re-
sults in any change.

• Inaccurate information must be cor-
rected or deleted. A CRA must re-
move or correct inaccurate or unveri-
fied information from its files, usually
within 30 days after you dispute it.
However, the CRA is not required to
remove accurate data from your file un-
less it is outdated or cannot be verified.

• If the CRA’s investigation does not re-
solve the dispute, you may add a brief
statement to your file. The CRA must
normally include a summary of your
statement in future reports.

• You can dispute inaccurate items with
the source of the information. If you
tell anyone—such as a creditor who re-
ports to a CRA—that you dispute an
item, they may not then report the in-
formation to a CRA without including
a notice of your dispute.

Outdated information may not be reported. In most
cases, a CRA may not report negative information
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that is more than seven years old or 10 years for
bankruptcies.

If you have a problem with a credit report, it’s vir-
tually impossible to contact anyone at Equifax,
Experian or TransUnion directly. The best you can
usually manage is to leave a telephone message or
fax a letter to a generic recipient.

S P E C I F I C  S T E P S  T O  T A K E

• Start off by making a copy of your credit
report. Keep the original in a file that
eventually will contain all of the docu-
mentation regarding the error.

• On the copy of your report, mark the
error. Send this to the credit bureau,
along with the dispute form that you
should have received with your report.
If you don’t have the dispute form or
don’t want to use it, it is always accept-
able to send a letter instead.

• In addition to the letter and the copy
of the credit report, you’ll also need to
send documentation that supports
your claim that the item is wrong.

• If you don’t already have documenta-
tion to support your claim, you will
want to contact the creditor that sub-
mitted the information first. For in-
stance, if a loan shows up as outstand-
ing and it has been paid off, get a letter
from the lender stating the correct in-
formation.
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• Send your letter, the copy of the report
and documentation via certified mail
with a return receipt, so you have proof
that you mailed these items and that
the credit bureau received them.

• Be sure to keep a copy of your letter
and/or the dispute form, as well as any-
thing else you send to the credit bu-
reau. And keep everything you receive
from the bureau, as well.

• If you speak with someone at the credit
bureau by phone, take notes and make
sure to get the person’s name. Also
note the date and time of your call.

By law, the CRA has to investigate your dispute
within 30 days of receiving your letter. (The ex-
ception would be if the CRA decides that your claim
is “frivolous” or “irrelevant.”)

Any item that the CRA cannot verify as accurate must

be removed from your credit report.

If the credit bureau makes a change to your report,
the company must send you a revised version.

The CRA cannot put the information back on your
credit report unless the creditor in question later
verifies the accuracy of the information. If this does
happen, the CRA has to notify you that the info is
back on your report.
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B E W A R E  O F  I D  T H I E V E S

One reason we recommend contacting the credit
bureaus directly to receive copies of your credit re-
ports is because there are numerous scam artists on
the loose who are “phishing” or “carding”—in plain
English, looking for credit card information.

One way they do this is by setting up Internet Web
sites. There, the scam artists offer cheap or free
access to your credit reports as a way to lure you
into giving them your information.

What are they phishing for? Anything that can help
them pretend to be you. They want your:

• credit card numbers;

• bank account information

• Social Security number;

• passwords; and

• other sensitive information.

ID thieves are happy when they get several of these
items at once. When they have enough pieces of
information, they create an alternate version of you
to apply for credit and commit other frauds.

If you’ve received an offer to provide inexpensive
credit reports or credit repair services, the Federal
Trade Commission offers the following tips to avoid
getting scammed:

• Contact the company by phone or go
to the Internet site directly, rather than
clicking on a link in an e-mail.
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• Check the sender’s e-mail address. If it
looks unusual or if it ends in .ru or .de
instead of .com, be suspicious.

• Determine if the company has a work-
ing telephone number and a legitimate
street address. Such Internet sites as
www.switchboard.com will enable you
to find the company’s address, and re-
verse lookup search engines like
www.anywho.com will help you with
phone numbers.

• Check the e-mail and Internet site for
spelling errors and bad grammar, as well
as other mistakes, like a telephone area
code and an address that don’t match.
These often are a tip-off that
something’s not right.

• Double check the Internet site address
to ensure it’s the correct spelling of a
company. Some scammers create sites
with names that are just a little off.

• Rather than just clicking a link, use
the URL that’s part of the sender’s ad-
dress (for joe@example.com, go to
www.example.com). If it redirects you
to a different site, don’t go any further.

• Visit www.networksolutions.com or one
of the other domain name providers
and do a “Whois” search to find out
who owns the site in question.

• Immediately leave any Web site that
asks for personal information that’s not
relevant to your credit report, such as a
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personal identification number (PIN)
for your bank account, the three-digit
code on the back of your credit card or
your passport number.

• Make sure the site is secure. Look for
the little lock icon on your browser’s
status bar, as well as “https” as the start
of the site address on any pages where
you need to fill out a form. Most URLs
start with “http”; the “s” tells you the
site is secure.

If you encounter any suspicious activity, have any
unauthorized charges on your credit card or never
receive the credit report you requested, you’ll want
to contact the FTC at www.ftc.gov and contact
the U.S. Secret Service.

You’ll find the local Secret Service office listed in
your phone book.

I F  E R R O R S  A R E N ’ T  F I X E D

The process to fix errors on your credit report some-
times can be long and frustrating. And it is pos-
sible that you will need to apply for credit before all
of the errors are resolved.

In this case, you’ll want to provide copies of your
correspondence with the credit bureaus and sup-
porting documentation along with your applica-
tion for credit. Be as thorough as possible; most of
the time, lenders won’t be convinced by your docu-
ments unless they are detailed and clear. You have a
lot of skepticism to overcome.
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C O N C L U S I O N

Many people make the mistake of assuming that
credit bureaus exist to serve individual consum-
ers—and get frustrated with the lack of respon-
siveness and customer service that the credit bu-
reaus have traditionally offered.

If you remember that you’re not the credit bureau’s

primary customer, you may understand the cool re-

ception the credit bureaus give you.

The problem with this approach to the handling of
credit information is that it accepts a higher level
of inefficiency than most consumers would like.
In this way, the credit industry is something like
the health insurance industry—in both cases, the
primary customers (lenders, in the case of credit
bureaus; employers, in the case of health insurance)
are not the end-users of the services being sold.

An economist looking at this system would likely
conclude that it’s not intended for efficiency, if effi-
ciency means timely and accurate exchange with
the greatest number of users. Industry insiders claim
that the inefficiency makes credit information
hard to manipulate and—in theory—more reli-
able. For lenders.
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You might think that your credit report is confi-
dential. Yet, while the information contained therein
is pretty darn personal, it’s by no means a secret.

A variety of people or companies can look at your
credit report, as long as they have a “permissible
purpose,” as defined by the Fair Credit Reporting
Act. This variety includes:

• potential lenders;

• credit card issuers;

• potential landlords;

• banks (e.g., when considering offering
you overdraft protection or while set-
ting your ATM cash withdrawal limit);

• insurance companies;

• employers and potential employers
(though only with your written con-
sent, in most cases);

• government agencies (although they
may only view portions of your report);
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• a company you hire to alert you to signs
of identity theft;

• some groups considering your applica-
tion for a government license or ben-
efit;

• someone who needs to access your re-
port in order to provide a product or
service you ordered;

• a state or local child support enforce-
ment agency; and

• anyone else who has your written per-
mission to access your credit report.

You’ll notice that most  of the people on this list are
people with whom you have initiated business of
some sort, whether you applied for a loan or hired a
company to prevent identity theft.

Other groups require your written permission be-
fore they may view your credit history, including
employers and potential employers.

P O T E N T I A L  E M P L O Y E R S

Why would employers want to view your credit
report?

Perhaps you’ve applied for a job at a bank or some-
place else where you will be handling money. Per-
haps you’ve applied for a high-security job, where
you will have access to valuable information. Or
perhaps you’re going to be working with other valu-
ables—such as jewelry, stock certificates or bonds.
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In all of these cases, the employer or potential em-
ployer wants to be certain that you are responsible,
not desperate for money. After all, if you’re desper-
ate and you’re surrounded by temptation, you
might take advantage of the situation.

Employers and potential employers do receive a dif-

ferent version of your credit report than the one that

goes to potential lenders. It’s usually less detailed,

with regard to credit account histories; and it  doesn’t

count as an inquiry on your credit score.

I N S U R A N C E  C O M P A N I E S

Some potential employers may have a reasonable
need to check out your credit history, but insur-
ance companies? Where is their need?

As it turns out, your credit rating and your driving
record probably are completely unrelated. But auto
insurers have found that your likelihood to pay your
credit card bills is closely related to your likelihood
to pay your insurance premiums.

The same holds true for other types of insurance,
too, including life insurance.

However, many states are looking unfavorably on
insurers’ use of credit histories in underwriting.
Washington, Utah, Idaho and Maryland have al-
ready passed laws restricting insurance companies’
ability to do so, and many more states soon may
follow suit.
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L E N D E R  I N Q U I R I E S

Throughout this book, we recommend that you
shop around for credit—a new credit card, a home
loan or an auto loan.

But how you shop around can affect your credit
rating.

The issue is whether or not a potential lender or

credit card provider requests (“pulls” in industry

jargon) your credit report.

Every time one of these companies pulls your credit
report, it counts as a “hard” inquiry. And hard in-
quiries lower your credit score.

One way to be sure you’re getting information—
and not having your credit report pinged at the
same time—is to withhold your Social Security
number until you’re ready to make a decision on a
lender or credit card company.

Unfortunately, this can be tricky—especially when
you’re shopping for credit on-line. Most on-line
lenders require you to provide your Social Security
number before they will quote an interest rate, since
interest rates are closely tied to credit scores.

And when you provide this information, you are
applying for credit—and that gives the lender your
permission to check your credit report.
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W H Y  I N Q U I R I E S  M A T T E R

New credit is one of the factors used to determine
your credit score. In fact, new credit accounts for
10 percent of your credit score.

Hard inquiries are considered a subset of the new

credit category.

According to Fair, Isaac & Co., the information
about inquiries that can be factored into your FICO
score includes:

• the number of recently opened accounts
that you have and the proportion of
accounts that are recently opened com-
pared with long-standing accounts, by
type of account;

• the number of recent inquiries;

• the time since recent account openings,
by type of account; and

• the time since you last had any credit
inquiries.

As Fair, Isaac & Co. writes on its Web site:

For many people, one additional credit inquiry
(voluntary and initiated by an application for
credit) may not affect their FICO score at all. For
others, one additional inquiry would take less
than 5 points off their FICO score.
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Inquiries can have a greater impact, however, if you
have few accounts or a short credit history. Large
numbers of inquiries also mean greater risk.

According to Fair, Isaac, people with six inquiries

or more on their credit reports are eight times more

likely to declare bankruptcy than people with no

inquiries on their reports.

A U T O  L O A N S  &  M O R T G A G E S

That said, the credit industry understands the im-
portance of comparison shopping for auto loans and
mortgages. In fact, most lenders want to encour-
age shopping—since it increases the chance that
you’ll give them a try. So, some changes to credit
scoring models make in the 1990s and 2000s take
into account the likelihood that a smart borrower
may  generate multiple inquiries along these lines.

Under the FICO scoring model, it doesn’t matter how

many inquiries for an auto or home loan that you

generate in a 14-day period. They all count as a

single inquiry.

What’s more, your score does not include any mort-
gage or auto loan inquiries that were made in the
30 days prior to scoring. So, you’ve essentially got
44 days to get your act together.
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Once you’ve started filling out applications and gen-
erating inquiries, remember: The clock is ticking.

C R E D I T  C A R D  I N Q U I R I E S

While credit scoring models will cut you some slack
when you’re comparison shopping for an auto or
home loan, they are not so approving of multiple
inquiries from credit card issuers.

One reason: You may have opened one or more credit

card accounts within the last month or so, and they

wouldn’t appear on your credit report just yet.

And, not to say that you would do so, but some
people open a lot of credit card accounts at one time
when they’re planning to run up a whole lot of
debt—and not pay it back.

On this count, the credit bureau Experian echoes
Fair, Isaac’s conclusions:

The more inquiries that appear on a borrower’s
credit file, the more likely a borrower may not be
able to pay his or her bills as agreed.

Lenders are vague about how many inquiries in
what period of time scare them away. But the con-
sensus is that lenders look at credit card inquiries
going back six months. If you have six or 10 in-
quiries in that time period, you could be consid-
ered high-risk—even if your score is good.
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Inquiries that happened more than six months ago
typically are not a concern, since lenders figure you
would have opened the account by now, and it
would show up on your credit report.

On the other hand, if you do open up several credit
card accounts at about the same time, you can be
sure you’ll be throwing up some red flags.

I N Q U I R I E S  T H A T  D O N ’ T  H U R T

So-called “soft” inquiries do appear on your credit
report, but they do not affect your credit ratings.

Soft inquiries include:

• your own requests for your credit re-
port;

• credit checks performed by companies
that want to send you a marketing of-
fer;

• inquiries made by lenders or other busi-
nesses with which you already have an
account; and

• inquiries made by prospective employ-
ers.

Also, some middlemen—like credit counselors and

loan brokers—may pull your credit. And they may

allow several lenders to pull it, too. In most cases,

these will all be considered soft inquiries.
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P E R M I S S I O N  V S .  P E R M I S S I B L E

People who access your credit ratings have to have
your permission—unless they have a “permissible
purpose” for viewing that information.

In other words, sometimes people have every right
to pull your credit without your permission.

Take the case of Karen Wiegand and Steve Marzluff.
Under the terms of their divorce settlement in 1994,
she got to keep the house, and he was required to
make child support payments to her.

In later discussions, they agreed that she would trans-
fer her interest in the house to Marzluff, and he
would pay her $6,000 and refinance the mortgage
so that she was no longer a debtor on the property.
She deeded the property to him in 1995. But he
never refinanced. He also stopped making his child
support payments in January 2000.

Wiegand might never have known that she was still

on the mortgage, if she hadn’t applied for a loan on

a new residence in February 2001. During the appli-

cation process, she discovered that she was still

indebted on the old property.

At the time, Wiegand worked for Verizon Wireless.
As part of her job, she obtained credit approval for
people who applied for cellular telephone service.
Upset about her ex-husband’s failure to hold up his
end of the bargain, Wiegand used her company
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laptop to check his credit score to see if it was good
enough to have enabled him to refinance the house.

When she did, Verizon’s computer system auto-
matically generated a letter to Marzluff confirm-
ing his “application for cell phone service.”

Marzluff hadn’t applied for cell phone service, and
he told that to Verizon. Verizon discovered Wiegand
had obtained her ex-husband’s credit score without
his permission. This was against company policy;
she was promptly fired.

Meanwhile, Marzluff decided to sue both his ex-
wife and Verizon for a variety of things, including
violation of the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA)
for checking his credit without his permission.

When the case went to appeal, the Montgomery
County, Ohio court surprised Marzluff. It said his
ex-wife did indeed have a “permissible purpose” for
checking his credit. In this case, the court said that
their relationship was not one of ex-husband and
ex-wife, but one of debtor and creditor.

The court wrote:

Wiegand had at least some reason to believe that
Marzluff owed her a debt and that he had failed
to comply with the terms of their transaction. These
facts are sufficient to create a permissible purpose
under the FCRA....

So the court determined that she—as an ex-spouse
in the midst of a divorce—had the right to check
Marzluff’s credit without his permission.
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S N E A K Y  P E E K S

Reputable lenders or loan brokers will ask you sign
a document that gives them formal permission to
pull your credit as part of a loan application pro-
cess. If you sign such document, make sure that it
states clearly who has permission.

Don’t sign any document that gives a broker or po-

tential lender open-ended permission to look. Most

brokers should be able to pull one report and share

their copy with potential lender; if your broker in-

sists that he or she has to let different lenders pull

your credit, only agree to give permission sepa-

rately to each lender as they request.

Some potential lenders who don’t yet have a per-
missible purpose to pull your credit may try tricks
to get your permission without your understand-
ing. Some will include slick language in their pro-
motional brochures that states any response from
you will constitute permission to pull your credit.

Again, your best protection in these cases is to with-

hold your Social Security number until you know

more about the offer. And, again, this can make

things difficult—especially for on-line credit appli-

cations. But the point is to withhold key information

until you’ve signed a formal document giving per-

mission to pull your credit. This will limit your ex-

posure to surprises and abuse.
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Telemarketers and on-line lenders can be especially
slick about getting your permission. A telemarketer
selling a credit card might say something about
“getting you an approval right here on the phone,
if you’d like that” and take your agreement as per-
mission. Likewise, on-line lenders may offer “in-
stant approval” if you “confirm” information or
check a box.

Be wary of either pitch. The safest course for you is
to put everything in writing—so, state clearly to
the telemarketer that you’re not going to give ap-
proval for anything unless it’s in writing. And ask
any on-line lender to contact you by telephone or
e-mail to arrange a written permission.

C O N C L U S I O N

Inquiries into your credit reports can hurt you in
two ways: by lowering your credit score and by ex-
posing you to ID theft and other abuse. Keeping
all permissions in writing helps control these risks.
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Generally, people are pretty good about paying their
bills on time and managing their credit. According
to the Internet Web site www.myfico.com:

• Fewer than 4 in 10 consumers have ever
been reported as 30 or more days late
on a payment.

• Only 2 in 10 have ever been 60 or more
days overdue on a credit obligation.

• Fewer than 1 in 10 have had a credit
account closed by the lender.

These promising numbers are balanced by other,
more broadly-defined, analyses that suggest higher
levels of consumer debt will eventually lead to higher
delinquency and default numbers.

Through the 2000s, there has been steady unease
among economists about these higher debt levels
making credit problems a big issue. So, in this chap-
ter, we’ll consider the warning signs that lenders
look for and what happens when people get behind
in their credit accounts.
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T H E  B A S I C  T R O U B L E  S I G N S

Banks, lenders and credit bureaus look primarily
for late payments or delinquencies as a sign of
financial trouble. In short, delinquencies are reports
that lenders make to credit bureaus when a bor-
rower falls 30 days or more past due on a scheduled
payment for a credit account.

Delinquencies are measured in 30-day units. If a
credit card payment is due January 1 but you
haven’t made it within a few days of February 1,
there’s a fair chance that your credit card company
will report a 30-day late notice to the major credit
bureaus.

If you haven’t made the payment by around March
1, the credit card company will almost certainly
report a 60-day late notice to the bureaus. And, if
you haven’t made the payment by April 1, the com-
pany will report a 90-day late notice.

Lenders and credit bureaus also track payments that
go later than 90 days. But most finance companies
lump all seriously late payments in a “90-days-or-
more” late category.

Delinquency notices are not the same thing as late

notices lenders may send you or collection actions

they may take. Delinquencies are separate commu-

nications between the lenders and the credit bu-

reaus. They don’t mean—necessarily—that an account

is under review, suspended or in foreclosure.
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A lender might report a 30-day late notice before
you even realize you’ve fallen behind. For this rea-
son, many credit card companies and consumer
lenders are forgiving about reporting an occasional
30-day late payment. They’ll assume that some
simple mistake explains the delay.

However, if you go 60 days late on a payment or
make 30-day late payments consistently over sev-
eral months, you’ll almost certainly have notices in
your credit report.

Delinquencies might seem like small matters; but
they’re not. They stay on your credit report for
years—even if you bring your payments current
right away.

Delinquencies have a particularly bad cumulative

effect. One 30-day late notice might not hurt your

credit horribly; but three or four of them can lower

your credit score a lot.

Collection activities and charge-offs are the second
category of trouble signs that lenders look for in a
credit report. These are actions that you will (or
should) know about, because lenders warn you in
writing that they are going to take the actions.

In consumer credit lending, collection activities
(or “going into collection”) can mean the lender
turns your account over to an in-house collections
department or it turns the account over to an out-
side collection agency. For you, the outside collec-
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tion agency is usually worse, meaning more letters
and angry telephone calls. But, to your credit re-
port, going into collection is bad—whether the
collector is in-house or an outside agency.

A charge-off is a slightly worse version of going
into collection. It means the lender has given up on
collecting the debt and is writing off the amount
from its active accounts. The lender retains the le-
gal right to collect the debt but, at present, it’s
counting the debt as uncollectible.

A charge-off is to unsecured debt what a foreclo-

sure or repossession is to secured financing. It’s

very bad for your credit—sometimes worse than a

bankruptcy filing.

Like delinquencies, collections or charge-offs stay
on your credit report for seven years—even if you
pay the amount owed in full. Still, if you can pay
the amount in full, you should. Credit reports will
show the collection or charge-of item as “paid” or
“satisfied.” That minimizes the damage somewhat.

Another trouble sign for lenders is a maxed-out
credit line (or several). Even if these accounts are
being paid in a timely manner, they raise  a red flag
and suggest that you may have money problems.

Most credit counsellors suggest moving debt around,
if you’ve maxed out one or two credit lines. For
example, if you have one maxed-out credit card and
several others that haven’t reached their credit lim-
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its, you should move some of the debt from the
maxed-out card to others.

However, moving debt around is not as good for
your credit rating as paying debt off. If you have
total unsecured debt that’s more than 20 percent of
your annual income, lenders may not want to give
you the best deal on a loan—or loan to you at all.

Most lenders look for a pattern of payment rather

than focusing on onetime or rare occurrences. So,

consistent on-time bill payments will improve any

blemishes and raise your credit score.

P R O B L E M S  W I T H  S E C U R E D  D E B T S

So far in this chapter, we’ve been talking about prob-
lems with nonsecured debts—money you owe credit
card companies, department stores, student loan
companies, etc. Nonsecured lenders are often more
flexible about working with people who are having
financial problems because they have to be (their
loans are only as good as a borrower’s ability to pay)
and because they charge relatively high interest rates.

Secured lenders—who’ve loaned money that’s
backed by specific collateral—are not always so
flexible. If you fall behind on the payments for a
secured loan on a house, auto or boat, you’re in
danger of having the property seized by the lender.

In the case of real estate, that means foreclosure.
In the case of a car, truck or boat, that means re-
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possession. Foreclosures and repo’s are the worst
marks that you can have on your credit. You should
do everything that you can to avoid them.

If you’re having trouble making the payments on
your home, contact the lender. The sooner you say
something, the better the chance that the lender
will work with you to avoid foreclosure.

Foreclosures cause almost as much trouble for the

lender as they do for the borrower. Among other

problems, a large number of foreclosures will call

regulatory attention to a bank or lender. And no

bank likes that kind of attention.

A mortgage lender may reduce or even excuse
your payments for a short period of time. However,
once you start making regular payments again, you
probably will have to pay extra to cover the past-
due amount.

Another possibility: The lender may extend the
repayment period on your loan—basically, tack-
ing missed payments onto the end of the schedule.

Either of these solutions will probably involve some
form of fee or penalty; but these fees will usually
be a bargain compared to the higher interest you’ll
have to pay on everything if you have a foreclosure
on your credit report.

Many finance companies specialize in refinancing
home loans for people who are having money prob-
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lems. In these cases, you may end up paying a higher
interest rate over a longer period of time—both bad
ideas. But a refi can bring your loan current and
“buy you time” to get past temporary problems.
As long as those problems are temporary.

If you can’t work out a payment schedule with your
lender or another finance company, you’ll want to
contact a housing counseling agency. You can find
an agency through your local Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development office (you can get a
list of these on-line at www.hud.gov) or through
your local city of county housing authority.

Depending on where you live and the value of your

house, there may be a government program that

can get you a short-term loan to make your pay-

ments or refinance your existing loan.

As a last resort, selling your home usually is pref-
erable to letting it go into foreclosure—at least from
a credit score standpoint.

In some situations, though, you can’t sell the house
for enough to pay off your loans. If you’re in this
position, ask your current lender to refinance your
loan to bring your payments current. Show the
lender comparative sales of similar houses in your
area and any other proof you have of what homes
are fetching.

Emphasize that you want to avoid foreclosure and
stay put until prices rise again.
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One critical note: Foreclosure doesn’t mean that you

automatically lose your house. In most cases, you

can negotiate terms for “reinstatement” of your loan

after the foreclosure process has begun.

With most lenders, a different group of employ-
ees manage foreclosure accounts. If your house re-
ally won’t bring as much in a sale as you owe on it,
the foreclosure staff may be more open to setting
up a reinstatement program that will allow you to
bring the loan current over a period of time.

As with collections and charge-offs, a foreclosure

that you get reinstated will still show up on your

credit report for seven years. But it will show that

the loan was reinstated which (like a paid charge-

off) reduces the damage.

Of course, bringing a mortgage current or getting
it reinstated out of foreclosure will require enough
income to make timely payments. If you don’t have
that income and the house won’t sell for what you
owe, you may have little choice but to “walk
away.” That means allowing foreclosure to proceed
and moving out before the lender evicts you.

Some credit counsellors suggest walking away from
a mortgage as a “hard-nosed” or “realistic” approach
to resolving an over-leveraged real estate invest-
ment. But it does serious damage to your credit;
and, if the bank can’t recover the full amount of its
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loan to you when it sells the property, it can still
sue you for the balance. Then, you would have both
a foreclosure and a legal judgment on your credit.
It’s better to screw up your courage and negotiate a
deal with the bank before going into foreclosure.

These renegotiated deals—when made early enough,

before foreclosure—may not show up in any form as

a black mark on your credit. That’s the main reason

to make the telephone call to the secured lender be-

fore they make a collection call to you.

Likewise, if you fall behind in your car payments,
the finance company that helped you buy the ve-
hicle may repossess it.

As with real estate, car lenders don’t like to repo
vehicles. If you call the finance company when you’re
still current or just 30 days late on your payments,
you can often negotiate a deal to reschedule pay-
ments or extend your existing loan.

Auto finance companies are sometimes less orga-

nized about reporting late payments and reposses-

sions than mortgage companies are about report-

ing foreclosures. If you act quickly to remedy a repo,

there is some chance that you can fix the problem

before it’s reported to the credit bureaus. Make sure

to ask the finance company about this—and get a

written assurance that the repo hasn’t been reported,

as part of your reinstatement agreement.
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If you don’t get a repossessed car back, the lender
most likely will sell the vehicle. And, as with a fore-
closed property, you still may not be off the hook.
If the lender sells the car for less than what you
owe, you are still liable for the difference.

A  “ D O W N W A R D  S P I R A L ”

More than any single problem, lenders and credit
bureaus are on the lookout for trends that sug-
gest borrowers are heading for trouble. They be-
lieve that, if they see broader signs of a “downward
spiral,” they can make better decisions about grant-
ing credit…or how to respond when a borrower asks
for help. Credit bureaus are constantly modifying
their reports in an effort to spot trouble sooner.

What constitutes a downward spiral? The March
2000 Massachusetts federal court decision AT&T
Universal Card Services v. Edmund  Dietzal offers one
answer. In March 1998, Dietzel filed for personal
bankruptcy to discharge his many debts. AT&T
promptly sued, arguing that $4,144 Dietzel had
charged on a credit card it issued to him shouldn’t
be wiped out because he’d committed fraud.

The case turned on one question: Was Dietzel a credit

card scammer who had no intention of repaying

AT&T? Or was he simply a guy with money problems

whose downward spiral AT&T would have noticed if

it had been paying closer attention?
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In his bankruptcy filing, Dietzel listed 100 percent
ownership interest in a house in Dedham, Massa-
chusetts, valued at $190,000. He also listed per-
sonal property that included: $250 in cash spread
around several bank accounts; “furnishings” with a
value of $2,000; and two automobiles, a 1997
Dodge Caravan and a 1997 Nissan Altima with
values of $16,500 and $18,000, respectively. He
claimed exemption for the house and personal prop-
erty—which means he wanted to keep those things.

Among his listed debts were: two mortgages on
the Dedham house totaling about $165,000; se-
cured car loans equal to the full claimed value of his
two vehicles; and nonsecured consumer loans—in-
cluding the balance on the AT&T card—totaling
$53,589. These nonsecured loans were almost all
credit card debts, with the exception of about
$6,000 in student loans and some medical bills.

Dietzel listed monthly income (from a part-time
job and a small pension) of $1,400. His wife earned
about $1,700 a month; together, they had three
dependent children, ages 10, 14 and 16. In all, the
Dietzel household’s expenses exceeded its income
by about $2,000 a month.

At trial, Dietzel admitted he’d kept only a small

debt balance on his AT&T card for most of the time

that he’d had it. Through early 1997, he maintained

a balance of less than $20. Then, in the late summer,

he started using the AT&T card for small purchases

and a number of cash advances.
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Dietzel had been using credit cards heavily to fi-
nance his middle-class life-style since he’d lost
his government job in late 1995. In February 1997,
he consolidated this credit card debt—about
$43,000, at that point—into the second mortgage
on the Dedham house.

But the borrowing continued. In May 1997,
Dietzel took a cash advance of $5,000 on a
Compuserv Visa card; in June, he charged $2,000
for three round trip airline tickets to England and
took cash advances totaling $800; in July, he took
a $5,000 cash advance from Household Finance
Company. That month, he took two of his children
to England to visit a personal friend who was ill.

About that time, Dietzel’s personal life was getting

less stable. His wife moved out of the Dedham house

for several months; the separation resulted in house-

hold expenses of at least $6,000.

From late 1996 through early 1998, Dietzel used
cash advances from some credit cards to make pay-
ments on others. He explained:

I think I was able to make all the payments be-
cause if payments came due and I didn’t have
enough money, I would just use a credit card to
pay the other credit cards.

In this manner, he ran up over $40,000 in new
credit card debt in the 13 months after he took
out the second mortgage.
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Through this period, Dietzel held several jobs, in-
cluding a promising position with a courier com-
pany called Minute Man Deliveries. But none of
the jobs lasted; the delivery job ended after he got
into a fight with a customer. Instead, in early 1997,
he got a part-time job delivering The Boston Herald.

Should AT&T have seen Dietzel’s troubles coming?
Ronald Lewis, AT&T’s bankruptcy specialist, testi-
fied that Dietzel’s credit history didn’t raise any red
flags. He’d opened the account with AT&T in 1992;
the account was subject to periodic review, which
resulted in scores that were always “at a very good
level.” But Lewis explained how credit card kiting
would effect the “scoring” or mathematical assess-
ment of risk associated with the account:

It would maintain it at a good level. Kiting is
basically the movement of money from one or more
credit cards to other credit cards, and unfortu-
nately, what happens until the bottom falls out,
it creates a false illusion on the Credit Bureau
that the individual has financial stability be-
cause everything is being paid as agreed. It com-
pletely masks any way to determine that there’s a
problem....

Lewis noted that Dietzel contacted AT&T in Au-
gust 1997 to explain that his August payment
would be late because he broke his leg on vacation
(an event Dietzel later admitted never happened).

After that contact—and an indirect contact for au-
thorization for the October 1997 cash advance in
the amount of $2,000—there was no direct con-
tact between Dietzel and AT&T.
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Dietzel made a last, partial payment on the account
in November 1997. In early January 1998, AT&T
began contacting him, seeking payment. He de-
clared bankruptcy a few weeks later.

The trial court pointed out that, in order to prove
fraud on Dietzel’s part, AT&T had to establish the
following elements:

1) that Dietzel made a representation;

2) that Dietzel knew the representation
was false at the time he made it;

3) that Dietzel made the representation
with actual intent to deceive AT&T;

4) that AT&T justifiably relied on the rep-
resentations; and

5) that AT&T sustained a loss caused by
the false representation.

Of course, it’s not fraud simply to make a mini-
mum payment with a cash advance from another
credit card. This action must also be coupled with a
lack of intent to repay the debt. Courts can infer
this lack of intent to repay from a list of factors,
including:

• the length of time between the charges
made and the filing of bankruptcy;

• whether an attorney has been consulted
concerning the filing of bankruptcy
before the charges were made;

• the number of charges made;

• the amount of the charges;
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• financial sophistication of the debtor;

• whether or not the debtor was em-
ployed; and

• whether the purchases were made for
luxuries or necessities.

According to the court, “the correct focus...is
whether in good faith he intended to keep his
promise.” AT&T argued that Dietzel didn’t. And
the court admitted:

[His] Schedules and Statement of Financial Af-
fairs are replete with errors and omissions. …Ad-
ditionally, he lied to AT&T about breaking his
leg to obtain an extension of time within which to
make the August payment on his credit card.

But this wasn’t enough. The court said Dietzel’s
untruths weren’t substantive and material to
AT&T’s complaint. AT&T had to establish that his
representations were false when made and were made
with the intention of deceiving it. On these mat-
ters, the court concluded:

At the time [Dietzel] obtained the cash advances,
his financial condition was not good, but it was
much better than it had been…. Although the
total amount outstanding on [his] AT&T card
exceeded [his] credit limit at the time he filed his
bankruptcy petition this was in part due to fi-
nance charges as opposed to substantial charges
over his credit limit.

The court concluded that AT&T had failed prove
that Dietzel had intended to defraud it at the time
he obtained cash advances. In other words, it should
have been paying closer attention. The monies
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Dietzel owed on the AT&T credit card were dis-
charged as part of his bankruptcy.

B E W A R E  O F  C A S H  A D V A N C E S

Credit card companies often seem to encourage some
level of kiting, since they advertise balance trans-
fers, cash advances and devices like so-called “con-
venience checks” that make moving debt from
one card to another easy.

This shuffling of debt can be smart money manage-

ment, if you’re taking advantage of low promo-

tional interest rates, etc. And, as we’ve noted, even

credit counsellors suggest moving credit card debt

around to avoid maxing out any one card.

But make sure that you have enough income to
cover the debts when you make these moves. Oth-
erwise, it can look like a fraudulent scheme. An-
other Massachusetts bankruptcy court decision—
2004’s  MBNA America Bank v. Joan Ashland—of-
fers an example of this.

Joan Ashland and her husband, John, owned their
home in West Yarmouth, Massachusetts, where
they lived with their three young children. There
were domestic difficulties and John left the home
about November 2001. He failed to make regular
child-support payments; and Joan, who’d worked
as a “personal care assistant”, could no longer take
overnight assignments since her husband wasn’t
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home with the children. This sharply reduced her
income.

John left a number of items behind when he left.
One was a balance on a “Citi Drivers Edge Gold
Card.” Although the card was in his name, both
spouses had used it. By agreement between them,
Joan had made the payments on the card and she’d
never been late.

However, in February 2002, the issuer notified Joan
that it intended to increase the rate on that card
from 8.9 percent to 25 percent, based upon other
aspects of her credit history. As a result, the pay-
ment which she was accustomed to make would
result in a monthly principal reduction of only $2.

Meanwhile, her money problems were mounting. She

made an appointment with a bankruptcy lawyer

and took stock of her finances.

Some months earlier, Joan had obtained a credit
card from MBNA. That card was in her name only.

Each monthly statement from MBNA was accom-
panied by three checks, called “convenience checks.”
These checks could be used by the card holder for
debt consolidation or consumer purchases. Their
amounts were applied against the card’s credit limit
and carried a low promotional interest rate.

Dismayed by the increased rate on the Citi card,
Joan took advantage of the MBNA convenience
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checks. In late February, she used a check for more
than $7,000 to pay off the Citi card balance.

A few weeks later, she deposited a second MBNA
check for about $3,000 into her bank account. She
used the funds for mortgage payments, a dentist
bill and a retainer to…the bankruptcy lawyer.

Joan and her bankruptcy lawyer discussed various

options. In mid-March, just a few days after using

the second MBNA check, she gave her lawyer au-

thority to file bankruptcy on her behalf.

Joan testified that, when she used the convenience
checks, she intended to repay MBNA. But the meet-
ings with the bankruptcy lawyer undermined that
claim. The judge found Joan’s testimony “less than
credible” and ruled:

[Joan Ashland] was planning bankruptcy at
the time that she used the convenience checks. …The
representation was made with intent to deceive.

So, the debt she’d run up on the MBNA card would
stay in place, even after her bankruptcy.

B A N K R U P T C Y

From the last two case studies, you can see that
bankruptcy cases define a lot of the rules about
how credit card debt is handled by courts. But many
people have a too-casual attitude toward bankruptcy.
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Declaring personal bankruptcy should be consid-
ered the path of last resort (although some lawyers
will tell you otherwise to get your business). In most
situations, bankruptcy will damage your credit rat-
ing so severely that you won’t be able to get credit
of any sort for several years. There are some situa-
tions in which bankruptcy can improve an ex-
tremely poor credit rating—but these are rare.

The most common causes of personal bankruptcy
are:

• unemployment;

• divorce and other marital problems;

• large unexpected expenses, such as
medical bills; and

• seriously overextended credit.

Bankruptcy does have a profound affect on your
credit score. It stays on your credit report for 10
years—longer than any other black mark.

Also, a bankruptcy can be reported to insurers and

potential employers for the rest of your life, which

could make it difficult for you to get life insurance or

get a new job.

However, your current employer may not discrimi-
nate against you because you filed bankruptcy. In
fact, it is highly unlikely that your employer will
find out, unless you reveal the information your-
self—or the company is one of your creditors.
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In spite of the obvious drawbacks to declaring bank-
ruptcy, it is important to at least consider all op-
tions, if you are overwhelmed with debt.

Bankruptcy is a legal proceeding, in which a fed-
eral bankruptcy court discharges some or all of your
debts. In other words, the court says you no longer
have to pay the money you owe. The goal is to grant
a fresh start to an honest consumer who is in debt
way beyond his or her ability to pay.

Of course, you will have to pay something. At the
minimum, there’s a filing fee at the courthouse,
along with an administrative fee—the total fee is
usually about $200. You also may need to hire an
attorney, and legal fees can vary dramatically.

When it comes to individuals, there are two main

kinds of bankruptcy: Chapter 7 and Chapter 13.

Specific bankruptcy rules vary from state to state,
but the following is a general overview of your op-
tions. Both Chapter 7 and Chapter 13 allow you to:

• get rid of unsecured debts;

• stop foreclosures;

• stop repossessions;

• stop garnishments of your wages;

• avoid having your utilities shut off;
and

• avoid dealing with debt collectors.
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Once you have filed for bankruptcy protection, your
creditors are required by law to stop trying to col-
lect. They will be notified by the bankruptcy court,
typically within a couple weeks of your filing, but
you also can notify them sooner to stop the phone
calls and other collection efforts.

Chapter 7 is the most common form of bankruptcy
in the United States. In this proceeding, almost all
of your assets will be liquidated to pay off your
debts. In other words, you turn over all of your
property (except items that are considered exempt)
to a court-appointed official or trustee. The trustee
then sells your personal property, and distributes
the money to your creditors.

The court probably will liquidate:

• valuable collections, such as stamps or
coins;

• antiques;

• stock, bonds and other investments;

• a second car or truck; and

• a vacation home.

But some of your possessions may be exempt from
liquidation under Chapter 7 bankruptcy. Exemp-
tions vary by state, and they also are determined
based on an analysis of your situation. In general,
exempt property includes:

• a primary residence;

• a car;

• work-related tools;
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• pensions and retirement plans;

• life insurance;

• personal effects and clothing (though
you probably won’t be able to keep a
mink coat); and

• basic household furnishings.

If you have many secured debts, such as several
houses, a boat or several cars, your creditors likely
will take back the property. But you’ll usually be
able to keep your primary residence and one car.

You can declare Chapter 7 bankruptcy more than
once in your lifetime—but no more often than once
every six years.

For this reason, some credit card companies offer

cards to people who’ve just declared bankruptcy.

The companies consider those people better credit

risks because they can’t declare bankruptcy again

any time soon.

Once you file all the paperwork, you will have to
appear in court for a hearing, called the First Meet-
ing of Creditors. The judge will question you re-
garding the information, your debts and assets, and
so on. Your creditors also may appear at the hear-
ing (though few non-secured creditors usually do).

Ordinarily, if everything meets with the court’s ap-
proval, the court will issue your discharge within
60 to 75 days after the hearing.
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Credit card issuers’ reactions to a Chapter 7 filing
can vary widely. For instance, you may be able to
keep one or more credit cards when you declare
Chapter 7 bankruptcy. It will depend on the bal-
ance on the cards in question, the desires of the
credit card issuers and your ability to pay your credit
card bills in the future.

On the other hand, as we’ve seen in this chapter,
one or more of your credit card issuers may try to
block the discharge of your debt to that company.

If a credit card company files a non-dischargeability

action, you may want to negotiate directly with the

company to reach a settlement. In many cases, this

is what the credit card company wants you to do.

Another option is to convert your filing from Chap-
ter 7 to Chapter 13 bankruptcy, since even debts
tainted by fraud can be discharged there.

Chapter 13 bankruptcy is quite different from Chap-
ter 7. Rather than a liquidation program, Chapter
13 involves a repayment plan.

If you can prove that you have regular income, and
if you have relatively little nonsecured debt, a Chap-
ter 13 filing may allow you to keep property that
you otherwise might lose if you didn’t declare bank-
ruptcy, or if you declared Chapter 7.

With a Chapter 13 filing, the court will approve a
repayment plan negotiated between you and your
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creditors. So, you will have to pay back at least some
of the money you owe—usually within three to five
years—rather than give up your property.

Whether you declare Chapter 7 or Chapter 13 bank-
ruptcy, you still will be responsible for:

• child support payments;

• alimony;

• taxes (in most cases);

• non-dischargeable debts from a prior
bankruptcy; and

• student loans.

Divorce plays a big part in personal bankruptcy
filings. If you are separated or divorced from some-
one who declares bankruptcy, your credit can be
affected—especially if there’s still joint debt or joint
property. Also, child support and custody arrange-
ments can be affected. We discuss family matters in
more detail in Chapter 10.

D E B T  R E A F F I R M A T I O N

After a debt is discharged in a bankruptcy proceed-
ing, you can still choose to repay it. This is known
as debt reaffirmation—and it can have some good
effect in your credit rating, much like getting a
reinstatement on a foreclosure or paying a charge-
off (though a reaffirmation doesn’t have quite as posi-
tive an effect as those other cures).

Reaffirmation agreements must be filed with the
bankruptcy court. To be approved, they:
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• should be undertaken voluntarily;

• must be in your best interest; and

• must not unduly burden you or your
family.

Some credit card issuers and retailers have begun
approaching consumers after their debts have been
discharged by a bankruptcy, pressuring those con-
sumers to reaffirm their debts—in exchange for is-
suing the bankrupt people new credit cards.

If you have declared bankruptcy, you do not have

to reaffirm any of the debts that were discharged.

And, while reaffirming may improve your standing

with a particular creditor, it has only a minor effect

on your credit. A better strategy for improving your

credit is to pay all of your non-discharged and new

debts in a timely manner.

While some credit card issuers will try to get con-
sumers—often unwittingly—to reaffirm a debt that
was defaulted on when they apply for new credit
cards, these companies cannot force you to reaffirm
a debt that was discharged via a bankruptcy.

C O N C L U S I O N

In this chapter, we’ve considered the main credit
issues—black marks and red flags—that lenders
look for when they’re considering a loan or review-
ing an account. There’s a big difference between
one 30-day late payment and bankruptcy; but both
items affect your credit score badly.
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Credit bureaus and the lenders they serve are secre-
tive about the specific effects that one or two late
payments…or a charge-off, etc.…will have on a
specific person’s credit score. But we do know that
credit bureaus are constantly trying to improve
their abilities to spot trends. They want to see
“downward spirals” when they’re just beginning.

As a smart consumer, you should be on the same
lookout in your own finances. The best advice that
we can offer from all of this black mark information
is: If you suspect you’ve got money troubles brew-
ing, contact your lenders while your payments are
still timely. Let them know you’re going to need
some help.

And keep as much as you can in writing.
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MONEY PROBLEMS
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Some people use  credit so poorly that they get into
major money problems. They aren’t necessarily
dumb; they just don’t plan well. They count on
steady income and then lose their jobs…or they
suffer unexpected health problems or family crises
that wreck assumptions about their abilities to pay.

If you’re working overtime or two jobs and still can’t
cover your living expenses and minimum interest
payments, you’ve got money problems. But don’t
despair. Thousands of people are in the same situa-
tion.

The question is: What can you do when money prob-

lems get serious? Some will say you have to declare

bankruptcy. But that’s not necessarily true. Bank-

ruptcy really works best for people with assets (a

business or real estate, etc.) to protect.

If you don’t own a home or business and your debt
is largely unsecured consumer credit, you may
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do better to consider some options to bankruptcy…
and the years of damaged credit it involves.

M A K E  A  S I M P L E  B U D G E T

The first step is to take stock of your current situ-
ation. Gather your bills and your pay stubs and get
ready to make some lists.

Start with your total net income. How much money
do you (and any other members of your household)
bring home each month?

Then make a list of your fixed expenses—i.e., the
expenses that are the same every month—includ-
ing the amount of each payment. This can include:

• your mortgage or rent,

• car payments or other transit costs and

• student loan payments.

If you have expenses that you pay quarterly, semi-

annually or annually, such as insurance premiums,

tuition or property taxes, be sure to budget  money

for these expenses each month, too.

Next, make a list of expenses that vary from month
to month. This list will include such items as:

• food;

• gasoline and other transit expenses;
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• entertainment and recreation;

• clothing; and

• credit card payments.

Go back through your bills and your checkbook
for the past three months, and make an average of
what you spent on each of these variable expenses.
Then record an average amount next to each item.

If you’re experiencing a financial crisis, odds are

that your expenses exceed your income. Are there

any expenses that can be reduced, such as enter-

tainment, clothing and recreation?

By setting up a tight budget, you may be able to
meet your expenses with your current income.

Naturally, the goal is to take care of the basics—
like staying in a safe home, having enough food to
eat, being able to get to your job, keeping up your
insurance payments and so on. Then see how much
money you have left each month to pay your debt.

P A Y I N G  D O W N  Y O U R  D E B T S

If you have enough income to start paying down
your debts, the key is to attack one debt at a time.
You should make the minimum monthly payment
on all of your debts and then pay as much extra as
you can on one debt every month until that one is
paid off.
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It’s rarely wise to pay off long-term secured debts,
like an auto loan or a home mortgage, before you
pay off unsecured debt, like credit card accounts
and medical bills. Focus first on unsecured debt.

To identify where you stand and which unsecured
debts to pay off in which order, grab your bills again
and make another list. You’ll want to write down:

• the type of debt (e.g., Providian Visa
card or orthodontist’s bills);

• the total amount you owe;

• the minimum monthly payment; and

• the interest rate.

There are a couple ways to go when choosing which
account to pay off first. Some experts recommend
paying off the debt with the highest interest first,
and that makes good financial sense. But, if that
account has a high balance and you have another
account with a much smaller balance, it can be good
for your morale to pay off the smaller debt first.

Regardless of which account you choose to pay off

first, stick with it. Plan to pay the same amount

each month on that debt until it’s paid off. For in-

stance, if the minimum monthly payment is $256

and you can make a payment of $300 each month,

do that until the outstanding balance is zero.

Then, take that $300 you were paying each month
and add it to the minimum monthly payment on
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the next debt you’re going to pay off. So if the mini-
mum monthly payment on the next account is
$175, you’ll now pay $475 each month.

If you pay off one account at a time, and continue
making the same payment—in total—every month,
you’ll get rid of all of your debt. Assuming you
aren’t making new charges at the same time. So,
put away the credit cards while you’re repaying.

C O N T A C T  Y O U R  C R E D I T O R S

Once you’ve made a budget and started paying
down your debts, your next step is to contact your
creditors, preferably in writing.

Explain your situation. Your creditors’ response
probably will not sound terribly sympathetic, be-
cause they hear stories like yours all the time. But
don’t let that trouble you.

Your goal is not to gain their sympathy, but to ne-

gotiate a modified payment plan that will reduce

your monthly payments. Obviously, you’ll want to

reduce them to an amount you can realistically pay

each month, based on your budget.

You also want each creditor to continue reporting
your accounts as “current,” so as not to affect your
credit score. Many will agree to do this; but you
usually have to ask…and have to keep a schedule
of payments that you set.
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Bear in mind that you will have to pay more in
interest if you extend your repayment schedule,
but this technique will allow you to stay current
and maintain your credit rating.

Another option is to have creditors change the due
date on your payments in order to balance out your
monthly expenses—so you don’t have most of your
bills due on the first of the month, for example.

The sooner you can negotiate with your creditors
about modifying your payment schedule, the bet-
ter for you and your credit ratings.

Make the telephone calls as soon as you see hard

times coming. Don’t wait until you’ve missed a pay-

ment, or until your accounts have been sent to col-

lections.

L A T E  P A Y M E N T S

Late payments will put a real crimp in your credit
rating. However, different creditors report late pay-
ments differently. Some only report late payments
that are 60 days behind to the credit bureaus; oth-
ers report payments that are just 30 days past due.

If you can determine which of your creditors report
payments that are 60 days past due, you may be
able to juggle which accounts you pay first and
gain a little extra time to get your financial house
in order. This is a short-term technique, but it can
help a bit.
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R E - A G I N G  Y O U R  A C C O U N T S

Re-aging your accounts is a technique you can use
to clean up your credit history, particularly if you
had a brief problem and you’re back in control.

Basically, when an account is re-aged, it is no longer

considered past due. The creditor simply relabels

the account “current.”

Let’s say you are three months late on one of your
credit cards. If you can convince the credit card pro-
vider to re-age your account, it’s as if those three
months never happened. You still owe the same
amount of money, but the late fees stop and you are
no longer considered delinquent. Your missed pay-
ments are simply ignored.

Re-aging an account can be really good for your
credit score. A big “late” blemish comes off your
account and it’s considered current.

Getting a creditor to re-age your account is not
easy—and it’s not something you can do often. The
best approach is to offer some form of payment im-
mediately, plus offer a schedule of more-than-mini-
mum payments, in exchange for the re-aging.

There are government guidelines concerning re-ag-
ing, which have been set out by the Federal Fi-
nancial Institutions Examination Council
(FFIEC). The FFIEC is an interagency government
body that prescribes uniform principles, standards
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and report forms for the federal examination of fi-
nancial institutions and makes recommendations
to promote uniformity in the supervision of finan-
cial institutions.

According to the FFIEC, for an opened-end loan—
like a credit card account—to be eligible for re-
aging, it must meet the following conditions:

• the borrower should show a willing-
ness and ability to repay the loan;

• the account should exist for at least nine
months;

• the borrower should make at least
three consecutive monthly payments
or an equivalent lump sum payment;

• a loan should not be re-aged more than
once within any 12-month period; and

• new credit should not be extended to
the borrower until the balance falls be-
low the pre-delinquency credit limit.

But there’s no point in calling and e-mailing and
begging a creditor to re-age your account if there is
any chance that you will wind up delinquent again
in the near future. Save your energy and time for
other credit-saving efforts.

If you are committed to making at least the mini-
mum monthly payments, on time, moving forward,
then you’ll need to contact your creditor or credi-
tors in writing. Tell the company:

• why you were late on the payments in
question; and
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• why you know you’ll be able to pay on
time in the future.

Get an agreement to re-age your account in writ-
ing. Many consumers have been told over the phone
that a creditor will re-age their account, only to
discover that the re-aging never takes place.

If the card company won’t put the agreement in
writing, you can take matters into your own hands.

Ask the customer service agent to give you the name
and mailing address of his or her supervisor. Then,
write a letter describing your conversation in de-
tail, state that you believe this is an agreement to
re-age your account and send it via certified mail,
with a return receipt, to the supervisor.

W H A T  W I L L  C R E D I T O R S  D O ?

If you’ve fallen behind in your payments, some com-
panies that make their money off of “helping” will
make it sound as if creditors are going to be taking
you to court, securing a judgment against you and
garnishing your wages and seizing your property
very soon. If you don’t sign up for their services,
these companies say, you can expect sheriffs to come
knocking on your door any moment. (Collection
agencies also play this tune.)

It is likely that your car will be repossessed if you
miss payments on it. And it’s likely that the bank
that holds your mortgage will foreclose if you miss
several payments on your home. Those are secured
debts; the property serves as collateral.
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But when it comes to unsecured debt, especially
credit cards, it is unlikely that a creditor will take
you to court to collect a few thousand dollars.

We’re not saying it never happens. But the odds of it

happening to you are relatively slim, simply be-

cause there are so many consumers who have debt

repayment problems. Taking every one of them to

court would be exorbitantly expensive for lenders.

Therefore, what creditors normally will do is report
your bad behavior to credit bureaus, which affects
your credit rating. And, eventually, they turn your
account over to a collection agency.

C O L L E C T I O N  A G E N C I E S

Collection agencies work on what is, essentially, a
commission basis. They get a cut—sometimes as
much as 50 percent—of any money they collect.
The rest of the money then goes to the original
creditor.

In a few cases, collection agencies will actually buy

debts from credit companies and collect these debts

as their own. However, this practice has come under

closer government scrutiny…so it’s not as appeal-

ing to collectors as it once was.
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Needless to say, collection agencies are very moti-
vated to extract whatever money they can from you.
That’s how they get paid.

That’s one reason people at collection agencies are
not known for their charming telephone demeanor.
However, they also cannot get on the phone and
simply rail at you, day and night.

D E B T  C O L L E C T I O N  L A W S

There is a federal law that dictates how debt collec-
tors may—and may not—deal with consumers. It’s
called the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act
(FDCPA), and it applies to personal debts, includ-
ing money owed for an auto or home loan, for medi-
cal care and for credit card accounts.

According to the Federal Trade Commission (FTC),
under the FDCPA, a debt collector:

• may not call you before 8 a.m. or after
9 p.m.;

• may not call you at work, if the debt
collector knows that your employer
does not approve of such phone calls;

• may not harass, oppress or abuse you;

• may not lie, and may not falsely imply
that you have committed a crime;

• may not use unfair practices to try to
collect a debt;

• must identify himself or herself to you
on the phone; and
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• must honor a written request from you
to stop further contact.

The March 1999 Arizona federal court decision
Michelle Caron v. Charles E. Maxwell, P.C., a Profes-
sional Corporation, et al. applied some of the critical
elements of the FDCPA.

Caron owned a home in a development that included
big homeowners’ association dues. She fell behind
in her dues—and the association turned her account
over to Charles E. Maxwell, “an attorney engaged
in the business of collecting consumer debts.”

Maxwell used a variety of threats and aggressive
tactics to collect the overdue dues. Caron sued him
and her homeowners association under the FDCPA.

Specifically, she claimed that Maxwell violated the
law by “falsely representing that he would be en-
titled to collect accruing attorneys fees and costs
pursuant to the terms of a judgment obtained by
[the association and] by threatening to take action
that cannot legally be taken.”

She said that Maxwell sent her a letter stating that,
if she did not respond within 10 days, the
homeowners’ association would exhaust all of its le-
gal remedies against her, including a Sheriff’s sale
of her property. She complained that Maxwell’s
conduct was “extreme and outrageous.” And she
argued that the homeowners association should be
held liable for his bad actions.

The trial court pointed out that the FDCPA im-
poses liability only on debt collectors—not on credi-
tors. So, the association was off the hook.
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But Maxwell wasn’t. He asked the court to dismiss
Caron’s charges against him. It would not. The court
noted that the purpose of the FDCPA is to

eliminate abusive debt collection practices by debt
collectors, to insure that those debt collectors who
refrain from using abusive debt collection prac-
tices are not competitively disadvantaged, and to
promote consistent State action to protect consumers
against debt collection abuses.

And this description seemed to apply to Maxwell’s
actions.

Another important part of the FDCPA states that
collection agencies have to be specific about what
a debtor owes when they try to collect. The March
2004 United States Court of Appeals (Seventh Cir-
cuit) decision Caldean M. Chuway v. National Action
Financial Services shows why this is important.

National Action Financial, a debt collection agency,
mailed Chuway a letter which identified its client
(a credit card company) and stated that the “bal-
ance” Chuway owed the company was $367.42. The
letter added that the company had “assigned your
delinquent account to our agency for collection.
Please remit the balance listed above in the return
envelope provided. To obtain your most current bal-
ance information, please call [a toll free number].”

Chuway didn’t know whether the collection agency
wanted just $367.42 or some unknown greater
amount that she could find out only by calling the
toll free number. Instead, she sued, arguing that—
under the FDCPA—the letter failed to state clearly
how much was owed.
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The trial judge disagreed, ruling that the letter stated
“the amount of the debt” and therefore did not vio-
late the statute. Chuway appealed. And the appeals
court thought better of her arguments.

At trial, National Action Financial’s lawyers had ad-
mitted that the entire debt that the company was
hired to collect was the $367.42 listed as the “bal-
ance.” But the letter suggested that the amount
due might be different. The appeals court noted:

…if the letter had stopped after the “Please re-
mit” sentence, [National Action Financial] would
be in the clear. But the letter didn’t stop there. It
went on to instruct the recipient on how to obtain
“your most current balance information.”

The appeals court ruled that this was an unfair tac-
tic for the collection agency to use:

Suppose she had called and discovered that her
current balance was $567.42. She wouldn’t
know whether to mail $367.42 …or $567.42,
without making a further inquiry. She might
pay the larger amount thinking she would be sued
otherwise, even though the extra $200 might not
yet be due, let alone overdue.

W H A T  C O L L E C T O R S  C A N ’ T  S A Y

The appeals court emphasized that, under the
FDCPA, It is not enough that a collection demand
letter state the amount of the debt that is due. It
must state it clearly enough that the recipient is
likely to understand it:
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Otherwise the collection agency could write the let-
ter in Hittite and have a secure defense. …one
doesn’t have to be ingenious to misread [National
Action Financial’s] letter; one has to be excep-
tionally ingenious to excavate its meaning.

If a debt collector is trying to collect only the
amount due on the date the letter is sent, then it
complies with the FDCPA by stating the balance
due, stating that the creditor “has assigned your
delinquent account to our agency for collection,”
and asking the recipient to remit the balance
listed—and stopping there.

If a debt collector is trying to collect the listed bal-
ance plus the interest running on it or other charges,
it should use language outlined by federal courts:

As of the date of this letter, you owe $___ [the
exact amount due]. Because of interest, late
charges, and other charges that may vary from
day to day, the amount due on the day you pay
may be greater. Hence, if you pay the amount
shown above, an adjustment may be necessary after
we receive your check, in which event we will in-
form you before depositing the check for collection.
For further information, write the undersigned or
call 1-800- [phone number].

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D N ’ T  S A Y

If you get calls from a collection agency, try to re-
main calm. And whatever you do, don’t give out
any additional information about yourself. Spe-
cifically, don’t tell a collection agency:
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• where you work; or

• the bank or banks where you have ac-
counts.

This information only makes it easier for the collec-
tion agency to get a judgment against you in court.

If the collection agent asks where you work or asks

about your bank point-blank, don’t engage in a

legal debate. Simply reply, “No comment.”

You shouldn’t commit to paying a bill that you
don’t have the money on hand to pay. Some collec-
tion agencies will try to get you to commit to a
payment plan or make a postdated check pay-
ment over the phone. This may seem attractive,
since it buys you time to pay; but, if you have doubts
about the money, don’t agree. Bouncing a check to
a collection agency creates a bigger claim.

S T A T U T E  O F  L I M I T A T I O N S

Did you know that there’s a statute of limitations
on various kinds of debt? That means that creditors
only have a certain amount of time in which they
can legally sue you to collect on a debt.

The statute of limitations will vary from state to
state, and also based on the kind of debt in ques-
tion. For instance, it is different for credit card ac-
counts than it is for mortgages.
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The clock starts ticking on the statute of limita-
tions from the last date of any activity on an ac-
count. So if you made your last payment on a credit
card in January 2001, and you live in Arizona, the
statute of limitations on that account expired in
January 2004. And that makes your debt, legally,
“uncollectible.”

The delinquent account will still show up on your
credit report for seven years. But creditors—and
collection agencies—can no longer collect the money
from you after the statute of limitations runs out.

That doesn’t mean they won’t try, though.

You need to know the statute of limitations for your

state—and, if you’ve moved, for the state you lived

in when you signed the agreement for the debt in

question. Your state’s Attorney General’s office will

usually have this information available by phone or

on the Internet.

If a creditor or collection agency approaches you
after the statute of limitations has expired on a debt,
you can simply tell them the debt is no longer collect-
able. In other words, the company can no longer go
to court and get a judgment against you.

It’s wise to have proof. One way to prove the date of
the last activity on your account is to get a copy of
your credit report. It will list the dates as reported
by your creditor, which makes solid proof if you
ever have to go to court over the debt.
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N E G O T I A T I N G  W I T H  C O L L E C T O R S

If the statute of limitations has not expired—and it
is not about to expire—on a debt, and it has been
sent to collections, you may be able to negotiate
with the collection agency.

If the collection agency has stopped calling you,

you’re actually in a better negotiating position, be-

cause the silent telephone means the debt collector

is not optimistic about getting paid.

If you can, it’s a good idea to negotiate with the
collection agency face-to-face, in person. Most are
not set up to do this—and are likely to be more
flexible when sitting across from you than talking
on the phone.

If you have to negotiate by phone, be sure to take
notes, including the date and time of the call and
the full name and title of the person with whom
you are speaking.

You can also conduct the entire negotiation in writ-
ing, if you prefer. If you do, be sure to keep copies
of all correspondence, and send your letters certi-
fied with a return receipt.

Naturally, you will want to deal with a person who
is empowered to make a settlement decision. There’s
no point in pleading your case to someone, only to
have to do it again for his or her supervisor.
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Figure out beforehand how much you can afford
to pay on this debt immediately.

The collections agent will usually turn down your

first offer. So don’t start with the maximum amount

you can afford to pay. Instead, start with a low-

ball offer, perhaps 40 cents or 50 cents on the dol-

lar. So if you owe $5,000, you might offer a settle-

ment of $2,000.

When the agent turns down your first offer, ask
what it will take to reach a settlement. Expect to go
back and forth a few times. Collection agencies are
trained to ask questions and press you for answers;
if you ask them questions about what it will take to
settle an account, you take back some control of
the exchange.

Whatever you do, don’t agree to pay more than
you can afford.

W H Y  W I L L  A  C R E D I T O R  S E T T L E ?

If someone owed you a big chunk of money, your
first inclination would be to get the entire loan re-
paid. But would you ever settle for less than 100
percent?

You might, if you thought it was the only way you
were going to get any of your money back. You
also might if you thought the person who owed
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you money didn’t have anything of any value that
you—or he or she—could sell to come up with the
money owed.

Your creditors think the same way. If they believe
that there’s no point in taking you to court and
getting a judgment against you because you don’t
have any assets anyway, they’re more likely to settle.

And if they believe that you only have a small chunk

of money, and you’re either going to give it to them

or give it to one of your other creditors who is more

inclined to negotiate a settlement, they too will be-

come more inclined to settle.

Typically, the best deal you can get with a creditor
or a collection agency is a 50 percent settlement—
where you pay 50 cents on the dollar.

But if your account has gone to a second or even a
third collection agency, there is a much lower expec-
tation that you will actually make good on your debt.
In that case, you may be able to negotiate a deal as
low as 33 cents on the dollar.

Also, when negotiating your settlement, ask to have
penalties and extra interest dropped. Most credi-
tors will do this, as long as there’s a chance that
they will recoup at least part of the original debt.

The longer a debt has been around, the more likely
creditors are to settle. And the less eager you ap-
pear, the better your negotiating position. That’s
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why you never want to accept the first settlement
offer. And you probably will not want to accept the
second offer, either.

If the statute of limitations is going to expire soon,
don’t be afraid to mention that during negotiations.
It can tip the scales in your favor.

Don’t volunteer information. If the collector knows

you need to clear up a debt in order to qualify for a

loan for your dream home, you have virtually no

chance of coming to a good settlement.

Some experts suggest that you threaten bankruptcy.
If this is a debt that would be discharged under bank-
ruptcy protection, then the creditor may be willing
to settle—since getting something now is better
than getting nothing later.

However, you must be careful when you threaten
bankruptcy. If you rack up more debt on an ac-
count after you threaten bankruptcy, you may wind
up unable to discharge this particular debt.

N E G O T I A T I N G  Y O U R  S C O R E

In addition to negotiating a dollar amount for a
settlement, you should use the negotiation to man-
age the effects on your credit report as much as
possible.

Ideally, you would like:
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• the collection agency to remove its list-
ing from your credit report entirely; and

• the original creditor to show your bill
as “Paid as Agreed,” or “Account
Closed/Paid as Agreed.”

At the very least, you want any derogatory remarks
taken off your credit report, and you want the ac-
count to be listed as “paid in full,” even if you
have negotiated a reduced settlement. Ask for
these things when you offer to settle. And get the
collector’s response in writing.

Worst case scenario: You might agree to have the
original creditor show the account as “settled,” if
any negative comments, such as “charge-off” or “col-
lection” are removed.

“Settled” is not the best way to have an account

listed on your credit report. Having a settled ac-

count can trigger a denial of credit later on.

You may be able to have the account removed from
your credit report once it has been paid, if you use
the consumer reporting agency’s dispute process.

O N C E  Y O U  H A V E  A N  A G R E E M E N T

Before you leave the collection agency’s office (or
get off the phone, if you couldn’t negotiate in per-
son), get everything you’ve agreed upon in writ-
ing. If you are negotiating by phone, have a fax
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number ready before you call, so you can get the
agreement faxed over immediately.

As soon as you’ve reached an agreement and gotten
it in writing, you will need to pay the agreed-upon
amount. Usually, you can either return with the
funds or overnight the money.

Do not give the company a personal check. Pay off

the settlement with a cashier’s check or a money

order, and do not purchase it at your own bank.

You do not want the collector—and potentially any
other creditors to whom you owe money—to know
your bank account number.

Also, be sure to keep a copy of the cashier’s check or
money order. You want to have proof that you have
paid this debt.

If you have negotiated a settlement for less than the
full amount owed, you also will want to make a
special notation on your check. It should say some-
thing like: Cashing this check constitutes payment in full
on account number XXX-XXX-XXX.

In most states, creditors cannot come after you for

the balance of the debt if they have cashed a check

that is so labeled.
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C R E D I T  C O U N S E L O R S

If you’re having troubles and you don’t feel com-
fortable negotiating with creditors or collection
agencies—or simply do not have the time to do it
yourself—there are professionals who can help.

Credit counseling services are designed to help con-
sumers get their finances under control. They can:

• help you create a budget;

• help you prepare to apply for a home
loan;

• provide a variety of educational services;
and

• put together a debt management or
debt consolidation plan.

Some credit counseling services are non-profits and
some are not. Some are staffed by certified credit
counselors and some are not. Some offer their ser-
vices for free and some do not.

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) warns:

Beware—just because an organization says it is
“nonprofit” doesn’t guarantee that its services are
free or affordable, or that its services are legiti-
mate. In fact, some credit counseling organiza-
tions charge high fees, some of which may be hid-
den, or urge consumers to make “voluntary” con-
tributions that cause them to fall deeper into debt.

You may be able to find a reputable credit counse-
lor close by. For instance, nonprofit credit counsel-
ing programs are offered by many:
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• credit unions;

• universities;

• military bases; and

• local housing authorities.

If these avenues aren’t available or aren’t convenient,
you might ask for a referral at your bank or contact
your local consumer protection agency.

A V O I D I N G  S C A M M E R S

While there are many reputable credit counseling
services, there are also a lot of people who prey on
consumers with financial difficulties.

Here are a few tips that will help you tell the good
guys from the bad guys.

Good Signs:

• The credit counseling agency sends you
free information, no questions asked.

• The company offers free educational ma-
terials.

• The company is willing to help you,
even if you can’t afford to pay.

• Counselors work on salary.

• The counselors are certified, preferably
by an outside organization.

• The counselors will negotiate with
creditors to get you the best possible
terms and credit reporting options.
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Bad Signs:

• The company wants you to provide de-
tails about your situation before send-
ing you information.

• The company charges for everything.

• Counselors get paid more if you sign
up for a certain service, or if you pay a
fee or make a contribution to the orga-
nization.

• The counselors have not gone through
a certification process.

• The counselors say they will make sure
negative (but accurate) items are re-
moved from your credit report.

Once you locate potential counseling agencies, you
should contact your state Attorney General, local
consumer protection agency and the Better Busi-
ness Bureau to find out if there have been any com-
plaints against the companies you’re considering.

The FTC offers the following suggested questions
to use when you interview potential counsellors:

• What services do you offer? (Look for
an organization that offers a range of
services, including budget counseling,
and savings and debt management
classes. Avoid organizations that push
a debt management plan [DMP] as
your only option.)

• Do you offer information? Are educa-
tional materials available for free?
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• In addition to helping me solve my im-
mediate problem, will you help me
develop a plan for avoiding problems
in the future?

• What are your fees? Are there setup and/
or monthly fees? (Get a specific price
quote in writing. Plans with monthly
fees can be expensive over time.)

• What if I can’t afford to pay your fees
or make contributions? (If an organi-
zation won’t help you because you can’t
afford to pay, look elsewhere.)

• Will I have a formal written agreement
or contract with you? (Don’t sign any-
thing without reading it first.)

• Are you licensed to offer your services
in my state?

• What are the qualifications of your
counselors? Are they accredited or cer-
tified by an outside organization? If so,
by whom? If not, how are they trained?

• What assurance do I have that infor-
mation about me—including my ad-
dress and financial information—will
be kept confidential and secure?

• How are your employees compensated?
Are they paid more if I sign up for cer-
tain services, if I pay a fee, or if I make
a contribution to your organization?

You can work with a credit counselor in person,
on-line or by phone—but face-to-face meetings
are usually most effective.
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You should bring as much information as pos-
sible to your first meeting, including current bills,
copies of your credit reports and the files from any
negotiations you’ve already started. The agency
should tell you specifically what to bring.

During the meeting, the credit counselor should:

• review your financial history;

• talk about the problems you’re dealing
with right now; and

• communicate with you in a non-judg-
mental way.

The next step is for the counselor to set up a plan
to help you become debt-free.

Don’t expect this to happen overnight. It usually
takes three to five years to become debt-free, even
working with a credit counseling service.

In some cases, credit counselors may simply help
you set up a budget and a pay plan to get your
credit back in shape. Or they may recommend a
debt repayment (or management) plan.

A debt repayment plan is designed for people who

cannot manage all the monthly payments for their

current debt load. The credit counseling service ne-

gotiates with each (or at least most) of your credi-

tors. You then make one payment each month to the

credit counseling agency. And the agency distrib-

utes the money to your creditors.
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To participate in some debt repayment plans, you
will have to agree that you will not apply for or use
any additional credit until the plan has ended.

The benefits of participating in a debt repayment
plan can include reduced or waived finance
charges and fewer collection calls. However, the
degree to which a plan can help or hurt you—and
your credit—varies dramatically.

How is it that some debt repayment plans help your
credit rating, while others trash it? It all depends
on the deal the credit counseling agency negotiates
on your behalf.

As part of your debt repayment plan, the credit
counseling agency should be able to:

• arrange a more favorable repayment
schedule with your creditors;

• lower the interest rate on your credit
cards;

• get each creditor to stop charging late
fees; and

• get each creditor to re-age your account,
so the account now shows up on your
credit report as current.

In some cases, you will have to be on the plan for a
certain period of time for benefits to show. Accord-
ing to the FTC:

Some creditors require a payment to the credit coun-
selor before accepting you into a DMP. If a credit
counselor tells you this is so, call your creditors to
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verify this information before you send money to
the credit counseling agency.

Also, confirm with your creditors that they have
accepted the proposed debt repayment plan before
you sign the contract and start making payments
to the credit counseling agency.

And confirm with the agency that your bills will
all be paid before their due dates.

You also need to be very clear about which credi-
tors are—and are not—included in the plan. It’s
possible that some of your creditors will refuse to
participate, in which case you’ll have to continue
paying them directly.

You need to review your monthly statements from
each of your creditors, too, to be sure they are
receiving payments according to the terms of your
repayment plan. You should verify that:

• payment was received on time;

• the interest rate has been lowered, as
negotiated; and

• finance charges and late fees are as ne-
gotiated (preferably waived).

A well-negotiated debt repayment plan should help
to improve your credit history moving forward. If
you uphold your part of the plan, you will be prov-
ing to future potential creditors that you can pay on
time, every time—a quality that lenders prize.

However, a debt repayment plan will not erase
any negative history already on your credit report,
such as a history of late or missed payments. This
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information still will remain on your credit reports
for up to seven years.

Some creditors also may report your accounts as be-
ing in financial counseling, or being handled
through a debt repayment program. This is less
favorable for your credit rating, so press your
credit counselor to ask for a better credit reporting
option, whenever possible.

Debt repayment plans usually cover only unsecured

debt; they don’t include home loans, auto loans

and other types of secured debt. You’ll need to con-

tinue making payments to these creditors directly.

D E B T  C O N S O L I D A T I O N

Some people refer to debt repayment plans as “debt
consolidation.” But the term more commonly is used
to describe taking out a home loan to repay debts.

For instance, you may be able to lower your monthly
payments dramatically—and lower the interest rate
you are paying on your debts—by refinancing your
home or taking out a second mortgage or home
equity line of credit.

As appealing as this option sounds, be careful. First,

pay attention to points or other fees associated with

the home loan. They can be cost-prohibitive.
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If there is any chance that you will not be able to
make the payments on the consolidation loan, re-
member: You’ve put your house on the line as col-
lateral. You don’t want to lose it.

Still, on the plus side, there can be some tax ad-
vantages associated with paying interest on a home
loan, rather than paying interest on credit card debt.

P L A Y I N G  H A R D B A L L

If you don’t feel comfortable negotiating with credi-
tors yourself but you want to take a harder position
with them, you can use a debt negotiation firm.
These companies are not the same as credit coun-
seling agencies, though there is negotiation involved
in the creation of many debt repayment plans.

Debt negotiation companies often claim that they
can save you a bundle by getting your creditors to
accept less than you owe—often from 10 to 50 per-
cent of your balance. But there are a lot of sharks in
the debt negotiation market; so, many states keep
close tabs on these companies, regulating the ser-
vices they offer and how they advertise.

Like a credit counseling agency, a debt negotiation

company will tell you to stop paying your creditors

directly and instead send payments to it, which will

pay creditors for you. Unlike a counseling agency, a

debt negotiating firm will usually take an antago-

nistic stance in dealing with credit card companies.
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Some debt negotiation companies promote their ser-
vices as an alternative to bankruptcy and a better
move as far as your credit rating is concerned. Oth-
ers claim that any negative information added to
your credit report can be removed when you have
completed the debt negotiation process. This is true
in some cases—but it’s not a certainty.

In fact, many debt negotiators will advise you to
stop making payments on your nonsecured debt
for a period of time before they approach the credi-
tors. The idea is that it will make the credit card
companies believe that you’re going to go bank-
rupt—and they’ll get nothing. It’s a hardball ne-
gotiating tactic that can devastate your credit.

If you stop making your monthly payments, you’ll
be racking up late fees and, soon enough, finance
charges computed at hefty penalty interest rates. If
you go over your credit limit in the process, even
more charges and penalties will be assessed.

Plus, your creditors will be reporting your accounts
as delinquent, further affecting your credit score.

Meanwhile, the debt negotiation firm has been
charging you lots of fees, too.

Even if the debt negotiation company performs as

promised, you still may wind up in worse shape,

financially, than you started out, with a badly bat-

tered credit report on top of it.
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Then, to make matters worse, you may owe the In-
ternal Revenue Service money. Forgiven debt can
be considered taxable income.

Just as you should do due diligence to check out
the validity of a credit counseling agency, you also
should contact your state Attorney General or the
Better Business Bureau to check out any debt ne-
gotiation company with whom you might work.

C O N C L U S I O N

Getting past money problems requires four steps:

1) seeing that you’re in trouble;

2) cutting back on your spending;

3) negotiating your debts;

4) repaying debts, steadily.

You can get help with steps 2 through 4. But you
have to see the problem yourself, first, before any-
thing else can happen.
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A marriage is more than a blending of life-styles,
furnishings and families. It’s a blending of credit
scores. Sometimes this combination is for the bet-
ter; sometime it’s for the worse.

Your spouse has considerable ability to mess up your
credit score with his or her actions, even if they
happened years ago. This is a connection that is
unlike any other. Other family members—parents,
children, siblings—aren’t automatically connected
to your credit. But your spouse is.

It’s rare for married people to have very different

credit scores. Even though a husband and wife al-

most always have a slightly different score, they

usually end up within 50 points of each other after

several years of marriage.

But even your extended family can mess with your
credit, if you aren’t careful. In this chapter, we’ll
discuss how to be careful.
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C O M M U N I T Y  P R O P E R T Y

Some states in the United States have community
property laws. In these states, each spouse is liable
for the other’s debts, period. The only major excep-
tion is the purchase of real estate; both spouses’
signatures are required on real estate loans and
transactions. On all other credit accounts, in a com-
munity property state, you can be held liable for
debt you never even knew existed.

Community property states are: Arizona, Califor-
nia, Idaho, Louisiana, Nevada, New Mexico, Texas,
Washington and Wisconsin.

If you don’t live in a community property state,
you’re less at risk for your spouse’s debts. It all comes
down to what sort of accounts your spouse has: joint
or individual.

When you apply for credit, whether a mortgage or
a credit card, you must select whether it will be a
joint or an individual account. If your spouse has
opened an individual account, his or her credit alone
was considered by the creditor, and your spouse
alone is responsible for making good on the account.

If you open a joint account, both of your credit
histories are considered, and both of you are liable.

A U T H O R I Z E D  U S E R S

Sometimes, one spouse will open an individual ac-
count and name the other spouse—or a child or
parent or another party—as an authorized user.
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This can be good way to help a child get started as
a credit user. But it can also be a dangerous deal.

With a credit card, the authorized user will receive
his own card with his name on it. He can use it to
his heart’s content (or at least up to the card’s credit
limit). The account also will appear on the user’s
credit report; however, only the person who opened
the account will be liable for paying off the debt.

You should be very careful whom you name as a
user on your accounts, since there’s considerable po-
tential for financial pain.

The May 2001 Connecticut Appeals Court deci-
sion Citibank (South Dakota) v. Mark Gifesman offers
one wretched example of how bad things can get
with authorized users on credit cards.

In April 1995, Gifesman requested from Citibank
a secondary card in the name of Alexei Popov, a
Russian national living in Russia.

Gifesman didn’t actually know Popov. He requested

the card as a favor to Vladislav Kharkover, a friend

who was a Russian national living in the U.S.

Kharkover agreed to pay for charges arising out of

the use of the Popov card and, in addition to that,

to pay Gifesman a $25 monthly fee.

The Popov card was used extensively in Germany
during July 1995, resulting in charges totalling
over $36,000.
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On July 20, 1995, Citibank notified Gifesman of
the attempted use of the Popov card for cash ad-
vances, the only activity associated with the Popov
card of which Gifesman was then aware. The fol-
lowing day, Citibank again contacted Gifesman to
ask—again—whether he  wanted to block further
use of the Popov card. Gifesman asked Citibank
not to cancel or block the card.

The day after that, Citibank listed the Popov card
as possibly lost or stolen and shut it down.

Gifesman didn’t pay the two bills—totalling nearly

$50,000—related to the Popov card. He argued that

he wasn’t responsible for the charges because Popov

didn’t know who’d made them. Citibank didn’t be-

lieve this story and sued Gifesman.

Gifesman filed a countersuit, charging Citibank with
breach of fiduciary duty and bad faith.

The court dismissed Gifesman’s arguments. It ruled
that he had “conferred apparent authority on Popov
to use the credit card.” And it noted that Citibank
wasn’t responsible for “obtaining information about
the ultimate users of a secondary card.” That re-
sponsibility rested with the main cardholder.

The court found that, more likely than not, the
user who obtained the cash advances was Popov. It
found that a third person reasonably could believe
that the user in question had the power to act on
the authority of the main cardholder.
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Gifesman also argued that the Truth In Lending
Act states that unauthorized uses can’t be charged
against a cardholder. But the court noted that the
definition of “unauthorized use”  excludes any trans-
action in which the cardholder receives any “ben-
efit.” And the $25 a month—though small relative
to $50,000 in charges—was a benefit.

Moreover, the court wrote:

…we are struck by how little has been disclosed
about the transactions underlying this litigation.
The record reveals nothing about the nature of the
relationship between [Gifesman], Popov and
Kharkover or of the intended use of the card [and]
nothing about how the card came to be used in
Germany rather than in Russia. In short, the
record raises more questions than it answers.

The court concluded that Citibank didn’t violate
the TILA by shutting down the secondary card and
holding Gifesman responsible for the charges.

It rejected Gifesman’s claim of breach of fiduciary
duty because “the parties were not in the kind of
relationship in which a fiduciary duty is automatic,
such as a partnership or trusteeship.” Credit card
agreements don’t make that kind of relationship.

And it rejected Gifesman’s claim of breach of the
implied covenant of good faith because

The credit card agreement makes a person who
requests and receives a secondary credit card un-
conditionally responsible…for claims arising out
of authorized uses of the secondary card.
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Gifesman appealed. The appeals court  affirmed the
trial court’s conclusions.

M A R R I A G E  A S  A  R E C K O N I N G

Like many people who start small businesses, Amy
Lee had financed her start-up with her personal
credit cards. When cash flow got tight, she simply
accepted another of the pre-approved offers that filled
her mailbox on an almost daily basis.

By the time she was able to sell her company to a
local competitor, Amy found herself with $40,000
in credit card debt remaining.

She was planning to be married in about a month.
The invitations had been sent, and everything was
progressing according to schedule.

But Amy’s fiance was not pleased about inheriting
what he perceived as a lot of debt. The couple lived
in a community property state, so he insisted that
she declare bankruptcy before their wedding day.

Was this a wise move? The bankruptcy definitely
affected Amy’s credit rating in a dramatic way. And
it would stay on her credit report for 10 years. But
her husband’s credit was so good that the couple
was able to purchase two new vehicles based on his
credit score alone.

After about four years of rebuilding her credit, Amy’s
scores also had risen enough for the couple to qualify
together for a mortgage at a very good interest rate,
and they were able to buy their first home.
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S E C R E T S  A R E  N O T  A  G O O D  S I G N

Family therapists agree that a successful marriage is
based on honest communication. On the other hand,
most divorce attorneys will tell you that spouses go
to incredible lengths to deceive one another.

Consider one example. John Doe had run up more
than $100,000 in credit card debt—and his wife
had no clue. Or she didn’t, until a hard-charging
collector suggested that John take out a home eq-
uity loan to pay off his substantial debt.

The collector asked to speak with John’s wife, to
advise her of John’s debt situation and explain why
it would be wise to take out a home equity loan.
John told the collector that he had “taken extraor-
dinary care to keep the amount of his debt con-
cealed from his spouse.”

The collector contacted John’s wife anyway—and
told her everything.

John sued the collector’s employer—a bank special-

izing in credit cards and mortgages for people with

bad credit—for invasion of privacy. He used a phony

name to keep his identity out of public records.

The bank never got the Does to take out a home
equity loan. But it did succeed in causing “a loss of
reputation and stature” with his wife, John alleged
in his lawsuit, as well as “marital disharmony and
mental anguish.”
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There can be enough of that in a marriage without
secret credit card debt.

Did the collector have a right to tell John’s wife
about the credit card debt? The court said yes:

[John]’s spouse has a “natural and proper inter-
est” in knowing about [his] credit card debt be-
cause, depending on the nature of those debts, she
is potentially liable…. Also, [his] spouse has a
legitimate concern in learning about the credit card
debt because [it can] adversely affect her future
financial security in the event of divorce….

As crazy as it seems for, basically, a salesperson to
expose secrets about a husband’s credit status to his
wife, it’s perfectly legal.

You do have a right to know what your spouse is up

to—and your spouse has a right to know what you’re

up to—especially when it comes to finances.

D I V O R C I N G  I N T O  B A N K R U P T C Y

Divorce is a major cause of credit-related financial
problems in the U.S.

Dorothy Allen never saw her breakup coming. By
the time her husband left her to live with a younger
woman, he’d racked up $50,000 in credit card
debt—much of it spent wining, dining and travel-
ing with the other woman.
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Because Dorothy and her husband lived in Califor-

nia, a community property state, she found herself

liable for all of that the credit card debt—even though

she clearly received no benefit from it.

Dorothy’s job as a teacher didn’t bring in enough
money to cover the mortgage on the house on a
golf course that she and her husband had shared,
not to mention the credit card bills and the two car
payments (one for her car and one for the car her
daughter drove while away at college).

Dorothy lost the house and wound up filing for
bankruptcy protection. Meanwhile, even though
her daughter had been making the payments on
her car, it was repossessed. Under federal bankruptcy
laws, you’re only allowed to keep one automobile;
both cars had been in Dorothy’s name.

In just a matter of months, the family had gone
from upper middle class to desperate.

In Dorothy’s case, the divorce court never had a
chance to divide up the couple’s debt. And she and
her ex never came to terms about how they would
handle it; he simply abandoned his financial obli-
gations when he left her and left the state.

A divorce might have helped her. In most cases, if
the divorcing spouses cannot come to terms over
how to divide their debt themselves, the courts will
do so—at the same time they consider all of the
other marital property.
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The courts have considerable discretion in these
cases. All of the debt may be assigned to one spouse,
or some may be assigned to each. In determining
who gets how much debt, the courts may look at
such factors as:

• each spouse’s income, employment sta-
tus and future employment prospects;

• each spouse’s spending behavior in the
past (especially if one spouse charged
most of the credit card debt); and

• each spouse’s contribution to paying off
debt.

The court also can take into account the division of
assets, such as who gets to keep a retirement plan, a
house or a car, when apportioning debt.

C R E D I T O R S  M A Y  N O T  C A R E

It’s fairly common for the judge to divide up the
debt in a divorce, or assign a particular debt to one
spouse or the other. If you’re the spouse who did not
receive this lovely parting gift, you may think
you’re off the hook for the bill.

But you may not be. If this was a joint account—or
if you live in a community property state—you may
be liable for the debt, no matter what the judge
said.

“Your divorce agreement does not change your ob-
ligations to your creditors,” according to Capital
One, a major credit card provider, “and you will be
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held accountable should your spouse fail to make a
payment on a bill that he/she agreed to pay in your
name.”

Unless you and your ex speak honestly about these

financial matters, you may never know there’s an

issue until creditors come after you because your

former spouse is late with the payments.

Y O U  D O  H A V E  R E C O U R S E

While your creditors don’t care who was assigned a
debt in a divorce, the courts certainly do. And you
can take your former spouse back to court for not
paying a debt that was assigned to him or her.

That’s what Faith Geyer did when her ex-husband,
Dennis Geyer, failed to pay—as directed—on their
joint Chase Bank credit card account.

At the time of the divorce, Faith and Dennis had
two credit card accounts with Chase. Dennis had
opened an individual account in May 2001; and
the couple had opened a joint account several years
earlier. At the time of the divorce, Faith had re-
moved Dennis’ name from the joint account. But
the court assigned the debt to Dennis.

He didn’t pay, which is why the former couple
wound up back in court. Dennis insisted that he
shouldn’t have to pay for debt he did not create.

But the court was clear on this matter:
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The trial court is provided with broad discretion
in deciding what is equitable upon the facts and
circumstances of each case.

While Dennis did not have to pay for any debt Faith
amassed after the divorce, he was ordered to pay
the $1,227.75 that had been the outstanding bal-
ance at the time of the decision.

A  B E T T E R  W A Y  T O  B R E A K  U P

The best way to avoid ugly surprises, like overdue
debt, is to separate your credit when you divorce—
or, better yet, as soon as you separate.

There are several ways you can do this. For example,
you may be able to convert joint accounts to indi-
vidual accounts in one spouse’s name or the other.

Some creditors will convert accounts, others will

not. If not, you may have to close the joint accounts

and apply for new individual accounts.

When it comes to a mortgage or a home equity
loan, you probably will have to refinance the loan
to remove one spouse’s name—and responsibility—
from this major asset.

It’s especially important to keep payments current
on joint accounts before you are able to separate
your credit. Otherwise, you risk adversely affecting
both your and your ex’s credit, which will make the
future cost of borrowing higher for each of you.
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Generally, it’s better to refinance existing debts than
to divide them. You may want to get individual
consolidation loans, so you can each pay off your
share of the joint debt and start fresh with indi-
vidual accounts.

If the divorce isn’t amicable, there are other steps
you can take. You can:

• close joint accounts unilaterally;

• remove your spouse as an authorized
user from your accounts; and

• notify joint creditors in writing that
your spouse may be racking up debts,
and state that you are not responsible
for those debts.

That last step won’t prevent creditors from coming
after you in the event your spouse doesn’t pay. But
it will establish that you tried to behave in a re-
sponsible manner.

E S T A B L I S H  Y O U R  O W N  C R E D I T

If you see divorce clouds on the horizon, or if you
have just separated from your spouse, you’ll want
to establish credit in your own name—especially if
that spouse has money problems.

In fact, it’s a good idea to establish your own credit,
even if your marriage is strong. In some cases, the
unexpected death of a good spouse can cause just as
much havoc as a divorce from a bad one.
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• Open your own bank account. This will
be an account that your spouse does
not have access to.

• Open your own individual credit card
accounts.

• Get a copy of each of your credit re-
ports, so you know where you stand in-
dividually, and so you know how much
of your credit history overlaps with
your spouse’s.

H E L P I N G  F A M I L Y  M E M B E R S

Invariably, at some point, a family member will ask
you for financial help. This might be a sibling ask-
ing you to co-sign for car loan…a child asking for
help buying a first house…or a parent desperate to
get out of a bad debt.

The consensus opinion—with regard to protecting

your own credit—on helping family members: Lend

cash, if you can. Even consider borrowing on your

own in order to lend. But don’t co-sign.

This advice runs against what’s usually the easiest
thing to do. Credit card companies, auto finance
companies and mortgagers all make it easy for fam-
ily members to co-sign on loans. But co-signing
makes the co-signer fully liable for the debts. This
is the a serious risk to your credit.
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The challenge to making a good personal loan is
balancing the personal and financial interests. No
matter what a contract says, the ultimate security
for most personal loans is your friendship with or
family ties to the borrower. You count on these
ties to compel the borrower to make the interest
payments and return the principal.

A good approach is to ask the friend or family bor-
rower questions that give some terms to the trans-
action—and give you information on which to base
your decision. These questions should include:

• How much do you want to borrow?

• How long do you want to borrow the
money?

• What—exactly—are you going to do
with the money?

• How do you plan to repay the loan?

• Do you have a backup plan, in case
your first plan doesn’t work?

• Are there any benchmarks or guide-
lines that will measure your ability to
repay while you have the loan?

• Do you have any collateral to secure
the loan?

• What other lenders have you ap-
proached?

• If this loan doesn’t perform as we plan,
how will you react when we see each
other socially?
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The answers to each of these questions tell some-
thing about the borrower and the loan.

The main relevance of the how much question is
how realistic the borrower is about his or her needs.
Does your cousin the school teacher need $10,000
to add to the $20,000 in cash she’s saved to put
down on a house? That’s a rational request. Does
she want to borrow $150,000 to move into a swanky
neighborhood? She may be confused about money
and earning power.

There are no simple guidelines for determining how

much money you should loan someone. From a risk

management perspective, it’s not a good idea to

concentrate more than 10 percent of your assets in

any single investment. And a loan…even a personal

loan…is an investment. But, in cases of family busi-

nesses or some real estate investments, it might make

sense to make a larger loan.

The how long and how much interest questions
give you some idea about how grounded the bor-
rower is in reality. You don’t want to hear things
like “I don’t know” or “Well, as long as I can keep
it.” These suggest that the borrower isn’t treating
the cost of the loan seriously—which suggests he’s
not thinking seriously about repaying it.

Like any financing, a personal loan should charge
less interest as its term gets shorter. You might loan
a family member money for a few weeks interest-
free; but a 10-year loan needs to pay interest.
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The what are you going to do question and the
how will you repay questions should give you some
insight into the borrower’s mind set. You don’t
want to hear a tearful admission of drug addiction,
adultery or looming bankruptcy. Personal crises
can mean that you’re throwing good money after
bad.

Keep in mind, if a friend or family member is ask-
ing you—instead of a bank—for a loan, there’s prob-
ably some kind of problem afoot.

More broadly, you can usually organize needs into
two rough categories:

• rectifying trouble situations, and

• pursuing opportunities.

Loans made to rectify trouble are more likely to
cause problems. The borrower may simply be swap-
ping existing troubles for…troubles with you.

Crafty or desperate borrowers will sometimes de-

scribe a rectify-trouble loan as a pursue-opportu-

nity loan. That’s why you should ask a lot of de-

tailed questions about any use of the money. Look

for any hazy lack of detail.

A business/personal use distinction may also be use-
ful to know. Many lenders believe that in family
money situations, the more business-related the
loan, the more likely you’ll get your money back
in a timely manner.
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If the borrower has been thinking about using the
loan to start a business, he or she should have al-
ready worked out the benchmarks of performance
that will measure ability to repay. If the benchmarks
aren’t there, the plan may not be that strong.

With a business, the need may be genuine. Banks
and other commercial finance sources provide capi-
tal for business. But new businesses—and small
businesses, even when they aren’t new—usually have
a tough time tapping into this source of money, so
owners approach their family members.

T H E  P R O M I S S O R Y  N O T E

If you’re ready to make the loan to a friend, ac-
quaintance or family member, the formal document
needs to be made. A clearly-written promissory note
is a contract and should be fully enforceable in any
court or arbitration hearing.

And, even more important, a promissory note clearly

distinguishes your role as a lender and not a part-

ner, trustee or co-signer.

The promissory note should state:

• the date the loan was made;

• the name and address of the lender;

• the name and address of the borrower;
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• the city and state in which the loan was
made;

• the amount of money loaned;

• the due (or maturity) date when the
loan is to be repaid;

• any conditions under which the loan
can be called for repayment before its
due date;

• the schedule of any payments to be
made during the term of the loan;

• the nature of the payments (interest
only, interest-plus-principal, balloon);

• the total amount due, including inter-
est and principal;

• whether the note is transferrable and
under what conditions it can be.

C O N C L U S I O N

Your spouse is your only true partner when it comes
to your personal credit score. Whether or not you
live in a community property state, after a few years
of marriage, your credit score and your spouse’s will
start to mirror each other.

Keep this in mind when you marry: Emotional or
personal problems aren’t always a sign of financial
troubles…but they can suggest general instabil-
ity.  And divorce is one of the major causes of dam-
aged credit in the U.S.
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For these reasons, even if your marriage is blissful,
it’s a good idea for both spouses to keep some sepa-
rate credit and bank accounts. But separate accounts
shouldn’t mean lots of money secrets. If you’re mar-
ried, be prepared to face questions; and be prepared
to ask questions. It’s amazing what can turn up in a
collection call—things like gambling debts and
extramarital affairs.

Other family members and friends will only affect
your credit as much as you let them—by co-sign-
ing loans, making them authorized users on credit
cards or becoming their partners in business.

If you have a some financial resources and a strong
credit score, the best strategy for helping family
will probably be to loan as much cash as you can.
But avoid co-signing for loans or making partner-
ships.
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Whether you’ve had credit problems in the past or
you’re simply aiming to get better interest rates in
the future, there are always steps you can take to
improve your credit score.

And you can take many of these steps by yourself—
without paying someone else to help. Since the early
1990s, thousands of “credit repair” firms have come
into being. Some are legitimate…many are crooked.
You need to proceed carefully when working with
these outfits.

However you proceed, don’t believe the credit re-

pair agencies who will tell you they can repair your

credit in a matter of weeks. Coming back from the

credit-damned takes time, often in the neighbor-

hood of one to two years.

It is true that some credit repairs will show up faster
than others. Credit scores are fluid numbers that
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change all the time, as the information in your credit
report changes. However, Experian notes, “Most
credit scores do not change more than 30 points in
a quarter.”

So, you can do the math on this: If your credit score
is in the low 500s and you want to get it into the
mid 600s (the range most lenders consider “good”
credit), it will take about a year of making smart
repairs. As long as you don’t expect your credit
score to shoot up from the 400-point range to the
700s overnight, you won’t be disappointed.

And here’s the best part: Once you’ve invested the
time and effort, improving your credit ratings will
pay off in serious cost-of-credit savings—as well as
new opportunities.

S T E P  1 :  G E T  Y O U R  R E P O R T S

If you haven’t done so already, the first step in im-
proving your credit ratings is to get a copy of each
of your credit reports.

As we’ve mentioned before, the majority of reports
have at least one error, however small.

And if you find something substantial that’s both
wrong and negative, it can help your score leap up-
ward right away. You’re looking for things like:

• payments that the report shows as late,
but which you actually paid on time;

• accounts that don’t even belong to you;
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• debts that you paid off, but which still
show an outstanding balance; and

• charge-offs, late payments and other
“black marks” that should have come
off your report by now, if it’s been more
than seven years (or more than 10 years
for a bankruptcy).

If you have applied for credit recently and you were
turned down, pay close attention to the reason
stated on the rejection letter. By law, lenders must
tell you what piece (or pieces) of information in your
credit report triggered the denial of credit.

This can be a vital clue in turning around your score.
And it can be a tip-off that something is wrong on
your credit report.

S T E P  2 :  P A Y  B I L L S  O N  T I M E

Once you’ve made sure your credit reports are cor-
rect, the next step toward credit repair is to start
paying each and every bill on time. Even if you’re
just paying just the minimum amounts due, pay
those at least. And right on time.

Just as delinquent payments and missed payments
have a negative impact on your score, regular on-
time payments have a big positive impact.

Simply put, the longer you pay your bills on time,
the higher your credit score.

This is a relatively slow route to improved credit
ratings, but it’s the one that works in the long run.
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Creditors place a lot of value on consistent behav-
ior. So if you do wind up being late on one pay-
ment down the road, having established a history
of paying on time will make all the difference.

S T E P  3 :  K E E P  U S I N G  C R E D I T

Whether they’ve had credit problems in the past or
they simply don’t trust credit, many people think
they’re better off buying everything with cash.
But when it comes to credit ratings, this couldn’t
be further from the truth.

Whether you’ve had a bankruptcy or some other
tough financial situation, lenders want to see that
you’ve been “rehabilitated.” They want to see that
you’ve learned how to handle credit responsibly.

If you haven’t reestablished credit, you’re deemed

just as risky as someone on the brink of collapse.

So, if you’re looking to improve your credit rat-
ings, don’t go from bad to bad. Use credit. Just use
it responsibly.

S T E P  4 :  P A Y  D O W N  B A L A N C E S

Naturally, if you have several credit cards and they’re
all maxed out, that makes lenders uneasy—which
is reflected in your credit scores.
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One of the faster ways to improve your credit score
is to pay down the balances on your credit cards.

Lenders like to see a nice ratio between the amount
of credit you have available on your credit cards
and the outstanding balances on those cards, also
known as your utilization ratio.

As a first step, aim to reduce your balances to 75

percent of your total available credit. Then, over

time, bring that percentage even lower.

Nobody knows what the perfect number is. Some
experts say lenders would like your credit card bal-
ances to be about 30 percent of your available credit,
or even as low as 20 percent. Other experts say 50
percent is okay.

Whatever a particular lender’s preferred number,
all lenders want to see that you’re making progress
on paying down your total credit card debt, not
just moving it around from card to card.

But don’t go crazy. According to Consumer Credit
Counseling Service (CCCS), a nonprofit community
service organization that provides financial educa-
tion to consumers (and which does receive some
funding from credit card companies):

A good rule of thumb is to allow no more than 30
percent of your take-home pay for housing, and
not more than 20 percent for debt repayment, in-
cluding your vehicle payment.
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S T E P  5 :  K E E P  A C C O U N T S  A C T I V E

Some people will tell you to get rid of any credit
cards you aren’t currently using. And if you’re a
shopaholic who can’t have a credit card without
maxing it out, that’s probably good advice.

Fair, Isaac & Co. and other credit rating experts

point out that if you want to improve your credit

scores, think twice before you close out an account.

Instead, the best goal is to get your outstanding
balances to about 30 to 50 percent of your total
available credit.

For example, let’s say you’re thinking about clos-
ing an account with a $10,000 credit limit. Right
now, your outstanding balance on your two other
cards is $10,000. The credit limits on those two
cards adds up to $15,000. If you get rid of the card
with the $10,000 credit limit, then your ratio of
credit to debt is 67 percent. If you keep the card,
your ratio is 40 percent.

You can make the dramatic move of cutting up the
card—but keep the account active. By keeping
it, you look better on paper. You look further away
from maxing out your existing credit cards. And
that translates into a better credit score.

But you may not want to keep that third card with
a zero balance. Some experts say lenders would rather
see three credit cards at 20 percent of their limit
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than two credit cards with a zero balance and one at
80 percent of its limit.

Of course, paying down your balances will have a
much better effect on your score than just moving
those balances around. But spreading out the debt
can have a positive effect.

S T E P  6 :  A V O I D  N E W  C R E D I T

The number of hard inquiries on your credit re-
ports does effect your credit rating.

So, if you’re trying to improve your credit, don’t
apply for more credit cards than you need—even if
they do want to give you a free toaster oven just for
filling out the application form.

A large number of credit card inquiries makes lend-
ers think you’re planning to run up a lot of debt.
Plus, they can’t tell how many of those accounts
you’ve actually opened, since there’s a delay before
new accounts show up on your credit history.

Another consideration: Having new accounts will

lower the average age of your accounts. The longer

your credit history, the better your score.

O T H E R  S T E P S

Most people only need two or three credit cards; so
that’s a number to aim for, if you currently have
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more accounts. Just remember you don’t have to
get there overnight.

It can improve your credit score to get rid of extra

accounts. But, again, they key is to consider your

utilization ratio before you get rid of any credit

cards. Don’t close two and leave two maxed out.

For the best effect on your credit ratings, if you are
going to close out more than one account, do it
slowly over a period of several months. When you’ve
paid down your outstanding balances  enough to
consider getting rid of one of your cards, don’t close
out the account you’ve had the longest. Even if it
has the highest interest rate of all of them, keep the
card you’ve had for the longest time.

Lenders like to see a long credit history. So, if you
close the one account you’ve had for 20 years and
keep the two you got within the last three years, all
of a sudden you look like a much newer borrower.
This will adversely affect your credit score.

Also, check your credit reports after you have closed
the accounts to make sure that they were reported
as “closed by consumer.” This will have the most
positive effect on your credit rating.

S H O W  S T A B I L I T Y

Some credit scoring models—such as those used by
mortgage lenders—also look for stability in your
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history. They can consider things like how long
you’ve lived at your current address, and how long
you’ve held your current job. Some models also fac-
tor in whether you own or rent your home.

You shouldn’t stay in a bad job or substandard

living conditions just to improve your stability score.

But you may want to consider limiting these sorts of

changes right before you refinance your house or

apply for a large chunk of credit.

You also can use stability concerns to improve your
credit score. For example, when you look over your
credit reports, you may notice that one or more of
your longtime satisfied creditors do not report
information to a credit bureau. Many creditors do
not, including some (but not all) of the:

• department stores;

• gasoline credit card providers;

• travel and entertainment cards;

• local banks; and

• credit unions.

If you have a good history with one of these compa-
nies and you can convince it to provide your ac-
count information and payment history to the credit
bureaus, it can have a positive effect on your credit
ratings. Give this creditor a call.

Another way to show stability and increase poten-
tial lender confidence is to open a savings account
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at your bank and keep putting at least some money
into it. This shows discipline, and it also shows that
you have some funds on hand to repay debts.

A D V A N C E D  T A C T I C S

If you’re really trying to improve your credit rating
in a hurry, there are some other techniques you can
use. For example, your credit reports will reveal the
date each month on which your creditors report
your information to the credit bureaus.

Most creditors provide this information just once a
month, and the odds are that the date does not
correspond with your payment due date. So, if you
want to pay off a balance and have it show up as
paid ASAP on your credit report, you need to make
sure the payment reaches the creditor in time to be
processed before that company’s reporting date.

In addition to finessing your payment dates, you
also may want to consider rapid rescoring. This is
useful if you’re in the middle of trying to qualify
for a loan and you need your credit score updated
right away—as fast as within 72 hours.

You can’t take care of this one yourself. You will

need to work with a lender that has a relationship

with a rapid rescoring service.

But if, for example, you just paid off a big out-
standing balance on a credit card or you just paid
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off a car loan—or if there’s a major error on your
credit report—rapid rescoring will make sure your
credit score reflects the new information quickly.

However, you will have to pay for this service, usu-
ally around $50 for each account that needs to be
updated for the new rescoring. Still, the $50 or
$100 you pay can be well worth it to save tens of
thousands of dollars in interest over the course of a
30-year home loan.

P L A Y I N G  W I T H  T H E  N U M B E R S

If you want to see how certain actions on your part
will affect your credit score (both directly and indi-
rectly), the best way is to use a credit score simu-
lator. There are many of these; but probably the
best-known simulator is the one Fair, Isaac & Co.
provides when you purchase a credit score from it’s
Internet Web site, www.myfico.com.

With these simulators, you can see how paying off

an auto loan will affect your score, compared with

taking that same money to pay down credit card

debt or pay off a student loan. Or you can see how

missing several payments will affect you.

You also can see how opening another credit ac-
count will affect your score. Or you can see how
much your ratings will improve once a bankruptcy
or a late payment comes off your credit reports.
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T I M E  H E A L S  A L L  W O U N D S

As we’ve mentioned before, the passing of time will
erase some of the black marks on a credit report.

If you have declared bankruptcy, after 10 years, it
will disappear from your credit report. And many
mortgage lenders will overlook a bankruptcy when
making lending decisions after seven years.

Seven years is also the magic time period for
late payments and charge-offs to disappear from
your credit history.

However, according to the Federal Trade Commis-
sion (FTC), there are certain exceptions:

• Credit information reported in response
to an application for a job with a salary
of more than $75,000 has no time
limit.

• Information about criminal convictions
has no time limit.

• Credit information reported because of
an application for more than $150,000
worth of credit or life insurance has no
time limit.

• Default information concerning U.S.
Government insured or guaranteed stu-
dent loans can be reported for seven
years after certain guarantor actions.

• Information about a lawsuit or an un-
paid judgment against you can be re-
ported for seven years or until the stat-
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ute of limitations runs out, whichever
is longer.

The seven-year clock starts ticking the date the
“event” took place, whether the event is a late
payment or your account being turned over to a
collections agency.

So, let’s say you were late on a payment in March,
but then you caught up in April. The report of a
late payment can remain on your credit history until
seven years from that fateful March.

A L T E R N A T I V E S  T O  W A I T I N G

While time will heal your credit report, there are
ways to improve your credit ratings without wait-
ing (assuming you’ve changed your ways).

Note: If it has been nearly seven years since you
had any late payments or charge-offs, you probably
are better off waiting out the time until your credit
score automatically increases.

But, if your credit problems are more recent,
you can take steps to have charge-offs reclassi-
fied as something more palatable to lenders.

Keep in mind that, in order to accomplish this re-

classification, you will need to pay off the debt in

question—or at least pay part of the debt, if you are

able to negotiate a settlement.
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Whatever you do, don’t just send in the money owed.
Follow the process we outline below, so you get the
most benefit, in terms of your credit report and
credit scores, from the dollars you fork over.

If the account was turned over to a collection agency,
you will want to negotiate with the collection agency
directly.

You have two goals in this process, as far as your
credit reports are concerned:

• to have the collection agency remove
its listing from your credit report en-
tirely; and

• to have the original creditor report your
account to the consumer reporting
agencies as “Paid as Agreed,” or “Ac-
count Closed/Paid as Agreed.”

This is the outcome that will have a profoundly
positive effect on your credit report. Any other out-
come is not nearly as desirable.

Don’t send any money until you get these agree-

ments in writing. Period. A verbal agreement is not

sufficient. And, once they have your money, your

ability to negotiate is over.

You should do all of your communicating with the
collection agency and the original creditor in writ-
ing, and ask that they respond in writing, as well.
When you mail a letter to either company, also be
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sure to send it certified and get a return receipt.
And save copies of every letter you send. The idea is
to create a paper trail.

When you are negotiating with these companies,
try to remember that this is not about morals or
ethics or whether you’re a good or evil person. Some
collectors are trained to use language about “eth-
ics” and “shame” in order to convince people to pay
larger settlement amounts. Your arguments will
need to focus on dollars and sense—business sense—
in order to persuade these companies to accept as
little as needed to report the debt “paid as agreed.”

If you cannot get the original creditor to report your
debt “paid as agreed,” you may want to accept a
notation of “Paid” or even “Settled.” However, these
are not as good for your credit score overall.

There is some risk in initiating this process. The credi-

tor may not agree to do anything you request. In-

stead—knowing that you have at least some money

to repay your debt—it may take you to court, get a

judgment against you and then collect not only the

debt, but also interest, court costs and legal fees.

“ N E W  C R E D I T  I D E N T I T Y ”

Stay away from credit repair outfits that talk about
“recreating” you with a name change or new Social
Security number. These tactics are always
shady…and, sometimes, they’re illegal.
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Crooked credit repair outfits may also tell you that
you won’t be able to get any credit for 10 years after
you file for bankruptcy (which is a lie).

Then they tell you that, for a fee, they can create a
new credit identity for you. If you ante up, they
typically will direct you to contact the Internal Rev-
enue Service (IRS) and apply for an Employer Iden-
tification Number (EIN)—the identifying number
that businesses use much in the way individuals
use their Social Security number. The credit repair
bandit then will tell you to:

• use the EIN instead of your Social Se-
curity number to apply for credit;

• use a new mailing address; and

• come up with new credit references.

There’s one problem with this idea: It’s illegal. Ac-
cording to the Federal Trade Commission:

It is a federal crime to make any false statements
on a loan or credit application. The credit repair
company may advise you to do just that. It is a
federal crime to misrepresent your Social Security
number. It also is a federal crime to obtain an
EIN from the IRS under false pretenses. Further,
you could be charged with mail or wire fraud if
you use the mail or the telephone to apply for credit
and provide false information.

W E A S E L S  O N  B O T H  S I D E S

Most collection agencies and law firms that special-
ize in collections justify their efforts as the best way
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for lenders to follow consumer protection laws
like the Truth in Lending Act and the Fair Credit
and Recovery Act. But their efforts often appear
more intimidating than helpful to the debtors.
And there are collectors, debt counsellors and at-
torneys who make use of this impression.

The January 1999 New York state court decision
Citibank (South Dakota) v. Lori J. DiNorma discussed
some aggressive collections tactics and shady debt-
reduction tactics.

DiNorma owed several thousand dollars to Citibank
from credit cards that he’d used. The bank started
aggressive collection actions, so he hired attorney
Andrew Capoccia—who operated “debt reduction
centers” throughout New York state.

Capoccia advertised to people with severe financial
problems, luring them with promises of significant
reductions in debt while avoiding bankruptcy.

Once enrolled in a debt reduction program,

Capoccia’s clients were instructed to stop paying

their debts and, instead, make monthly payments

to an escrow account that Capoccia controlled. Be-

fore any debts were paid, Capoccia’s fees were de-

ducted from this account. These fees generally ac-

counted for what would have been several months

of debt reduction payments by the client.

DiNorma followed these rules. And Citibank sued
him. The court was quick to notice a trend:
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This court has received no fewer than seven cases
in which Mr. Capoccia represents the defendant
and in which the plaintiff is Citibank. All seven
relate virtually identical facts, a defendant’s de-
fault in meeting credit card obligations. …With
minor variations in wording [the filings] are
identical. The affirmative defenses are the alleged
failure to state a cause of action, a claim that the
credit card agreement is unconscionable, and a
supposed failure to comply with [New York state
law]. The two counterclaims are that Citibank
violated the truth in lending act and that the
agreement is not in plain language….

The court didn’t see much merit in Capoccia’s legal
theories.

Citibank moved to dismiss the defenses and asked
the court sanctions on Capoccia’s firm for frivolous
defenses. But the bank’s lawyers didn’t seem any
more professional than Capoccia. The court noted:

In attempting to bolster its sanctions argument,
the bank has presented seven identical and iden-
tically voluminous sets of supporting papers, each
a hodgepodge of earlier decisions by various courts,
copies of pleadings by the Capoccia firm in other
cases, and similar material, all intended—no
doubt—to paint the Capoccia firm as engaging
in a habitual course of unreasoned and unjusti-
fied obstructionism.

Not to be outdone, Capoccia’s firm responded with
similarly repetitive papers, showing that it had
obtained settlements on behalf of many of its cli-
ents  and had at times prevailed in courts…as well
as been criticized there.
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Capoccia argued that the bank conned consumers
into taking on obligations they didn’t understand
and couldn’t pay. Then it hid behind lawyers. He
requested sanctions against Citibank for bringing
frivolous motions…for sanctions.

The court wasn’t impressed with all of the paper:

Conspicuously absent from the papers is any con-
sideration of the facts of the various actions that
are supposedly before the court. …The bank has
drafted its papers not to prosecute the cases against
these debtors, but to show that the Capoccia firm
does nothing more than raise bogus defenses and
counterclaims in order to frustrate and stall le-
gitimate collection efforts, with an eye to wearing
out creditors and obtaining settlements….

This may have been a cagey strategy for Capoccia;
but his firm applied it in such a cookie-cutter way
for all clients that it backfired on all of them.

One credit card default may resemble another, as

mortgage foreclosures do; but the resolution of the

individual problems will be different for each per-

son. Beware of any credit repair outfit that makes

sweeping promises about “situations like yours”

before they’ve looked over your credit history.

Q U I C K  P O I N T S  T O  R E M E M B E R

Another sign that you’re dealing with a rip-off art-
ist: The company requires an up-front payment.
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Under the federal Credit Repair Organizations
Act, it is illegal for credit repair companies to charge
you until after they have performed their services.

By law, credit repair companies also must:

• inform you of your legal rights;

• give you a written contract that details:

• the services to be performed;

• how long it’s going to take to get re-
sults;

• the total cost to you;

• any guarantees that the company of-
fers; and

• the fact that you have three days in
which to cancel the contract at no cost
to you.

C O N C L U S I O N

Experts agree that the best way to improve your
credit scores is to pay your bills on time, pay down
your outstanding balances on credit cards and avoid
taking on new debt.

Doing this shows that you use credit conservatively.
And that’s something lenders appreciate. After all,
they tend to be conservative themselves.
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Your credit score really comes into play when you’re
in the market for a home or new vehicle. Since
the 1980s, lenders have become more sophisticated
about using credit scores to evaluate borrowers. This
means both good and bad things for you.

The good news is that an increasingly national lend-
ing market means that there are programs for people
with even checkered credit histories to get home
or car loans. Of course, if you have poor credit, you’re
going to pay a lot in interest and fees.

The bad news is that lenders are more demanding
than ever about personal information from borrow-
ers and—in a cruel irony—the lending process has
become a lot less personal than it used to be. Even
local banks use mathematical formulas to decide
whether they will lend money…and at what cost.

The terms and conditions offered by secured lend-
ers—banks, credit unions and finance companies who
lend on things like car and home purchases—vary
widely. In this chapter, we’ll consider the details.
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As in any market, some lenders offer better rates
than others. Even as lenders have become more sci-
entific, the formulas they use can be quite differ-
ent. Different lenders use different credit score ranges
when determining whether to lend to you…and
which interest rate to offer. If your credit score is
718, you may be offered the best rate by one com-
pany and the second-best by another.

There are also a lot of variables to consider, includ-
ing—and extending far beyond—the interest rate.

H O M E  M O R T G A G E  L O A N S

A home loan typically is the largest debt a con-
sumer has. Choosing a mortgage is a big decision,
and one that must consider many variables.

One of the biggest mistakes home buyers, particu-
larly first-time home buyers, make is underesti-
mating the expenses related to owning a home—
including maintenance costs, repair costs, property
taxes and homeowners insurance. That can lead to
credit problems, after you’ve gotten a mortgage.

The taxes and insurance on a home can be especially

expensive. And the cost is magnified is you borrow

heavily to buy the house.

Still, owning a home is a good goal—both person-
ally and financially. People rarely lose money own-
ing a home…and usually make money doing so.
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Home ownership also tends to improve people’s fi-
nancial circumstances and attitudes, generally.

Once you’ve analyzed all of the costs associated with
your new home, as well as your other monthly ex-
penses, you should have an idea how much you can
afford to pay each month for your mortgage. At
this point, you’re ready to talk to potential lend-
ers—before you start shopping for a home.

Q U A L I F Y I N G  R A T I O S

While you may look at all of the expenses related to
owning a home, lenders will look at slightly different
criteria, known as qualifying ratios. Basically, they
want to know what percentage of your income you
will be spending on monthly payment.

The front-end ratio, or front ratio, compares your
monthly pre-tax income with your house payment.
Most lenders want to see a front-end ratio of 28 or
lower; this means you’ll spend no more than 28
percent of your monthly gross on your mortgage.

The other ratio that lenders look at is the back-end
ratio, or back ratio. This calculates how much of
your pre-tax income will go toward your house pay-
ment, plus all of your other monthly debt pay-
ments—such as auto loans, credit cards, etc.

Not so long ago, a back-end ratio of 36 was the

limit, but lenders have loosened their restrictions on

this number somewhat.
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It can be useful to figure out these numbers your-
self and see if the house payment you have in mind
may actually cause you undue financial risk.

You will definitely want to contact more than one
potential lender, so you can compare interest rates
and all the other terms associated with a loan.

To get started, you may want to research mortgages
through:

• your bank or credit union;

• any of the thousands of other banks that
offer mortgages;

• on-line lenders; and

• mortgage brokers.

Many consumers choose to shop through a mort-
gage broker, because brokers have access to loans
from a range of banks.

Rather than dealing with each bank yourself, you
can save time and effort—and reduce the number
of inquiries that show up on your credit report—
by filling out one application with a mortgage bro-
ker. A good broker will find you the best deal, given
the property, your preferences and your credit score.

The broker makes his money by adding a broker

premium to the cost of the loan, which he gets at a

discounted rate. It’s essentially like buying any-

thing at retail: The broker gets the loan at whole-

sale, then marks it up before selling it to you.
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Whether you meet with your bank or a mortgage
broker or go through an on-line lending service,
your goal remains the same: to get a pre-approval
letter before you start house hunting.

The pre-approval letter estimates how much you

will be able to borrow, based on current interest

rates and a quick look at your credit history. In

some markets, where homes are selling quickly, your

real estate agent may refuse to write an offer for you

if you aren’t at least pre-qualified by a lender.

A pre-qualification letter is similar to pre-approval
letter, but a “pre-qual” is nonbinding. If you’re buy-
ing in a hot real estate market, a pre-approval letter
is better…and may be necessary.

W O R K I N G  W I T H  A  L O A N  B R O K E R

The September 2003 Michigan state appeals court
decision Robert H. Roether v. Worldwide Financial Services
offers an example of how important pre-approval
letters can be. And how much trouble can come when
a borrower doesn’t manage his credit well.

Robert Roether and his wife lived in West
Bloomfield, Michigan, and wanted to buy a condo-
minium in nearby Ann Arbor. Roether knew
Howard Eisenshtadt, a mortgage broker with
Worldwide Financial, socially; their wives worked
together. Roether contacted Eisenshtadt in April
2000 to help get a mortgage for the condo.
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Eisenshtadt gave the Roethers and their real estate
agent a preapproval letter for a loan of $225,000
from Worldwide Financial. According to the lan-
guage of the letter, it was a conditional offer of
preapproval for a loan and was not a contract or
actual approval for a specific loan.

Eisenshtadt claimed he issued the certificate because
he knew the Roethers well and knew Robert Roether
was an attorney in solo practice.

Roether’s version was that Eisenshtadt had issued the
preapproval letter on the basis of a credit report and
not on merely on their social relationship. And Roether
pointed out that his credit report was pulled the day
before the certificate was issued.

When Eisenshtadt reviewed the Roethers’ credit his-
tories, he realized there were going to be prob-
lems making the loan. The Roethers had been a
late on mortgage payments several times; and they
owed a lot of money to other creditors (including
large balances with several credit card companies).

The Roethers disputed Eisenshtadt’s characteriza-
tion of their credit and claimed that their financial
situation qualified them for a mortgage loan of
$265,000 in addition to their West Bloomfield mort-
gages of $250,000.

Worldwide Financial didn’t agree. Eisenshtadt told
the Roethers that they would have to use the “stated
income” method of applying for a mortgage, which
required a larger down payment and meant a higher
interest rate. He suggested that they make the ap-
plication only in Robert’s name because a lot of the
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credit card debt was in Barbara’s. And, even with
these changes, Eisenshtadt suggested that Robert
pay off some of his credit card debt to improve his
credit score.

Eisenshtadt and Roether agreed that the Roethers
should consolidate the two mortgages on their West
Bloomfield home in a refinance package—and use
some of their equity to pay off certain creditors, a
list of which Eisenshtadt gave Roether.

While they were taking these various steps to clean

up their credit, the Roethers signed a contract to

purchase the condo in Ann Arbor. Roether claimed

he faxed Eisenshtadt a copy of the contract on the

condo on April 14, 2000. Eisenshtadt didn’t recall

receiving anything like that so early on.

The Roethers closed on their consolidation refi on
April 28, and received the resulting cash from
Eisenshtadt personally on May 3. When he gave the
Roethers the money, Eisenshtadt repeated the list
of creditors that needed to be paid with the funds
in order to raise their credit scores.

Eisenshtadt claimed that he first learned about the
contract on the Ann Arbor condo on May 9. He
began the loan process but didn’t send the applica-
tion until nine days later. In the meantime, he got
an updated copy of the Roethers’ credit report. It
showed that they had used the funds from the refi
to pay off Barbara’s individual debt instead of the
list of creditors suggested by Eisenshtadt.
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The Roethers were looking for a 90 percent loan on
the Ann Arbor condo. In Eisenshtadt’s opinion, it was
nearly impossible to find an investor for that loan
with the Roethers’ credit scores. He mentioned his
concerns to Roether, who said he could raise his
down payment to 15 percent. Eisenshtadt still
couldn’t find a lender for the Roethers in time to
complete their contract. The offer fell apart and the
Ann Arbor condo was sold to someone else.

Roether sued Eisenshtadt and Worldwide Finan-
cial,  alleging claims of misrepresentation, breach
of fiduciary duty, Michigan Consumer Protection
Act (MCPA) violations and breach of contract.

The trial court didn’t think much of Roether’s case.
It ruled that Eisenshtadt’s “preapproval certificate”
did not contain a promise for a specific loan in part
because no terms of the loan were specified in the
certificate. And it rejected Roether’s other claims.

He appealed. But the appeals court didn’t think
any better of his suit. It wrote:

Our review of the certificate comports with the trial
court’s reasoning. The plain language of the cer-
tificate itself demonstrates it was not a contract
for a loan; instead, it was a conditional offer of a
loan.

The appeals also rejected his other claims.

It’s important to understand the limits on a pre-
qualification letter. You may need to find a better
loan quickly, if your broker can’t come through
with the terms he or she mentions at first.
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H O M E  L O A N  M E C H A N I C S

Before you can be pre-approved for a mortgage,
you’ll have to answer a whole lot of questions about
the type of home loan you would like.

Here are the major variables you’ll want to consider
when you’re comparison shopping:

• interest rates, including whether they are
fixed or adjustable;

• points;

• amount of the loan;

• the amount of your down payment;

• closing costs;

• how much information you provide;

• the length of the loan; and

• whether there’s a balloon payment.

The interest rate you are quoted by a lender will
have as much to do with your credit history as with
the prime rate. Personal factors that influence the
interest rate of a mortgage include:

• credit scores;

• the type of property (a single-family
home, a mobile home, etc.);

• the amount of your down payment; and

• the size of the loan.

You also will be able to choose between an interest
rate that is fixed and one that’s adjustable.
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With a fixed rate mortgage, you know exactly what
you are going to pay each month for the life of the
loan. It’s the safest kind of home loan to have. If
interest rates drop dramatically, you can always re-
finance to get a better rate; if interest rates go up,
you’ll be smart for having locked in a lower rate.

With an adjustable rate mortgage (ARM), your
monthly payments can change over time.

Most adjustable rate mortgages start out with a
fixed rate that typically is lower than the going
rate for an fixed-rate. Common ARMs have a fixed
rate for one, three, five, seven or 10 years. After
that, the interest rate will be adjusted each year.

When you’re shopping for mortgages, you’ll see ad-
justable loans listed as 1/1, 3/1, 5/1 and so on. The
first number indicates how many years the initial fixed
rate will last. The second number tells you how often
the interest rate will be adjusted thereafter (virtually
always a 1 to indicate an annual adjustment).

If you think you’re going to sell a house in five or

seven years anyway, and you expect interest rates

to rise, then you’re probably better off getting a 5/

1 or 7/1 ARM. That’s because the initial interest rate

likely will be lower than the rate for a 30-year fixed

loan, and you’ll be selling the house before your

interest rate changes.

In addition to the basic fixed or adjustable mort-
gage choices, there are some other options.
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For example, a step-rate mortgage starts out with
a fixed rate, usually for the first two years, then the
interest rate rises.

And then there’s the interest rate buy-down plan.
In this case, you can pay a fee to get a lower rate for
a set period, usually two years. Then the interest
rate rises to its normal fixed level.

A M O R T I Z A T I O N

Ordinarily, when you get a mortgage, your monthly
payments are a combination of interest and princi-
pal. Principal is the amount you actually borrowed.

In the early years of a 30-year mortgage, you pay

almost entirely interest—which gives you a nice big

income tax write-off.

As time goes on, depending on your loan’s amorti-
zation schedule, more of your payment applies to
the principal.

However, many consumers have opted to take a dif-
ferent route. In an effort to keep their monthly pay-
ments lower, many people take out an interest-
only loan. In this case, you do not pay down the
balance on the loan at all.

If the real estate market is flat in your area, then the
big drawback to an interest-only loan is the fact
that you do not build up equity in the house. How-
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ever, in areas where real estate values are climbing
rapidly, you can build up equity simply through
your home’s appreciation.

P A Y I N G  P O I N T S

Some lenders advertise “no points” when trying to
get you to apply for a loan. The points in question are
actually a percentage point of the amount of the loan.
In other words, each point equals 1 percent.

Origination points are a fee that lenders charge to
recoup some of their expenses in making the loan-
and to make some profit, too. Ideally, you want to
avoid paying any origination points.

Lenders consider your credit score when deciding

whether to charge origination points. If you have a

high credit score—over 700 in the FICO system—you

probably won’t have to pay these points. If your

score is in the 600s, you may have to pay one or

two; if your score is in the 500s, you may have to

pay three or more.

Discount points are another matter. In this case,
you agree to pay one or more points up front in
order to get a better interest rate on your loan. You
may even be able to get an interest rate that is be-
low the going rate this way (sometimes called a buy-
down mortgage). Discount points aren’t tied directly
to your credit score.
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To determine whether to pay discount points, you’ll
need to get the lender to quote the loan at both
interest rates, then see how much you save each
month and over the life of the loan. Consider how
long you plan to stay in the house; you may not be
there long enough to recoup your up-front expense.

You also need to consider whether you can afford to
pay 1 or 2 percent of your mortgage amount, on
top of the down payment, closing costs and fees.

A M O U N T  O F  T H E  L O A N

The amount of money you need to borrow can have
a profound effect on the interest rate in question.

That’s because there are two kinds of mortgages:
conventional and jumbo. Conventional loans can
be sold in the government-supported wholesale af-
termarket. This makes the loan less risky for the
lender—regardless of your credit situation.

One of the main guidelines for a conventional mort-

gage is that it can’t be too large. In 2004, it couldn’t

be more than $333,700 ($500,550 in Alaska, Ha-

waii and the U.S. Virgin Islands).

If your home loan is larger than the conventional
limit, you’ll be shopping for a jumbo loan—and
you’ll be paying a higher interest rate. Also, your
credit score will play a bigger part in the bank’s
decision whether to make the loan.
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The amount of the loan is important for another
reason, too: Lenders look at the home’s loan-to-
value (LTV) ratio when making decisions.

Most lenders have pretty strict guidelines, when it
comes to loan-to-value ratio—but they can vary
from lender to lender. A maximum LTV ratio of 80
is pretty common. (There are lenders that will loan
90, 100 and even 125 percent of the home’s value,
in some cases. You have to have a relatively high
credit score for these loans and, even then, they come
with very high interest rates.)

If you’re planning to purchase a $100,000 house

and the lender only allows an LTV ratio of 80, the

maximum you can borrow is $80,000. If your credit

is poor, the lender may require a lower LTV—which

means you’ll have to make a bigger down payment.

The value part of the equation is determined by an
appraisal. If the house you are interested in buy-
ing appraises for less than the price you agreed to
pay, you may have to come up with more cash for
the down payment in order to satisfy the LTV ratio
(or find a lender with more lenient LTV guidelines).

T H E  D O W N  P A Y M E N T

Historically, American home buyers put down 20
percent of a purchase price and borrowed the other
80 percent. But the booming real estate values of
the 1980s and 1990s required more flexible loans.
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In the 2000s, buyers make a down payments of 10
percent, 5 percent, 3 percent—or even zero. But all
of these low-down-payment loan packages require
good credit.

The low-down-payment loans also require Private
Mortgage Insurance (PMI), which is an insurance
policy that protects the lender in case the borrower
defaults on the loan. Borrowers (not the lenders who
benefit from PMI) usually pay for the insurance as
part of their mortgage payment each month.

One way to get around paying PMI and still avoid
paying 20 percent down is to get an 80-10-10 loan.
This is a relatively new option that combines an 80
percent mortgage with a 10 percent home equity
loan and a 10 percent down payment. An 80-10-
10 is useful not just for avoiding PMI; it also is
used many times to avoid getting a jumbo loan
when you only put 10 percent down.

Whatever the amount you’re putting down, poten-

tial lenders may want to see the money for the down

payment in your bank account or someplace else

where it’s very liquid before they will fund the loan.

If your credit score is low—in the 500s—lenders
may also want to know that you have sufficient
cash reserves to cover the cost of your mortgage,
plus taxes and homeowners insurance, for a num-
ber of months. The number of months worth of
reserves  required will vary from lender to lender
and based on your score.
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These reserves are often called PITI reserves. PITI

stands for principal, interest, taxes and insurance.

C L O S I N G  C O S T S

Many first-time home buyers are astonished by the
variety and size of the fees that show up on their
statement at closing time. You definitely will need to
set aside more money than you’ll need for the down
payment alone.

You also will want to compare fees when shopping
for a mortgage. These fees can include:

• an application fee;

• a commitment fee;

• a loan origination fee;

• a loan processing fee;

• an appraisal fee;

• a recording fee; and

• prepaid expenses.

These fees are often lumped together under the term
closing costs. And they vary according to your
credit score. High closing costs are perhaps the worst
side-effect of having poor credit. They can add thou-
sands of dollars to the cost of buying a house.

You may be able to include the closing costs in
your loan. This reduces your out-of-pocket costs
up front, but it increases your monthly mortgage
payment.
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L O - D O C  A N D  N O - D O C  L O A N S

If you value your privacy, then you’ll find the mort-
gage application process particularly distasteful.

Most mortgage lenders require you to provide full
income verification. They’ll want copies of your pay
stubs, copies of your income tax returns and other
documentation before they give you a loan. In ex-
change for this lack of privacy, you get the best
possible interest rate for your loan.

Your alternative is to trade in the best rate in favor
of some privacy by applying for a low-documenta-
tion or no-documentation loan.

Low-doc loans were designed with several groups
in mind:

• entrepreneurs; and

• people who cannot or choose not to re-
veal their income information.

If you opt for a low-doc loan, you probably will

have to come up with a higher down payment, as

well as pay a higher interest rate. Plus, you will

need to have a very good credit score.

No-doc loans require even less information. All
you need to provide is:

• your name;
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• your address;

• your Social Security number; and

• contact information for your employer,
if you have one.

The lender then will pull your credit reports and de-
cide whether to lend you the money based solely on
your credit history, the size of your down payment
and the value of the home you’re buying.

Low- and no-doc loans aren’t a way to get around

credit ratings. In fact, they usually require better

credit than standard loans. So, they aren’t for people

who want to down-play low credit scores.

L E N G T H  O F  T H E  L O A N

Another factor to consider when you’re loan shop-
ping is the length (or term) of the loan. With most
conventional mortgages, you’ll be making payments
for either 15 or 30 years.

If you opt for the longer term loan, you will wind
up paying more interest. However, you will have
lower monthly payments. If your credit score is weak,
your loan broker or bank will probably recommend
a longer term with lower payments.

If you select a 15-year loan, you’ll pay less in inter-
est and pay higher monthly payments. Plus, you’ll
build up equity in the house much faster, since more
of your payments will be principal from the start.
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You also should be able to get a lower interest rate
for a shorter-term loan. But your lender will prob-
ably want to see at least a good credit score (in the
mid-600s) to approve this kind of loan.

R E F I N A N C I N G

If you’re planning to stay in your home a while,
there are many good reasons to consider refinanc-
ing. These include:

• getting a lower interest rate;

• cashing out some of the equity in your
home; and

• changing the loan term.

Through the 1990s and early 2000s, many Ameri-
can homeowners refinanced their properties—some-
times more than once—as interest rates dropped to
record lows. Doing so, they were able to lower their
monthly payment—often dramatically.

Because real estate prices also had climbed dra-

matically in many areas, some of these homeowners

also took the opportunity to “cash out” some of

their equity. In other words, when they refinanced,

they got a new loan for a higher amount than they

owed on the old loan. They received the difference in

cash. In many cases, they used this cash to pay off

credit cards and other forms of non-secured con-

sumer debt that carried high interest rates.
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Still other homeowners found that they were in bet-
ter financial shape than they had been when they
got their initial loan. So, they chose to refi from a
30-year loan to a 15-year loan. This way, they reap
the benefits of an even lower interest rate and they
accumulate equity in their home faster.

A refi can be good for people whose credit scores

have improved during the time that they’ve owned

their home. (And this happens fairly often, when

people settle down from less responsible young-

adult years.) If you paid high closing costs to get a

high interest-rate mortgage when you bought your

house, keep an eye on your credit score. If it’s risen

50 points or more, you may be able to get a better

loan on better terms.

A U T O  L O A N S

Some people assume that they have to get financ-
ing at the dealership where they purchase their car
or truck. This is wrong.

Getting the loan through the dealership can be more
convenient, particularly if you’re car shopping in
the evening or on a weekend, when the banks are
closed. But it’s the most expensive way to go.

The fact that most automakers have their own fi-
nance division, such as Nissan Motor Acceptance
Corp. and Ford Credit, gives you an idea of just
how lucrative the auto loan business can be.
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You should analyze your finances and figure out
just how much of a monthly payment you can af-
ford—before you fall in love with a car that’s out-
side your price range.

The credit requirements for borrowing to buy a car

are usually not as stringent as for borrowing to buy

a house. As long as your score is above 500, you

should be able to get some form of new car loan.

But—as with mortgages—the lower your score, the

more cash you’ll have to put down and the more

interest rates you’ll have to pay. These factors (par-

ticularly the down payment) are what take some

people out of the new car market.

Another factor that most people don’t consider is
the true cost of car ownership. This includes:

• maintenance costs;

• depreciation (which can vary dramati-
cally by model and manufacturer);

• interest on your loan;

• taxes and fees;

• insurance premiums (which also vary
dramatically from vehicle to vehicle);

• fuel costs; and

• repairs.

Several Internet Web sites have tools that will help
you determine the true cost of ownership for a
vehicle, including www.edmunds.com.
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S H O P P I N G  F O R  C A R  L O A N S

The best strategy is to drive the best car—new or
used—that you can afford to buy for cash.

Simply said, paying interest to buy a depreciating

asset means you’re losing money two ways: in the

interest and in the lost asset value. You should bor-

row as little as possible for the shortest period of

time you can afford.

But most people need to finance their car pur-
chases—the things just cost too much. So, keep in
mind that the best approach to financing a car pur-
chase is different than financing real estate:

• When you’re buying a house, the best
strategy is usually to borrow as much
money as you can afford to buy the most
house you can. This means making the
smallest down payment that you can.

• When you’re buying a car, the best
strategy is usually to borrow as little as
you have to in order to get least-ex-
pensive car that fits your needs. This,
effectively, means making the largest
down payment you can.

While you can get a loan for a vehicle through the
dealership that sells it, you should compare the in-
terest rates and terms available through banks, on-
line lenders and credit unions, too.
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But don’t mention financing when you’re negotiat-

ing the price of a vehicle. Keep the initial talks fo-

cused solely on the total cost of the car or truck.

(Likewise, mention trade-ins later—after you’ve fin-

ished negotiating the vehicle’s purchase price.)

The biggest decision, when you’re shopping for an
auto loan, is the length of the loan. Most auto loans
today require from 36 to 60 months worth of pay-
ments. In other words, they’re three-, four- or five-
year loans. (You’ll also find some two- and six-year
loans; but they are less common.)

Just as with a home loan, the longer the term of an
auto loan, the lower your monthly payment—but the
higher the total amount of interest you’ll have to pay.

If you have a tendency to trade-in or sell your cars
every two or three years, you should rethink your
priorities. But, if driving a new car so often is im-
portant to you, avoid the longer-term loans and their
low payments. You may owe more than your ve-
hicle is worth if you try to sell it after two years
and you have a five- or six-year loan.

Interest rates are usually higher on used vehicle loans

than on loans for new vehicles. This and other fac-

tors actually can make it cheaper for you to finance

a new vehicle. An exception: so-called “certified,

pre-owned” programs which sell high-quality used

cars on terms very close to those of new cars.
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When you’re comparison shopping for your loan,
you also may want to have it quoted with several
different down payments. A higher down pay-
ment will reduce your monthly payments, and it
also may reduce the interest rate on your loan.

However, you may find that the difference in
monthly payments between a $1,500 down pay-
ment and a $3,000 down payment is insignificant
over the course of a five-year loan, in which case it
probably pays to hold onto your money for now.

C O N C L U S I O N

The markets for financing homes and cars are large
enough that there’s room for just about anyone. But
your credit score will determine how much cash
you need to put down to buy a home or car…and
how much interest you pay for a loan.

These numbers effectively push people with poor
credit out of the marketplace. And they give real
advantages to people with good credit.

A person with a FICO score of 750 can pay $500
less a month for a $300,000 mortgage than some-
one with a score of 570 pays. And those savings are
a sort of perpetual advantage that helps the higher
scores stay higher.

But remember this: While you’re making payments
on a home or car, most people will consider you the
owner. You’re not. The lender owns your home or
your car until you’ve paid it off in full. Then you
receive the clear title and really own it.
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Once you’ve checked your credit score and done all
you can to raise it to a comfortable level, keeping it
there should be relatively easy.

Remember basic guidelines:

• keep a monthly budget, no matter
much money you have;

• don’t use credit cards to make impulse
purchases;

• avoiding manic highs and lows of
spending/saving (scoring systems re-
ward steady performance);

• don’t borrow to buy depreciating as-
sets.

But these guidelines don’t address some more basic
questions. Like “What’s a safe amount of consumer
debt to carry?” And this is a good question to ask
because, with all the various payments an ordinary
American makes each month, it’s easy to lose track
of just how much you owe.
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To answer the question of how much debt you can

handle, use the 20/10 Rule: Never borrow more than

20 percent of your annual net income (after taxes)

on credit card. And your monthly payments should

never exceed 10 percent of your monthly net income.

E V E R G R E E N  A D V I C E

Keep track of every credit purchase you make each
month. This will help establish your monthly credit
“budget” and spare you eyebrow-raising surprises
when your bill comes.

Plan your credit spending. Use your credit for
planned purchases that you intend to pay off over a
specific time period. Impulse buys for “unbeatable”
prices can stay on your bill for months, costing you
more in the long run.

Before taking cash advances, consider the associ-
ated fees and finance charges. They can be much
higher than the interest on purchases.

Avoid approaching or reaching your credit limit
if at all possible. You’ll save on finance charges and
keep credit available for emergencies like car re-
pairs or unplanned medical costs.

And keep an eye out for these warning signs:

• You’re only able to make the minimum
payment on your credit cards for two
months in a row.
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• You’ve taken more than one cash ad-
vance (outside of travelling) in the last
90 days.

• You’re surprised by the number of new
purchases on any of your credit cards.

• You’ve done more than one balance
transfer in the last six months.

• You reached or exceeded the limit on
any credit card in the last three months.

• You need to work overtime or a second
job to keep up with your consumer debt
payments.

• You’ve made more than one late pay-
ment to a credit card or secured loan
account in the last 12 months.

As we’ve noted, no one of these problems will hurt
your credit score dramatically. But several of them
happening at the same time can do real damage.

M A N A G I N G  C R E D I T

With a strong credit score, you will receive a steady
stream of offers for credit cards, car loans and home
mortgages. Some people work hard to have their
names removed from any such mailing lists.

But these mailings can be useful to you, since they
show you what the state of marketplace is for con-
sumer credit deals.

Plus, occasionally, you may see an offer that’s really
better than anything you have.
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If you decide to get a new credit card, make sure
the terms are genuine—and permanent, not “pro-
motional”—and that the offer is really better than
the cards you have.

Try to keep no more than four active credit card
accounts. If you find a really good offer, replace a
card that costs you more. And take your time do-
ing so.

In most cases, you shouldn’t close out your oldest

card. It has the most history and adds stability to

your score. Generally, it’s good to have had your

credit card accounts for an average of at least three

years.

Slowly close out unneeded or unused credit ac-
counts. And, be cautious when canceling—because
closing accounts can negatively impact your credit
score.

Even if creditors offer to raise credit limits, allow
yourself only moderate credit limits.

W A T C H  T H E  B A L A N C E  T R A N S F E R S

Moving a card balance from a higher interest rate
card to a lower interest rate one can make sense and
save you money. But move carefully on these deals—
and, in any case, don’t do them more than once or
twice a year.
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Remember: Transferring a balance is not the same

thing as paying off a debt. The best way to free up

more cash for the long haul is to eliminate credit

card debt. You’ll need to continue to pay as much as

you can on those credit cards.

Watch the fees. Some companies charge a “trans-
action fee” for the privilege of transferring a bal-
ance to their card.

When you transfer a balance, make sure that you
continue to make minimum payments on your old
card while waiting for a balance transfer to take ef-
fect, which can take several weeks.

Some balance transfer offers include fine print that
says the company may check your credit score
before offering you the low rate. If your score is too
low (and it may still be pretty good, generally) the
company may charge you a higher-than-advertised
rate. Even though the offer might say 1.9 percent
rate on balance transfers, you may qualify for a 10.99
percent rate.

The February 2000 New York state court decision
Gerald Broder v. MBNA Corp., et al. considered
charges of just such a rate-switching trick.

Broder had carried an MBNA MasterCard since
1987. He regularly used it to pay for purchases,
generally paying off his purchase balances in full
each month, without incurring any finance charges.
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In October 1996, MBNA offered Broder a deal to
take cash advances, subject to a special low annual
percentage rate of 6.9 percent, for up to six
months—through May 1997. At the end of the
six-month period, the outstanding cash advance bal-
ance would be subject to the same 17.9 percent
APR as Broder’s other outstanding unpaid purchase
balance. The special offer brochure stated:

Your Annual Percentage Rate (APR) on cash
advances, including balance transfers is 6.9%
through your statement closing date in May
1997.

This means you can use the full power of your...
MBNA MasterCard account along with this spe-
cial low 6.9% Annual Percentage rate (APR)
to reduce your cost of credit or even take advan-
tage of sales and bargains .... And with your
low limited-time APR of 6.9% on cash advances,
including balance transfers, you may be able to
save yourself some money (not to mention head-
aches) by simply paying off higher rate credit card
or department store accounts....

Notice the use of the term “paying off.” Transfer-

ring a debt balance from one card to another isn’t

“paying off” anything. It’s just changing the name

of the lender you owe.

Broder accepted MBNA’s offer in November 1996
and made a balance transfer cash advance of $25,000
from another credit card. He was supposed to get
the promotional rate of 6.9 percent on this amount.
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(At the time of the transfer, he didn’t have any out-
standing unpaid balance on the MasterCard.)

In December 1997, MBNA made another cash ad-
vance offer to Broder. This time, the deal was a spe-
cial low APR of 6.9 percent for up to six months—
through June 1998. At the end of the six-month
period, the outstanding cash advance balance would
again jump to 17.9 percent.

This time the brochure stated:

Introducing your new 6.9% Annual percentage
rate (APR) through your June 1998 statement
closing date on Credit Card Access Checks and
Balance Transfers.

MBNA is pleased to announce an APR so low
you don’t even have to think twice about taking
full advantage of your credit line. This is just
about as inexpensive as it gets to use somebody
else’s money.

And, better, because this rate is so good, MBNA
is giving you all the way through the closing date
of your June 1998 statement to take advantage
of it.... We really hope you start taking advan-
tage of your special MBNA APR in January
and keep taking advantage of it through your
June 1998 statement closing date.

In January 1998, Broder again took MBNA’s offer
and obtained a balance transfer cash advance of
$35,000 at the special rate.

After receiving the $25,000 and $35,000 cash ad-
vances, Broder continued to use MBNA’s card for
purchases, generally in amounts totaling $500 to
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$2,200 each month. Each month during the
promotion’s operative period, the payments to his
account generally equaled the total new purchases
shown on his monthly account statements.

But MBNA applied his payments first to the bal-
ance due on the advances made under the special
promotion (which was a lot larger than the amounts
of his total new monthly purchases).

T R I C K Y  A C C O U N T I N G

Under the method of payment allocation used by

MBNA, Broder’s cash advances subject to the 6.9

percent rate were reduced by the amount of his

monthly payments while his purchase balances re-

mained wholly unpaid and continued to accrue fi-

nance charges at the higher rate.

As a result, Broder was charged finance charges by
MBNA on his purchase balance during the six-month
limited period covered by the $25,000 cash ad-
vance totaling $767—even though his payments
each month were enough to pay off the purchases
in full. Broder argued that finance charges should
have been only $313 on the balance transfer
amount. So, he claimed MBNA had charged him
$450 more than it should have.

He claimed that MBNA had used the same tricky
accounting to overcharge him about $200 on the
$35,000.
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When Broder couldn’t get any satisfaction from
MBNA directly, he sued. (Unfortunately, for MBNA,
Broder was an attorney who specialized in class ac-
tion lawsuits.) His lawsuit contained three charges:
breach of contract, fraud and violation of New
York business law barring deceptive practices and
false advertising. He also asked the court to cer-
tify his lawsuit as a class action, open to any MBNA
cardholders who accepted the special balance trans-
fer offers.

MBNA fought aggressively, asking the court to
throw out Broder’s whole case. It argued that it didn’t
breach the agreement with plaintiff and that the
advertisements were neither false nor misleading.
MBNA pointed to its cardholder agreement that
stated payments “will be allocated in a manner we
determine” and language in the solicitation mate-
rials stating that it could allocate payments first to
the cash advance balance and than to the purchase
balance.

The court agreed that MBNA didn’t breach the lit-
eral terms of its contract with Broder. But, it ruled
that Broder had made viable claim for breach of the
implied covenant of good faith.

The court looked at the brochures that MBNA had
used and concluded:

…there are issues of fact resulting from ambigu-
ous language contained in the cardmember agree-
ment and the solicitation. Ambiguities are con-
strued against the drafters of the relevant materi-
als.
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T H E  L A W  O N  F I N E  P R I N T

Perhaps the most interesting conclusion the court
made about Broder’s charges involved a literal dis-
cussion of the term small print. Some of MBNA’s
contract language about how it would allocate pay-
ments was—literally—in small print. And New
York had a law about jamming weasel words in
tiny type. The court cited state law which said:

Contracts in small print

The portion of any printed contract or agreement
involving a consumer transaction ...where the print
is not clear and legible or is less than eight points
in depth or five and one-half points in depth for
upper case type may not be received in evidence in
any trial, hearing or proceeding on behalf of the
party who printed or prepared such contract or
agreement, or who caused said agreement or con-
tract to be printed or prepared. …No provision of
any contract or agreement waiving the provisions
of this section shall be effective.

Although the statute referred to evidence admissi-
bility in trials, its purpose was to make such con-
tract provisions unenforceable. The relevant lan-
guage about payment allocation contained in the
MBNA’s solicitations was smaller than the required
eight-point type.

The court also allowed the deceptive practices claim
to go forward; but it did throw out the fraud charge
essentially for being redundant to the others.

And the court certified Broder’s lawsuit for class
action status. Anyone who’d taken a cash advance
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or transferred a balance from MBNA during the
same period could join him. The ruling was a sub-
stantial loss for MBNA, which promptly began ne-
gotiating a settlement with Broder.

G U A R D  A G A I N S T  I D  T H E F T

Your credit card provides you with valuable pur-
chasing power and convenience. To purchase a num-
ber of goods and services, all you need to do is
present your card and sign a receipt. Unfortunately,
this power and convenience also make your card
that much more appealing to criminals looking to
take advantage of your credit.

Guard your credit cards as you would the key to

your home. When receiving a new or replacement

card, sign the back immediately. Keep it and any

duplicate cards in a secure place where you would

know if they were missing.

Never leave your card with someone as a “security
deposit.” And, if you’re expecting a new or replace-
ment card, keep a sharp eye on the mail.

Since a thief can just as easily make purchases with
only your account number and expiration date, it’s a
good idea to take all receipts and carbons with you,
especially from places like automated teller machines
(ATMs), supermarkets, and self-service gasoline
pumps.
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Avoid disposing of purchase documents or old state-
ments in public trash containers, and never give
your account number to someone calling you on
the phone—even if the caller says it will be used to
claim a “valuable” prize or award.

Your personal information should always stay with
you. With the exception of mail order companies,
merchants should never require your address or tele-
phone number to complete a transaction.

Avoid using a credit card as personal identifica-

tion. Never let someone put your card number on a

check or any other document not associated with a

purchase on your account. (In some states, it is

actually against the law for merchants to do so.)

Use your driver’s license or other ID instead.

If your account has a personal identification num-
ber (PIN) for use at ATM locations, don’t write it
down: memorize it. And it’s a good idea not to pick
an obvious PIN, like your address, phone number,
or date of birth.

L O S T  O R  S T O L E N  C A R D S

If a card is used before you report it lost or stolen,
your maximum liability for unauthorized charges
is $50 per card. If you report your card stolen be-
fore someone uses it, your liability may be zero.
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But, if a member of your immediate family (spouse,
child, parent) borrows your credit card to make a
purchase—with or without your knowledge—you
may be liable for that purchase.

Notify your card issuer if you and your spouse be-

come separated or divorced. Otherwise, you could

be liable for charges on your joint account.

R E V I E W  Y O U R  S T A T E M E N T S

Billing errors can happen. So it’s important to save
your receipts and credit slips and compare them to
your monthly statements. File your statements in a se-
cure place for future reference.

If you choose not to keep your statements, destroy
them before throwing them away.

If you do discover an error on your statement (like
an unauthorized charge or purchase), write to your
card issuer immediately. Be sure to state that it is a
billing error, which is handled differently than a
dispute with a merchant.

Remember: You must notify your card issuer in writ-

ing to be legally protected. Also, it is far more dif-

ficult to challenge a charge once it has been paid.
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O N - L I N E  S A F E T Y

Although the numbers are increasing, consumers
are still not using their credit cards on the Internet
nearly as much as electronic retailers would like.
That’s why many on-line merchants continue to of-
fer a toll-free order number so that shoppers have
the choice of calling their order in.

On-line shopping may be convenient—some people

do all of their shopping on-line—but credit card

fraud is always a threat. Hackers have found ways

to steal credit-card numbers from Web sites.

While Internet companies have taken responsibil-
ity for security breaches and resulting losses to credit
card users, there remains the growing problem of
people who use stolen credit cards to make pur-
chases on the Internet. And, while unfair or fraudu-
lent practices by credit card companies are not com-
monplace, they do happen.

Fortunately, the Federal Trade Commission and the
media are watching. In 1994, the FTC ordered
TransUnion to stop selling “sensitive” consumer
data—data on 160 million Americans—to junk-
mail producers. The FTC charged that TransUnion
violated the Fair Credit Reporting Act by selling
consumer information to target marketers who lack
any of the allowable purposes listed under the act.
TransUnion denied that it had sold information that
could affect customers and appealed the FTC’s rul-
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ing. But it lost.

If the mailing list issue bothers you, pay close at-
tention when you’re completing any credit-card ap-
plication. Most application forms provide a box that
you can check to allow or disallow the selling of
your information to mailing lists—but some remain
hazy about how they will use your name and infor-
mation.

You can also protect yourself by contacting the three

main U.S. credit bureaus and instructing them to

take your name off of their mailing lists. When you

write to the bureaus, include your complete name,

name variations and mailing address, Social Secu-

rity number and signature—and state clearly that

you want your name removed from marketing lists.

O T H E R  T I P S

These tips are important and universal:

• Sign your card—as soon as you receive
it. (Obviously, this is only as effective
as the clerk who’s checking it.)

• When you use your card at an ATM,
enter your PIN in such a way that no
one can easily memorize your key-
strokes.

• Don’t leave your receipt behind at the
ATM. Your PIN and account number
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from a discarded receipt could make
you vulnerable to credit card fraud.

• Don’t give your credit card number over
the telephone unless you initiated the
call.

• Make certain you get your card back
after you make a purchase (one way to
dot his: leave your wallet open in your
hand until you have the card back).
Also, make sure that you personally rip
up any voided or cancelled sales slips.

• Keep a list of your credit cards, credit-
card numbers and relevant toll-free
numbers in a safe place, in case your
cards are stolen or lost.

C O N C L U S I O N

Really, maintaining a good credit score is a matter
of lots of small steps to keep your spending—and
the bad guys out in the world—in check. But the
results of these small steps can mean tens of thou-
sands of dollars in interest and finance fees that you
get to keep.

It’s the best example of how important it is to keep
track of the little things.
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1/1 ARM: an adjustable-rate mortgage that has an
initial interest rate for the first year, and thereafter has
an adjustment interval of one year. Each annual rate
adjustment is based on (or “indexed to”) another rate-
often the yield on a U.S. Treasury note

10/1 ARM: an adjustable-rate mortgage that has
an initial interest rate for the first 10 years, and
thereafter has an adjustment interval of one year

3/1 interest-only ARM: an adjustable rate mort-
gage in which none of the payments go toward re-
tiring principal for the first three years

80-10-10 loan: a combination of an 80 percent loan-
to-value first mortgage, a 10 percent home equity loan
and a 10 percent down payment. The loans can be
used to eliminate the need for private mortgage in-
surance

adjustable-rate mortgage (ARM): a home loan in
which the interest rate is changed periodically based
on a standard financial index. Most ARMs have caps
on how much the interest rate can rise or fall
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alternative mortgage: a home loan that is not a
standard fixed-rate mortgage

annual fee: a flat fee charged each year for your
credit card account, similar to a membership fee

annual percentage rate (APR): the interest rate
being charged, expressed as a yearly rate. Credit
card accounts often have several different APRs—
one for purchases, one for cash advances and one for
balance transfers. Some lenders may increase the APR
if a payment is late

application fee: amount the lender charges to pro-
cess the document in which a prospective borrower
details his or her financial situation to qualify for a
loan. Quality lenders do not charge these fees
(though they may charge many others)

application scoring: the use of a statistical model
to evaluate credit applications and credit bureau
data in order to assess likely future performance.
Scores help businesses make decisions such as
whether to accept or decline the application

appraisal fee: amount someone charges to deliver
a professional opinion about how much a property
is worth

appraised value: an educated opinion of how much
a property is worth

authorized user: anyone who uses your credit cards
or credit accounts with permission; more specifi-
cally, someone who has a credit card from your ac-
count with his or her name on it
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back-end ratio (or back ratio): the sum of your
mortgage payment and all other monthly debt/credit
cards, car payments, student loans, etc., divided by
before-tax income. Traditionally, lenders wouldn’t
extend borrowers’ back-end ratios past 36 percent,
but they often do now

balance transfer: moving all or part of the out-
standing balance on one credit card to another

balloon loan: a loan in which the payments don’t
repay the principal in full by the end of the term.
At the end comes the balloon payment—one that’s
larger than the others and pays off the principal

bankruptcy: a proceeding (in the U.S., in federal
court) that may legally release a person from repay-
ing debts owed. Credit reports normally include
bankruptcies for up to 10 years

biweekly mortgage: a mortgage that schedules
payments every two weeks instead of the standard
monthly payment. The 26 biweekly payments are each
equal to one-half of a monthly payment. The result
is that the mortgage is paid off sooner

broker premium: a sum paid to a mortgage broker
as the “middleman” in the process between the
lender and the borrower

cardholder: the person in whose name a credit is
issued and/or any authorized user

cash-advance fee: a fee charged if you obtain a
cash advance. This fee is in addition to the interest
rate charged on the amount of the advance
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cash-out refinance: a new mortgage on an exist-
ing property in which the amount borrowed is
greater than the amount of the previous mortgage.
The difference is given to the borrower in cash

charge-off: the balance on a credit obligation that
a lender no longer expects to be repaid and writes
off as a bad debt

closing costs: expenses incurred when transferring
ownership of or borrowing against a property—in-
cluding lender, title and escrow fees

collateral: an asset or property used as security
against a loan

collection: attempted recovery of a past-due credit
obligation by a collection department or agency

combined loan-to-value ratio: an overall mortgage
debt load, expressed as a percentage of the home’s
fair market value. Someone with a $50,000 first
mortgage and a $20,000 equity line secured against
a $100,000 house would have a CLTV ratio of 70t

commitment fee: a sum paid by a borrower to a
lender in exchange for a promise to lend money on
certain terms for a specified period. Quality lenders
tend not to charge these fees

conforming loan: a mortgage that meets the re-
quirements to be eligible for purchase or
securitization by one of the government-sponsored
enterprises (such as Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac).
Requirements include size of the loan, type and age
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consumer credit file: a credit bureau record on a
given individual. It may include information on
one credit account…or many

convertible ARM: an adjustable rate mortgage that
can be converted to a fixed-rate mortgage under speci-
fied conditions

credit bureau: a credit reporting agency that is a clear-
inghouse for information on the credit rating of indi-
viduals or firms. The three largest credit bureaus in
the U.S. are Equifax, Experian and TransUnion

credit history: a record of how a consumer has re-
paid credit obligations in the past

credit limit: the most that can be charged on a credit
card or to a credit line

credit obligation: an agreement by which a person
is legally bound to pay back borrowed money or
used credit

credit report: complete information communicated
by a credit reporting agency that bears on a
consumer’s credit standing. Most credit reports in-
clude: consumer name, address, credit history, in-
quiries, collection records, and public records such
as bankruptcy filings and tax liens

credit score: another term for a credit bureau risk
score. Generally, it refers to a number generated by
a statistical model which is used to objectively evalu-
ate information that pertains to making a credit
decision
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debt-to-available-credit ratio: the amount of
money a person has in outstanding debt, compared
to the amount of credit available on all of the
individual’s credit cards and credit lines. The higher a
person’s debt to available credit, the more risky the
individual appears to potential lenders

debt-to-income ratio: the percentage of before-tax
earnings that are spent to pay off loans for obliga-
tions such as auto loans, student loans and credit card
balances. Lenders look at two ratios. The front-end
ratio is the percentage of monthly before-tax earn-
ings that are spent on house payments. In the back-
end ratio, the borrower’s other debts are factored in

default: a designation on a credit report that indi-
cates a person has not paid a debt that was owed.
Accounts usually are listed as being in default after
several reports of delinquency. Defaults are a serious
negative item on a credit report

delinquency: a failure to deliver even the minimum
payment on a loan or debt payment on or before the
time agreed. Accounts are often referred to as 30, 60,
90 or 120 days delinquent because most lenders have
monthly payment cycles

Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA): U.S. fed-
eral legislation that prohibits certain kinds of dis-
crimination in credit transactions

equity: the portion of the appraised value of an as-
set that is greater than the total of the secured fi-
nancing attached to that asset. Also called the lend-
able value or net value
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Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA): U.S. federal
legislation that promotes accuracy, confidentiality
and proper use of information in the files of a con-
sumer reporting agency

Fannie Mae: the largest mortgage investor, a gov-
ernment-sponsored enterprise that buys mortgages
from lenders, bundles them into investments and sells
them on the secondary mortgage market. Formerly
known as the Federal National Mortgage Association

Federal Housing Administration (FHA): an agency
within the federal Department of Housing and Ur-
ban Development that provides mortgage insurance
and sets construction and underwriting standards

FICO score: a credit bureau risk score produced
from any of several models developed by Fair, Isaac
& Co. FICO scores are used by lenders and others to
assess the credit risk of prospective borrowers or
existing customers

finance charge: the dollar amount you pay to use
credit. Besides interest costs, the finance charge may
include other charges such as cash-advance fees

first mortgage: the primary loan on a property, which
has priority over all other claims to the title

fixed rate: an annual percentage rate for a finance
charge that does not change with other indexes

fixed-rate option: an option available on some
home equity lines of credit which allows borrowers
to fix the interest on a portion of their balance
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foreclosure: the legal process by which a debtor in
default on a mortgage or other loan is deprived of
interest in the collateral property. This usually involves
a forced sale of the property with the proceeds of
the sale being applied to the mortgage debt

Freddie Mac: formerly known as the Federal Home
Loan Mortgage Corp., this is a government-spon-
sored firm that buys mortgages from lenders, pools
them with other loans and sells them to investors

front-end ratio (or “front ratio”): the percentage of
monthly before-tax income that goes toward a house
payment. The rule of thumb is that the front ratio
shouldn’t exceed 28

Ginnie Mae: also known as the Government Na-
tional Mortgage Association, a part of the federal De-
partment of Housing and Urban Development that
guarantees securities backed by mortgages that are
insured or guaranteed by other government agencies

grace period: a period of time, often about 25 days,
during which you can pay your credit card bill with-
out incurring a finance charge. Under nearly all credit
card accounts, the grace period applies only if you
pay your balance in full each month. It does not apply
if you carry a balance forward. Also, the grace period
usually does not apply to cash advances

hard inquiry: a request by a lender to see your credit
report that must be included in the inquiries section
of that report; hard inquiries are triggered whenever
you fill out an application for credit, an application to
rent an apartment and so on
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high-LTV equity loan: a home loan that creates a
total loan-to-value ratio of up to 125 percent or more.
When the total principal of a loan leaves the home-
owner with debt that exceeds the fair market value
of the home, the interest paid on the portion of the
loan above that value may not be tax deductible

home equity line of credit: an open-ended loan,
paid as revolving debt, that is backed by the portion
of a home’s value that the borrower owns outright

home equity: the part of a home’s value that the
mortgage borrower owns outright; the difference be-
tween the fair market value of the home and the prin-
cipal balances of all mortgage loans

Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act: a
U.S. federal law designed to discourage predatory
lending in mortgages and home equity loans

housing expense ratio: the percentage of monthly
before-tax income that goes toward a house payment.
The rule of thumb is that it shouldn’t exceed 28 (also
known as the “front ratio”)

income verification: a requirement for fully docu-
mented proof of income on the part of a borrower;
loans of this type usually offer lower interest rates
than no-income or “no-doc” verification loans.

inquiry: an item on a consumer’s credit report that
shows that someone with a “permissible purpose”
(under FCRA rules) has previously requested a copy
of the consumer’s report
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installment account: a loan for which the borrower
makes the same payment each month

interest rate cap: a limit on how much a borrower’s
percentage rate can increase or decrease at rate ad-
justment periods and over the life of the loan

interest rate: a measure of the cost of credit, ex-
pressed as a percent. For variable-rate credit card
plans, the interest rate is explicitly tied to another in-
terest rate. The interest rate on fixed-rate credit card
plans, though not explicitly tied to changes in other
interest rates, can also change over time

interest: money paid for a borrower’s use of money,
calculated as a percentage of the money borrowed
and paid over a specified time; also, a right to, or
share of, title to collateral property

interest-only loan: an advance of money in which
the repayment installments cover only the interest
that accumulates on the loan balance. The princi-
pal does not decrease with the payments. Usually,
interest-only loans have a short term

introductory rate: a temporary, lower APR that
usually lasts for about six months before convert-
ing to the normal fixed or variable rate

judgment: a decision from a judge on a civil action
or lawsuit; usually an amount of money a person is
required to pay to satisfy a debt or as a penalty

late payment (a “late”): a delinquent payment or
failure to deliver a loan or debt payment on or be-
fore the time agreed
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late-payment charge: a charge imposed when your
payment is late. If your payment arrives after the grace
period, you may be charged both a finance charge
(the interest on your outstanding balance) and a late-
payment charge

lien (pronounced “lean”): a legal claim placed on a
person’s property, such as a car or a house, as security
for a debt. A lien may be placed by a contractor who
did work on your house or a mechanic who repaired
your car and didn’t get paid. The property cannot be
sold without paying the lien

loan origination fee: a charge levied by a lender for
underwriting a loan. The fee often is expressed in
“points;” a point is 1 percent of the loan amount

loan processing fee: a charge levied by a lender
for accepting a loan application and gathering the
supporting paperwork

loan-to-value ratio (LTV): the percentage of the
home’s price that is financed. On a $100,000 house,
if the buyer makes a $20,000 down payment and
borrows $80,000, the loan-to-value ratio is 80.
When refinancing a mortgage, the LTV ratio is com-
puted using the appraised value of the home, not
the sale price

low-documentation loan: a mortgage that requires
less verification of income or assets (or both) than a
conventional loan. Low-documentation loans are de-
signed for the entrepreneur or self-employed—or
for borrowers who cannot or choose not to reveal
information about their incomes
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low-down mortgages: secured loans that require
a low down payment, usually less than 10 percent.
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac design loan programs
that spell out a set of standards for lenders

mortgage banker: a person or firm that originates
home loans, sells them to investors, services monthly
payments and handles escrow. Some mortgage bank-
ers sell their loans on the secondary market

maxed out: a slang phrase for using the full credit
limit of a credit card or the full amount available on
a line of credit. Borrowing the maximum limit on
cards or equity lines hurts your credit score

mortgage broker: a person or firm that finds lend-
ers for prospective borrowers who meet the lenders’
criteria. A mortgage broker does not make the loan,
but receives payment for services

mortgage interest expense: a tax term for interest
paid on a loan that is fully deductible, up to certain
limits, when you itemize income taxes

mortgage refinance: a refinanced mortgage is one
in which a borrower pays off an old loan with a new
loan. People who refinance a mortgage usually do so
to get a lower interest rate, lower their payments or
to take cash out of their equity.

no-documentation loan: a mortgage in which the
applicant provides a minimum of information—
name, address and Social Security number. The un-
derwriter decides on the loan based only on the
applicant’s credit history, the appraised value of the
house and size of down payment
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over-limit fee: A fee imposed when your charges
exceed the credit limit set on your card

penalty rate: a higher interest rate applied to your
credit card account if you are late making payments

periodic rate: the interest rate you are charged each
billing period. For most credit card plans, the peri-
odic rate is a monthly rate, calculated by dividing the
APR by 12. A credit card with an 18 percent APR
has a monthly periodic rate of 1.5 percent

PITI: acronym for the elements of a mortgage pay-
ment: principal, interest, taxes and insurance

point: a unit more measuring fees related to a loan; a
point equals 1 percent of a mortgage loan. Some
lenders charge “origination points” to cover expenses
of making a loan. Some borrowers pay “discount
points” to reduce the loan’s interest rate

pre-approval letter: a document from a lender or
broker, estimating how much a potential home-buyer
could borrow, based on current interest rates and a
preliminary look at credit history

prepayment penalty: lender’s charge to the bor-
rower for paying off a loan before the end of its
scheduled term

pre-qualification letter: a non-binding evaluation
of a prospective borrower’s finances to determine
how much he or she can borrow and on what terms

principal: the amount of money borrowed in a loan
or the amount of money owed, excluding interest
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private mortgage insurance (PMI): a form of in-
surance that protects the lender by paying the costs
of foreclosing on a house if the borrower stops pay-
ing the loan. Private mortgage insurance usually is
required if the down payment is less than 20 per-
cent of the sale price

public records: information that is available to any
member of the public, typically by visiting the local
courthouse; public records like a bankruptcy, tax lien,
foreclosure, court judgment or overdue child sup-
port often appears on your credit report

qualifying ratios: as calculated by lenders, the per-
centage of income that is spent on housing debt and
combined household debt

rate shopping: applying for credit with several lend-
ers to find the best interest rate, usually for a mort-
gage or a car loan. If done within a short period of
time, such as two weeks, it should have little impact
on a person’s credit score

reaffirmation agreement: an agreement by a bank-
rupt debtor to continue paying a dischargeable debt
after the bankruptcy, usually to keep collateral or
mortgaged property that would otherwise be subject
to repossession

repayment period: in a home equity line of credit,
that portion of the life of the loan that follows the
draw period. During the repayment period, the bor-
rower cannot take out any more money, but must
pay down the loan
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revolving account: an account on which your bal-
ance and monthly payment can fluctuate, and which
you can “spend up” and “pay down” repeatedly,
such as a Visa or a gasoline credit card

risk score: a type of credit score based solely on
data stored at the major credit bureaus. It offers a
snapshot of a consumer’s credit risk at a particular
point in time

Schumer box: a graphic display, required by the
U.S. Truth in Lending Act, that explains the terms
and conditions of a consumer credit account. It must
appear on credit applications and usually appears
on statements and other documents

scoring model: a statistical formula that is used,
usually with the help of computers, to estimate fu-
ture performance of prospective borrowers and ex-
isting customers. A model calculates scores based
on data such as a consumer’s credit report

second mortgage: a loan using a home’s equity as
collateral and which is subordinate to the original mort-
gage (in a sale, the first mortgage is repaid first)

secured credit card: a consumer credit account for
which the borrower must produce some form of
collateral—usually a cash deposit equal to the
amount of the credit card charge limit

secured debt: a loan on which a piece of property,
such as a house, is used as collateral; the collateral
provides security for the lender, since the property
can be seized and sold if you don’t repay the debt
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signature loan: a high-interest, unsecured consumer
loan based soley on the borrower’s credit score; like
a cash advance, without the credit card

soft inquiry: a request to see your credit report-or
get information about your creditworthiness that
was not triggered by your application to get credit;
it must appear on your credit report in the inquir-
ies section. Soft inquiries include your request to
see your own credit report and job-related requests

subprime borrower: a borrower with a less-than-
perfect credit report due to late payments or a de-
fault on debt payments. Lenders often grade them
based on the severity of past credit problems, with
categories ranging from “A-” to “D” or lower

trade line: an account listed on a credit report. Each
separate account is a different trade line

unsecured debt: a loan on which there is no collat-
eral, such as a credit card account

utilization ratio: the ratio between the limits on
your credit cards or lines of credit and the outstand-
ing balances on those accounts

variable rate: a type of adjustable rate tied directly
to the movement of some other economic index.
For example, a variable rate might be prime rate
plus 3 percent; it adjusts as the prime rate does
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adjusted balance method  68-69
affinity card  13
agreement  52, 55, 57, 60, 71-72, 83, 92-96, 126, 135, 143, 150, 161,

169, 174-175, 179, 220, 224, 259-260, 271, 280
American Express  9, 25, 45, 48
amortization  237
annual fee  60-61, 70, 89, 90, 93, 96, 268
annual percentage rate (APR)  41, 60-66, 70, 72, 89-90, 256-257,

268, 276, 279
application  23, 28, 33-36, 39, 59, 72, 79, 82, 92, 213, 218, 222,

230-233, 242-243, 265, 268, 275-277, 281-282
arbitration  94, 204
asset  39, 153, 172, 196-198, 202, 248, 251, 270, 272, 277
authorized user  31, 188-189, 199, 206, 268, 269
automated teller machine (ATM) card  87
average daily balance method  68-69

balance transfer  89-91, 96, 253-259, 268-269
balloon payment  235, 269
bank  9, 18, 24, 34, 87-88, 95-96, 104, 111, 113, 116, 132-137, 142-

144, 161, 168, 175-177, 189-191, 193, 197, 200, 206, 216,
223-225, 230-231, 241, 245

bankruptcy  18, 23, 34-35, 38-39, 42, 44, 81, 153-154, 173, 185, 192,
195, 203, 209-210, 217-218, 222-223, 269, 271, 280

bills  49, 56-57, 61, 66-67, 131, 144, 168, 174, 197, 209, 252, 274
birth date  31
black mark  32, 58, 127, 135, 145, 151-152, 209, 218
brochure  83, 125, 256-259
budget  15, 154-157, 176, 179-180, 251-252

captive card  9, 19
car  8, 13-14, 18, 32, 37, 101-102, 135-137, 147, 154, 161, 195, 200,

217, 227, 246-253, 269, 277, 280
card issuer  21, 33, 40, 51, 56-58, 63-64, 66-71, 74-79, 81-83, 85-

86, 90-96, 99-100, 115, 121, 149, 151, 263
cardholder  45-46, 56, 71-72, 84, 93, 190-191, 259, 269
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cash advance  59-62, 65, 70, 74, 137-142, 190, 252-253, 256-260,
268-269, 274, 282

cash back  59
certified mail  98, 110, 161
chargeback  51-54
charge-off  35, 58, 129-130, 134, 150-152, 174, 209, 218-219, 270
child support  35, 116, 123, 150, 280
collateral  43, 82, 131, 161, 184, 201, 270, 274, 276, 280-282
collection agency  32, 58, 129, 161-176, 220, 222
community property  188, 192, 195-196, 205
consumer credit  11, 16-17, 21-22, 43, 81, 129, 153, 253, 271, 281
consumer loan  8, 137, 282
convenience check  91, 142-144
co-sign  200, 204, 206
credit bureau  19, 22, 26-27, 30-34, 37, 39, 100-105, 109-114, 121,

128, 135-136, 139, 152, 158, 162, 215-216, 265, 268, 271,
273, 281

credit card kiting  139
credit counselor  62, 122, 176-180, 182-183
credit limit  18, 32, 40, 42, 59, 70, 76-80, 82-84, 90, 99, 130, 141,

143, 160, 185, 189, 212, 271, 278-279
credit repair  111, 207-209, 221-222, 225-226
credit report  23-30, 33-39, 42, 73, 76, 102-118, 120-122, 126, 129-

130, 132, 134, 145, 169, 173-174, 178, 180, 182-183, 185-
186, 189, 192, 200, 230, 232-233, 244, 271-275, 280-282

criminal record  36

debit card  86-88
debt load  15, 181, 270
debt-to-available-credit ratio  272
debt-to-income ratio  39, 272
default  58, 78, 127, 151, 218, 224-225, 241, 272-274, 282
delinquency  78, 99-100, 127-130, 159-160, 165-167, 169, 185, 209,

272, 277
Diners Club  9, 45, 48
discharge  136, 142, 146-151, 173, 280
discipline  88, 216
disclosure statement  71
discount rate  50-51, 63
Discover  9, 21
divorce  123-124, 145, 150, 193-199, 205, 263
double billing cycle  67
down payment  14, 232-235, 239-244, 247-250, 267, 277-280
downward spiral  136, 152

e-mail  105, 111-112, 126, 160
emergency  89, 252
employer  20, 23, 31, 114-117, 122, 145, 163, 193, 222, 244
Employer Identification Number  222
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Equifax  22, 37, 103, 105, 109, 271
equity  184, 193, 198, 233, 238, 241, 245-246, 267, 270, 272-273,

275, 278, 281
error  27, 50, 97-100, 106-109, 112-113, 141, 208, 217, 263
exempt  137, 147
Experian  22, 37, 103, 105, 109, 121, 208, 271
expiration date  50, 86, 261

Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions (FACT) Act  102-104
Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA)  22, 27-28, 124, 273, 276
Fair, Isaac & Co.  10, 18, 22, 27, 37-38, 41, 105, 119, 212, 217, 273
family member  187, 200-206
Federal Reserve  37-39, 77
Federal Trade Commission (FTC)  22, 44, 80, 97, 113, 163, 176, 178,

182, 218, 264
FICO score  7, 18, 37, 40, 105, 119, 250, 273
filing fee  146
finance charge  60, 66, 68-70, 77-78, 89, 96, 99, 141, 181-182, 185
fine print  19, 59, 62-63, 65-67, 91-93, 100, 255, 260
fixed rate  236-237, 273
foreclosure  35, 128, 130-135, 146, 150, 225, 274, 280
formula  27, 36-37, 64, 227-228, 281
fraudulent charge  50-52
frequent-flier miles  59-61

general-purpose credit card  8-9, 12, 45, 87
gift card  86
good faith  141, 191, 259
government license  116
grace period  59, 60, 66-67, 70, 74, 93, 274, 277

hard inquiry  33, 118-119, 213, 274
hidden fees  74, 86
home equity loan  193, 198, 241, 267, 275
household expense  138
housing expense  275

identity theft  27, 102-105, 116, 261
impulse purchase  85, 100, 251
inaccurate information  29, 107-108
inactive account  32
income  9, 17, 21, 37-39, 51, 61, 101, 131, 134, 137, 142-143, 149, 153-

155, 186, 196, 229, 237, 243, 252, 272, 274-278, 280
income verification  243, 275
individual account  188, 197-199
inquiry  30, 33, 98, 117-122, 166, 213, 230, 271, 274-275, 282
installment account  32, 276
insurance  8, 20, 23-24, 33, 70, 85, 114-115, 117, 145, 148, 154-155,

218, 228, 241-242, 248, 267, 273, 279, 280
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interest  7-10, 13, 16-20, 39-41, 46, 57-68, 71-77, 82-83, 88-93,
104, 106, 118, 123, 131-133, 137, 142-143, 151-153, 156-
158, 167, 172, 181-185, 192-194, 201-202, 205-207, 214,
217, 227-232, 235-240, 243-254, 266-269, 273-280

interest-only payments  237-238, 267, 276
Internal Revenue Service  186, 222
Internet  27, 49, 104, 111-112, 127, 169, 217, 248, 264
introductory rate  62, 71, 276

job  20, 103, 116, 137-139, 195, 215, 218, 253
joint account  188, 196-199, 263
judgment  35-38, 135, 161-169, 172, 180, 218, 221, 276, 280

landlord  23, 33, 115
late notice  128-129
late payment  32, 59, 63, 76-78, 128-129, 135, 151-152, 158, 209,

217-219, 253, 277, 282
late-payment charge  60, 277
lawsuit  53-56, 71, 94-96, 193, 218, 259-260, 276
lease  33, 106, 165-166, 192, 257, 269
legal fee  146, 221
lien  22, 35, 38, 42, 277
living expense  15, 153
loan origination fee  242, 277
loan program  15, 278
loan-to-value ratio  39, 240, 270, 275, 277
low-documentation financing  243, 277

magnetic strip  46, 49
marriage  187, 192-194, 199, 205-206
MasterCard  9, 13, 21, 46-47, 52, 65, 80-81, 86-87, 255-257
“maxed out”  130, 142, 210-212, 214, 278
medical bills  35, 44, 137, 145, 156
merchandise card  80-81
merchant services account  55
minimum payment  67, 70, 140, 159, 252, 255, 272
mortgage  7-8, 16-17, 19, 34, 40
mortgage broker  7, 104, 230-231, 269, 278
mutual protection society  24-26

name  12, 24, 28- 29, 31-34, 46, 112, 143, 161, 170, 188-189, 193,
197-198, 204, 221, 232, 256, 265, 268, 269

natural and proper interest  194
no-documentation financing  243, 278

open-ended credit  73
outstanding balance  32, 56-57, 64-70, 77, 156, 198, 209, 211-216,

226, 269, 277, 282
overdraft  88, 115
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overextend  145
over-limit fee  60, 76-78, 88, 279

“paid as agreed”  139, 174, 220-221
passport  113
password  111
past-due  32, 132, 270
payment history  32, 38, 131, 215
payment schedule  133, 158, 181
penalty fee  51
penalty rate  279
pension  137, 148
periodic rate  66, 279
permissible purpose  29, 115, 123-125, 276
personal identification (PIN) number  113, 262
personal loan  201-202
phishing  111
points  36, 57, 60, 100, 106, 125, 160, 171-172, 208, 212, 238, 260,

277-281
point-of-sale terminal  49, 55
pre-approval  33-34, 79, 91, 104, 192, 231, 235, 279
pre-qualification  231, 234, 279
previous balance method  68, 69
prime rate  63-64, 235, 282
principal  52-53, 143, 201, 205, 237, 242, 245, 267-269, 275-280
privacy  22-24, 36, 193, 243
processing company  49-51, 53-55
promissory note  204
promotional rate  62, 70, 256
public record  193, 271, 280

qualifying ratios  229, 280
rapid rescoring  216-217
rate cap  276
reaffirmation agreement  150, 280
re-aging  159-161
real estate  131-135, 153, 188, 202, 231-232, 237-238, 241, 245, 248
refinance  101, 123-124, 133, 198-199, 215, 233, 245-246, 270, 278
Regulation Z  77-78
reinstatement  134-135, 150
rental car  88-89
repayment period  132, 281
repossess  43, 130-131, 135-136, 146, 161, 195, 280
revolving account  32, 49, 281
risk  21, 37, 43, 51, 58, 91, 139, 188, 198-202, 210, 221, 230, 239,

271-273, 281

same-as-cash  11
scam  79, 92, 111
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Schumer Box  69-71, 77, 281
scoring model  38, 120-121, 214, 281
secured financing  13, 43-44, 80-84, 130-131, 135-137, 146-149,

153, 156, 161-162, 183, 185, 227, 246, 253, 270-272, 278,
281-282

settlement  123, 149, 170-175, 219, 221, 224-225, 261
short-term loan  133
signature loan  44, 282
small print  83, 95, 260
Social Security number  22, 30-31, 107, 111, 118, 125, 221-222, 244,

265, 279
soft inquiry  33, 122, 282
solicitation  34, 63, 71, 80, 96, 259-260
spouse  31, 124, 143, 187-188, 193-200, 205-206, 263
statement  55-56, 66-67, 71, 92-97, 100, 108, 134-135, 141-143, 150,

182, 222, 242, 256-258, 262-263, 281
statute of limitations  168-170, 173, 218
student loan  10, 15, 44, 131, 137, 150, 154, 217-218, 269, 272
subprime borrower  282
summary explanation  29
suspicious activity  113

tax lien  35, 42, 271, 280
telephone number  30, 49, 112, 262
tiered rate  64
trade line  282
TransUnion  22, 103, 109, 264, 271
travel  12, 26, 45-49, 56, 86, 95, 194, 215, 253
trouble sign  128-130
trust  21, 44, 147, 191, 204, 210
Truth In Lending Act (TILA)  70, 72, 96, 191, 223-224, 281
two-cycle average daily balance method  68-69

U.S. Secret Service  113
unauthorized charge  97, 113, 262-263
unsecured financing  43-44, 80-83, 130-131, 146, 153, 156, 162,

183, 282
utilization ratio  211, 214, 282
vacation  26, 86, 139, 147
variable expense  155
variable rate  276, 282
Visa  9, 12-13, 32, 46-47, 52, 65, 80-81, 86-87, 138, 156, 281

year-end summar  48
“you cannot be refused”  81
zero balance  56, 212-213
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